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1
SUMMARY

An electronic digital computer is used to automatically adjust the

dimensions and density contrast or magnetisation of two-dimensional models
so as to minimise the differences between the observed and theoretical
gravity and magnetic anomalies.

The problem of local minima in the residual

function is encountered when using a simple least squares technique or an
unconstrained direct search method to minimise the residuals.

A constrained

gradient method, due originally to Davidon, has also been tried and first
results suggest it
function.

may

avoid some of the local minima in the residual

The results obtained When applying these methods to theoretical

and observed anomalies are presented and discussed.
A method of calculating the pseudo-gravity equivalent of a twodimensional total intensity magne.tic anomaly is described.

A modified

version of this calculation gives, subject to certain assumptions, an
estimate of the direction of magnetisation of the two-dimensional body
producing the magnetic anomaly.

No information regarding the shape of

the cross-section of the body is required, except that it is bound b.J a
closed surface.
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CHAPrER I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this work has been·to develop methods of interpreting
gravity and magnetic anomalies which take advantage of the high speeds made
possible by using an electronic digital computer.

Throughout it has been

assumed that the length of one axis of the gravity or magnetic anomaly is
very much greater than the other (i.e. the anomaly is two-dimensional),
and for magnetic anomalies, that the direction of this long axis is known.
It has also been assumed that the record of the gravity or magnetic anomaly
will be in digitised form.
The first task was to investi&ate existing methods and to decide whether
any of them could be programmed, either directly or in slightly modified form,
to speed up their application without affecting the accuracy of their results.
Under this heading several published parameter methods have been studied and
discarded because the relevant parameters of a complete set of standard
curves would have to be stored in the computer all the time - introducing
the usual difficulties of slow access and recovery times.
One existing approach that wasbrought to the author's attention by
Dr. Bott and has been utilized is that of 11pseudo-gravity 11 , originally
proposed by Baranov in 1957 as a way of eliminating the distortion in a
magnetic anomaly produced by oblique magnetisation.

T.he mathematical

development of a two-dimensional version of the Baranov conversion of a
total.intensity magnetic anomaly to its pseudo-gravity equivalent has been
worked out by Smith and is described in Appendix I.

It was originally intended

that the pseudo-gravity anomaly would be interpreted as a gravity anomaly
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using an optimisation method to adjust an initial model derived from the
available geological infonD&tion.

This scheme has never been realised

because it was found that the optimisation methods could be used for
the direct interpretation of magnetic as well as gravity anomalies.
However,a method of determining within limits, the direction of magnetisation
of a two-dimensional body without any assumptions resarding the shape of its
cross-section has been derived from the expression developed by Smith for
the pseudo-gravity calculation.

This is discussed in Chapter V.

Kunaratnam's thesis in 1963 appears to be the first published method
of interpreting total intensity magnetic anomalies by least squares techniques.
T.he basic model that Kunaratn&m uses is a horizontal prism-of infinite strike
length and rectangular cross-section, and either one or a "bundle" of several
of these prisms is used to •pproximate the geological structure that gives ·
rise to the measured anomaly.

ln the present thesis, this method is extended

to models with horizontal upper and lower surfaces and sloping sides, and
to models with a polygonal cross-section made up of any number of faces.
Other methods for the direct interpretation of gravity anomalies which
utilize electronic computers are a successive approximation technique
described by Bott (1960) for the interpretation of gravity anomalies which
can be attributed to sedimentary basins, and a least squares method by
Corbato (1965).
~~omalies

Corbato's method has been used to interpret gravity

over glaciers and is equivalent to

tb~

least squares method using

an n-sided polygonal model which is described in Chapter III.

The method

described in this thesis was developed independently in 1964.

T.he methods

of Kunaratnam, Bott and Corbato are discussed in Chapter II.
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Two methods utilizing optimisation procedures developed b,y I.C.I.,
Wilton, are also discussed in Chapter II.

The first of these is an

unconstrained.'direct search method and the other is a gradient
due originally to Davidon (1959), but since
Powell (1963) and Swann (1965, unpublished).

modifie~

~ethod

b,r Fletcher and

Both methods endeavour to

minimise a-function of the squared residual anomalies.

These optimisation

procedures have only recently come to the author's notice and a full
investigation of their capabilities has not been possible in the time
available.
It has been found that when applying the incremental changes,
calculated b,y any of the optimisation methods outlined above, to the
dimensions of the models and to the direction and intensity of the magnetisation, or the density contrast for gravity anomalies, that ·the calculation
often stops at a local minimum in the residual function before the global
minimum has been reached.
Several months were spend trying to interpret theoretical and observed
gravity and magnetic anomalies using the basic least squares method (i.e.
without using the I.C.I. optimisation procedures), before the magnitude of
the local minimum problem was realised.
in the thesis

ex~ept

This work has not been included

to illustrate some or the

using the method or least squares.

problems encountered when

The I.C.I. unconstrained direct search

method is generally no better in avoiding local minima in the residual
function than the basic least squares method, but the

con~trained

gradient

method, due originally to Davidon, is one of the most powerful optimisation
techniques at present available and

m~

be an improvement on the other methods.

A complete investigation or the capabilities of this last method has not been
possible in the time available.
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Following the description of these different methods in Chapter II,
their application to theoretical and observed gravity and magnetic anomalies
is discussed in Chapters III and IV respectively.

Outlines of the relevan·t

computer programmes are included in these chapters and the specifications
for their use are given in Appendix 2.
The calculation of the pseudo-gravity equivalent of rnagnetic anomalies
using the equation developed by Smith, mentioned earlier, is discussed in
Chapter

v.

If it is assumed that the magnetisation of a body has the same

sign throughout the body and that its direction is constant, it is possible
to adapt the pseudo-gravity calculation to provide an estimated rangeJbr
this magne·tisation direction.

This, also, is described in Chapter V,

together with a discussion on the effect of various errors that

~

be

introduced when interpreting an observed anomaly.
In the final chapter, the methods which have been developed are
summarized, together with their advantages and disadvantages.

•

CHAPI'ER II

Automatic Model Adjustment in the Interpretation of Gravity
and Magnetic Anomalies .
1.

Introduction

2.

The least squares process

3.

The direct search method

4.

The Davidon gradient method

5.

Limitations to the optimisation procedures and conclusions.

1•

Introduction
Some idea of the size and shape or the geological structure producing

a given gravity or magnetic_anomaly can be obtained qy comparing the
observed anomaly with those calculated over simple geometric models.
This thesis is confined to the interpretation of two-dimensional anomalies
and the type of model generally used is a horizontal prism of infinite
strike length, with a polygonal cross-section (see figure 2.1).

The

usual interpretation procedure is to calculate the anomalies due to a
range of models based on the known geology and to compare the results,
either as complete curves or as sets of parameters, with the observed
anomalies.

Two methods or calculating the gravity or magnetic anomalies

due to these two-dimensional models have been described elsewhere, the
first b,y Talwani, Worzel and Landisman (1959) and the second b,y Morgan
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and Grant (1963).

'rhe method of calculating the anomalies used in this

thesis is based on the equations given b,y Heiland (1940) for computing
the gravity and magnetic effects or a semi-infinite slab with a
sloping end, and is described in Chapter III for gravity anomalies and
Chapter IV for magnetic anomalies.

A typical interpretation procedure

using the parameter method has been described by Bruckshaw and
Kunaratnam (1963).
When a theoretical curve (or set or parameters) has been found that
agrees well with the observed anomaly, a possible interpretation or the
data has been achieved.

Due to the well-known ambiguity in the inter-

pretation of gravity and magnetic anomalies, it is impossible to be
certain that the model is realistic unless certain definite information
regarding the shape and density contrast or magnetisation of the body
is available.
Smith (1961) has discussed what is required

~n

addition to a known,

uniform density or magnetisation contrast, to ensure that the interpretation or the gravity or magnetic data will be unique.

The

additional assumptions that he requires are that the gravity or magnetic
anomaly is known completely, and that

~

line perpendicular to the plane

in which the anomaly has been measured either intersects the surface of
the anomalous body twice or not at all.

In practice the anomaly cannot

be defined completely, but Bott (1960) has shown.that, in tho case of

gravity anomalies, only a limited part or the anomaly needs to be known
if one surface (usually the top) of the anomalous body is also defined
(see below).

The second condition 1 •-~~~ ~ ..l~. .P~rp·~~~ .b.·.tl,

p\~·-·~ ... ~~t.,l ..t\.o- ~il~~ ·~~ b~e"-' -.,....,.,~~

.c.e.,.,.

..,..,t~ 'olf .(;..l~ tll.,\.

l.p ~ '.f~j J ~ a.....~~ b,J~ ~ ~ ~- 5...t...k" o\1..~

.
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When the observed anomaly can be attributed to a sedimentary basin
of known lateral extent, and with a known density contrast between the
basin sediments and the surrounding rocks, a unique solution is possible
(Batt, 1960).
error,
be

The shape of such a basin could be determined b,y trial and

but Batt has devised a successive approximation method that can

carried out b,y the computer.

He divides the

outcrop of the sedimen-

,_..,."' srn•
tary basin into two-dimensional
the

centre of each of them,

strip~

defines

·~he

and then calculates

observed anomaly at
the pattern of

sediment thicknesses below each strip (in the form of rectangular blocks)
that will account for all the values of the observed anomaly.
A somewhat similar method has been developed b,y Gorbato (1965) for
the interpretation of gravib,y anomalies due to glaciers - again the
upper surface of the

bo~

rocks must be defined.

and its density contrast with the surrounding

Gorbato assumes an initial model with a poly-

gonal lower surface and adjusts the vertices of this model b,y a least
squares process to reduce the differences between the observed and
calculated anomalies to a minimum.

This latter method can deal with

any sub-surface shape provided that the number of vertices to be varied
is less than the number of observations of the actual anomaly.

This

is a distinct improvement on Bott•s more specialised successive approximation method which cannot deal with outward sloping faces at either
end of the model.
Kunaratmam (Ph.D. thesis, 196J) has used a least squares method for
the in·t;erpretation of total field magnetic anomalies.

The basic model

he uses is a horizon·t;al rectangular prism of infini·te strike length,
the dimensions and magnetisation of which are

automatic~lly·

adjusted to
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reduce the differences between the observed and computed anomalies to
a minimum.

For more complicated geological structures Kunaratnam uses

"bundles" of these prisms.

All four sides of the rectangular prism, the

direction and intensity of its magnetisation are included in the adjustment process and any dimension required to be kept constant is effectively kept so by resetting it to its initial value after each adjustment.

This means that any definite geological or palaeomagnetic evidence

can be incorporated into the model.
In the present thesis, computer programmes have been written for
the interpretation of two-dimensional gravity anomalies which apply a
least squares adjustment process similar to that of Kunaratnam and
Corbato to horizontal prism models with rectangular, trapezoidal and
n-sided polygonal cross-sections (Chapter III).

At least one face of

the last model and its density contrast must be fixed - making it equivalent to Corbat(l).!·s programme.

A second suite of programmes has been

written for the interpretation of magnetic anomalies using horizontal
prism models with rectangular and trapezoidal cross-sections (Chapter IV).
The next section of this chapter deals with the theoretical development of the least squares adjustment process, and

its limitations as

applied to a general two-dimensional model with a polygonal cross-section.
Fmllowing this, are two alternative methods of minimising

the

differences between the observed and theoretical gravity or magnetic
anomalies - an unconstrained direct search optimisation procedure and a
constrained gradient method of optimisation.

The first of these methods

is applicable to two-dimensional models with a cross-section made up of
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any number or polygonal faces.

The second is, at present, restricted

"t.o the interpretation or magnetic anomalies and is based on a
horizontal prism model of infinite strike length with a rectangular
cross-section.
The application or the processes outlined in this chapter to the
interpretation or theoretical and observed gravity anomalies is
described in Chapter III and to magnetic anomalies in Chapter IV.
2.

The Least Squares Process.
In the following discussion, which has been adapted from Bere:eo;:in

and Zhidkov (1965), A0 (~) is the measured gravity or magnetic anomaly
at

(~),

where k = 1 ,2:••• n, the number or points along the horizontal

x-axis at which the anomaly is lmown.
by a method similar to Talwani 1 s) at

Am(~)
(~)

is the anomaly (calculated

due to the model defined by

a 1 ,a2 •••• am' the co-ordinates and density contrast or magnetisation or
the model (fig. 2.1).

Thus, if the model is a perfect representation

or the actual body, the observed anomaly can be expressed as:
A.o (x1) = r ex,; a1 ,a2. • • .am)
Ao(x2) = r (x2; a 1 ,a2 •••• am)
••
••
••
••

2.1

In practice the chosen values or a ,a2 •••• am will not satisfY all

1
the equations, first, because or observational errors in A

0

(~) and ·

secondly, because it is generally impossible to represent a geological
structure exactly by a model with a polygonal cross-section.

The problem
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X

a. ,a.
J

J+ 1

z

a m = density contrast ( gravity anomalies )
or

= direction of magnetisation
am
= intensity of mag11etisation
Am(xi,O) = f (xi; a1 ,a 2 •..• ~)

a-n-1

Figure 2.1.

( magnetic anomalies )

The horizontal prism model with infinite strike

length ( perpendicular to the page ) and an·n-sided
polygonal cross-section.

( n

=

(j+l)/2 ).
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is to find a set or values, a ,a •••• am' for which the sum of the squared
1 2
differences between the right hand sides and the left hand sides of the
set of equations 2.1 is a minimum.
0

0

0

Utilizing all the geological knowledge available, values a 1 ,a2 •••• am
can be assigned to a ,a •••• am and the corrections to these terms that
1

2

must be calculated are ll{i •
(i = 1 ,2 •••• m).

Assuming

~i

anomaly A

0

is small and the function is smooth, the expression for the

(~) ,

can be expanded in a Taylor Series:

or
(k=1 ••• n)

This gives us a set of conditional equations:
blm o< m = t 1
2.2 •
••

•

0

0 •

••

in which bki and tk are known and o(i has to be found.

This set contains

more equations than unknowns and is normally insoluble for

•••• o{m.
1
However, we must find o<.i such that all the equations in the set are

satisfied with minimum error.

11('
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The least squares solution of such a set chooses values of the
unknown that minimise the sum of the squared differences (S) between
the right and left hand sides:
n

S=£'

[

m

tk-£

k=1

2.3

i=1

It follows from the existence of a minimum S that

o£

1,

K-

2

• • • • -< m

satisfy the following set of linear equations:
~S"-o·
I
~.::I

}IS
= o·

~

These are the normal equations of the least squares solution and there
are now an equal number of equations and unknowns.

In explicit form

we have:

or

This set of equations is solved for ol. i using the form of Gaussian
elimination which is employed by the standard Elliott 803 Algol matrix
programme.
The

~i

obtained from this first evaluation are rarely the best

possible solution as the original Taylor series approximation

~

not be

strictly valid, i.e. the second and higher pc~. u~ :c:J. ol... are not negligible.
l.

Successive iterations have to be made to improve on this first solution
and the calculation will stop when one of the following criteria are
satisfied.
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where e

1

is a small, positive fraction expressing the accuracy required.

where e

is again a small, positive fraction and q is the number or
2
changes made to the initial estimate or ~i.
In practice, this standard iterative method often fails to improve
on the initial solution due to the neglect or second and hig)ler
the Taylor approximation.

~i

in

One way or improving the method that has been

suggested by Levenberg (1944) is to
increments

Po~-6

limit ·the absolute values or the

and solve the set or equations 2.4 subject to these

limiting conditions.

An alternative m~thod described by Curry (1944),

which is similar to that used by Kunaratnam (1963), is to modif,y the
calculated incremental changes
(i

= 1 ,2 ••• m)

a~1 and aqi+ 1 are the calculated sets or values for a.1 after q and q+1
iterations and v (o<.""'"1) is chosen so that sq+ 1 ~ sq. where sq and
Sq+ 1 are the sums or the squared residuals after q ~~d q+1 iterations.
).

The Direct Search Method.•
The function to be minimised is the sum or the squared differences

~ Tk ~:":l

a{ -tt::~ u ....v..N.. f.o..... ~ ~

( lq' 4) a-...ol r a

h~ (a...--~ Jo '"l'"':> het... \.,~

.p..,_ o. "'\o....¥ \,':l w. H.Sw..-"'
""~.;.,..e.cl r. a. ....~ ..t c V'--'t- ~.
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between the observed and theoretical gravity or magnetic anomalies and
can be expressed as r (x1 ,x2 ••• xn) :: r (!), whe~e x ,x ••• xn are the
1 2
independent variables representing the co-ordinates and density or
magnetisation of the model.

The minimisation is done by an iterative
process which defines a new point !q+1 from the. present point !q in
1
such a way that f (!q+ ) 5 f (!q). The standard form of the iterative
equation is:
!'l+1 = !q + tiq:Uq.
f(!q) and f(!q' 1)

are the values of the residual tunction after q and
q+1 iterations, f(!q) ~ r(!'l+ 1), hq is a constant and :Uq is an
n-dimensional vector which determines the direction to be taken at the
. t•
qth pol.n

The magnitude of hq:Uq determines how large a step is made

in that direction.

The method of direct search optimisation used is due to W.H. Swann
(1964), and the optimisation programme as described in Swann's report
is as follows.

n is the number of variables and ! is defined above.

l

"Choose n mutually orthogonal directions

~,

.S.. ~,

1 1

l.~.

(For simplicity, these are always chosen to be the co-ordinate directions).
0

Given a starting point """'0
X , make a univariate search in the direction

it0

to locate the minimum

0
~.

Starting at~' make a univariate search in the direction

l ~

to

locate the minimum ~·
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Starting at ~- 1 , make a univariate search in the direction i~ to
locate the minimum ~

x1)
(=
--o.

l'i

Star·ting at X0 , make a univariate search in the direction given by
-n

(~ - ~) to locate the minimum~~·
.

If the actual distance between

lo0

and

I,1 is

less than the current

value of the step-length, then reduce the latter &nd begin again, starting
at ~, by searching in the direction 1~ etc.
Otherwise, place

a~

direction in which the actual distance moved

was less than the accuracy required to the end of the list of directions.
If the number of such directions is n-1 or n, reduce the step-length and
continue from there.
Recompute the new directions by the process described above with
(X0

0

X ) as the first direction, without altering any direction in which
-o
the actual distance moved was less than the accuracy required.
-n

-

Starting at!~, make a univariate search in the direction l~ to
locate the minimum

1

~·

And so on until the step-length is reduced to a value less than the
required accuracy (or when n.k function evaluations have been made,
whichever occurs_ first~" },~ ..te 11\'-bt..~ .,f. ~-e.s c-J.
·,-u-hu

uf-

~

~:,.,..~> ).

tt, ~ ~r---:frca.l

The use of this procedure and the results obtained are discussed
in Chapters III and IV.
The first of these examples

~

the interpretation of the gravity high

over the Cape Smith belt in Northern Quebec - indicates that constraints
limiting the changes to the independent variables are required.

One method

of achieving this is illustrated in figure 2.2, where the constraint on
·the variable ai is ai ~ ci (where ai represents a co-ordinate of the
model and ci is the constraint on ai.)

F is the initial value of the
0
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residual function and F , F and F are: suceeding values as the
1
2
3
univariate search proceeds. In fisure 2.2,a. is greater than c.
<. 0.... ~""' u-+ """ \c.~ iV'tp )
~
~
for F , therefore, c{i ~is made equal to 2-nCl(i, where n = 1 , 2 •••••
3
The value of the residual function is
I

now calculated for this value of a1, giving F • The calculation
3
now moves on to the next variable ai+ and begins another univariate
1

I

search, retaining the value of ai or ai corresponding to F2 or F ,
3
whichever is smaller.
An alternative method is to

modi~

the residual fUnction b,y

a penalty fUnction which is very large whenever a constraint is
violated.

In this way a minimum will be produced in the residual

function if the variable leaves the feasible area, and the solution
for a., corresponding to this minimum, can then be determined.
~

Neither of these methods has yet been written into the SWANOPT
procedure.

4.

The Gradient Method
The direct search optimisation technique used above requires

only the value of the residual function at any given value of the
independent variables.

If, in addition, it is possible to calculate

the partial derivatives of the residual function with respect to the
variables, as it is in this case, then the optimisation process can
be very much more efficient.

As before, the new point is defined from

the current one b,y the equation

20

1
and for minimisation f (!q+ ) ~ f (!q).

hq is a positive constant

and ~q is an n-dimensional direction vector evaluated at the qth
iteration, determining the direction to be followed from !q•

The

magnitude of the term hq. Qq determines the size of the step to be
taken in that direction.
Qq

The direction vector is chosen so that

= -!i-1 gq •

where
and R·is a positive definite n x n weighting matrix.

In its simplest

form this is known as the Method of Steepest Descent, and all other
gradient methods are derived from it.
A method due to Davidon (1959) assumes an initial positive
definite value for !:! and modifies the assumed value after each
iteration, always keeping it positive definite.

Davidon 1 s original

method has been modified b,y Fletcher and Powell (1963) and again qy
Swann (personal communication, 1965).

Swann 1 s computer programme was

written in KDF9 Autocode (using a compiler developed by I.C.I.) and
had first to be rewritten :.in Elliott 803 Algol for the Durham
University Computer.

The main features of this method have been

described qy Fletcher and Powell, and will not, be repeated here.
The programme incorpGrates explicit, implicit and equality
constraints, of which only explicit const.raints of the form
e1

~

ai

~

fi' where ai (i = 1 ,2 ••• n) defines the model, are used

in the interpretation of gravity and magnetic anomalies.

Swann

uses the created response surface technique (Carroll, 1961,
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(referred to b,y Swann)) to keep the variables within their respective
feasible zones whilst reducing the residual function.

A further

modification introduced b,y Swann to improve the stability of the
method, scales the explicit constraints on the independent variables
+

for a rectan1
+
gular prism) may be constrained to lie between z -10 units and the
1
+
lower surface (z ) may be constrained to lie between z -1000 units,
2
2
but both will be automatically scaled to have a feasible range of

to ai-5 units.

This means that the upper surface (z

+

-5 units.
The results ootained b,y this method in the interpretation of
magnetic anomalies using a horizontal prism model or infinite length
with a rectangular cross-section, are discussed in Chapter IV.

5.

Limitations to the Optimisation Procedures and Conclusions
The most serious limitation is imposed b,y the presence or local

minima in the residual tunc·tion and appliea particularly to the basic
least squares and the unconstrained direct search methods.

The latter

method will move towards the nearest minimum in the residuals, but
the basic least squares method cannot be guaranteed to do even this
unless the chosen model is a very good representation of the actual
body, and the observed anomaly is not distorted b,y anomalies from
other sources.

These conditions can be rarely satisfied in practice.

The modified version of Davidon 1 s gradient method, with scaled
constraints, which has been described briefly in the last section,
is believed to be one of the most powerful optimisation techniques
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available at present.

However, the relative merits of different

minimisation techniques depend on the type of problem to be optimised, and
can only be judged b,y the results they produce.

At present, Davidon's

method is only used for magnetic·anomalies and is restricted to a simple
rectangular model, so its fUll

capab~lities

remain unknown.

In the next two chapters the computer programmes based on the
methods outlined in this chapter are described and their use in the
interpretation of theoretical and observed anomalies is discussed.
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CHAPTER III
Computer Programmes for the Interpretation of Two-dimensional
Gravity Anomalies
1.

Introduction.

2.

Automatic adjustment of a rectangular prism model
(utilizing second derivatives).

J. Automatic adjustment of a trapezoidal model.
4. Automatic adjustment of an n-sided polygonal model.

5.

(i)

Least squares method.

(ii)

Direct search method.

Summary and conclusions.

1. Introduction

In this chapter the application of the least_squares and direct search
methods to the interpretation of gravity anomalies is discussed and some
examples of the process are given.

The anomalies are assumed to be two-

dimensional and the shape and density contrast of horizontal prisms of
infinite length are adjusted automatically 11ntil the differences between
the observed and theoretical anomalies are reduced to a minimum.
The first computer programme (LSGR) uses the simplest model with a
rectangular

cross~section,

and the positions of its vertical sides are

assumed to correspond to the positions of the zeros of the second
derivatives of the measured gravity anomaly.

The depth of the top and

bottom surfaces and the magnitude of the density contrast of the model
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are adjusted b,y least squares until the residuals reach a minimum.

The

second derivatives have been used to cut down the time required for each
adjustment or the model, but they are only applicable to bodies with a
top surface wider than it is deep.

Tests to fix this depth/width have

been carried out using anomalies computed over different rectangular models.
This programme has also been used to assess the errors introduced b,y
using a rectangular model to approximate a trapezoidal body.
The second programme (LSGT) uses a model with a trapezoidal crosssection and specified dimensions, including the density contrast, are
adjusted b,y least squares.

This model has been used in the inter-

pretation of the Rookhope gravity low (Weardale) and the gravity high
over the Cape Smith belt in Northern Quebec.
The remaining programme using the basic least squares technique
(LSGN) is similar to that described b,y Corbato (1965) and uses a
model with an n-sided polygonal cross-section, the density contrast
and upper surface or which are fixed.

This model has been used to

try to discover whether the Cape Smith volcanic sequence has a
discernable "root".
The final programme (GRAVN SWJNOPT) uses the unconstrained
direct search developed b,y Swann and is also based on an n-sided
polygonal model - the density contrast or which is fixed.

The

programme has been used for the Cape Smith anomaly and the results
from this and the previous method are compared.
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2.

Automatic Adjustment of a Rectangular Prism Model
(Utilizing Second Derivatives)
Programme:

LSGR

Specification:

Appendix 2.2

The vertical sides of this model are assumed to correspond to the
positions of the zeros of the second derivative of the observed

anoma~.

The top, bottom.and density contrast are then adjusted by least squares
until the residuals are minimised.

The resulting model is intended to

give a rough idea of the dimensions and density contrast of the
anomalous mass, which can then serve as a starting point for the
adjustment of a more complex model.
The observed gravity

anoma~

A0 (xi) is specified at equal

intervals (dx) along a profile perpendicular to the strike of the
anomaly.

These symbols, together with those introduced below are

defined in figures 3.1 and 3.2.

The number of values of the

is n, where n is an odd number.

The second derivatives are:·calculated

anoma~

in terms of the central differences, using five values of the measured
·anomaly" ("Interpolation and Allied Tables 11 , 1956) :

Starting from the central value of
value of i is decreased until

A~(xi)

A~(xi) ~

( < 0) with i

= (n+l)/2,

the

o.

Then assuming the second derivative to be linear between xi-l and xi,

qy

inte~polation

we obtain:
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We then reset i = (n+l)/2 and increase i until Ag(xi) ~ 0, and obtain,

Using these values of Xl and X2, together with the initial values
of Zl, Z2 and the density contrast

~

,

the anomaly

~(xi)

over the

model is computed fori= l ••• n.

where

y. 1 .•• Y. tt ,

v-, . . . r"'

are defined in figure 3.1 and figure ).2.

The partial derivatives of this expression with respect to Zl (a ),
1

Z2 (a ) and
2

fl

(a ) required for the least squares process are:
3

= J G: t ( "f·:a - V I) •
~(\ ~
~c.2.

.2 a. r

( lf.,_ - v- tt) '

M =- A-~( "It c.·)
fa.:~
f
As explained in Chapter II, the increments

otk

{k=1,2,3) are now

found b,y solving:

s

= I, 2.,

3.

Depth;

x1

fl

z2

z1

x2

Number

Calc.

True

oi'
Estimate

Width
Calc.

True

Calc.

True

Calc.

True

Calc.

True

1:10

1992

2000

4008

4000

195.6

200

1194

1200

0.99

1.0

5

1:5

965

1000

2035

2000

153.4

200

1248

1200

0.85

1.0

5

1:2.5

463

500

1037

1000

148.6

200

1347

1200

0.71+

1.0

5

1: 1

482

500

718

700

187.7

200

1241

1200

0.81

1.0

7

----. ---- ----. 1----- ----· 1----- ----. ---- ----- ---- ---- ---1:0.5

3930

5500

8070

6500

1':0.1

4614

5900

7386

6100

Table 3.1.

Success·· ve evalu tions of the resit ua.l
did not decrease owing to !errors i x1, x2.

(9)
(4)

Errors introduced by assuming the vertical sides of the anomalous structure ( >( and
1

x2 ) correspond
anomaly.

to the position.of the zeros of the second derivatives of the gravity

z 1 , z2 and

fO

have been calculated by the basic least squares process.

N

00

29

Do

Number of

Percentage error

IR(xi)lmax
djustment3

x2-

xl

zl

z2

/'

0

4

0.02

0.11

0.32

-0.63

0.69

2

4

0.03

0.43

1.14

-0.23

0.51

5

4

0.05

0.93

2.50

0.06

0.63

10

4

0.05

1.71

-0.38

2.14

-2.09

20

3

0.09

3.21

-0.28

8.20

-7.31

30

(5)

-.

-16.40

19.00

-18.02

Table 3.2

-

Errors introduced when a rectangular model is used

to a1)proximate a trapezoidal body.

The co-ordinates of the

tru.e model are z1 =50 m., z 2=300 m. and the width of its top
surface X~- 1 =2,ooo m., the density contrast to= 1 gm/cm3 •

x

D0 is the devia·tion of the sides of this model from the vertical
( the width of the model increases dovmwards ).
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The new model is defined qy

~

= ak

+ ~

k fork= 1,2,3 and the process

is continued until either the residuals are insignificant or the rate of
change of the sum of the squared residuals is very small.

From tests

using gravity anomalies computed over models with different width/depth,
it appears that the use of the second derivative to estimate Xl and X2
is only justified if the depth to the top surface of the body is less
than its width.

These results are summarized in Table 3.1.

The LSGR programme has also been used to estimate the errors
introduced when approximating a body with a trapezoidal cross-section
by a rectangular prism.

Gravity anomalies have been computed for a

series of symmetrical trapezoidal models with a constant depth/width
of

1/~for

the upper surface.

The horizontal top of the basic model

was 50m. from the surface and 2,000m. wide, the bottom was 300m. from
the surface and the density contrast was in all cases 1 gm/cm3 • The
results are summarized in Table 3.2 and from them it is apparent that
the sides of this

particular body may deviate approximately 20° from

the vertical before a completely different model is attained representing a second minimum in the residual function.

In Table 3.2

the final calculation with D = 30° was stopped after five adjustments.

3. Automatic Adjustment of a Trapezoidal Prism MOdel
Programmes:

LSGT and LSG~11

Specification:

Appendix 2.2.

The automatically adjusted rectangular model-aiscussed in the
previous section is only applicable to gravity anomalies measured
over very simple geological structures.

Also, using second derivatives
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to position the sides means that the depth/width must be less than one
and that the sides must be almost vertical.
is a model with

automatical~

Obvious~,

the next stage

adjusted sloping sides as well as variable

top and bottom surfaces and density contrast.

This model, with a

trapezoidal cross-section, can be used to approximate any £!at-topped
geological structure, for example, igneous intrusions, sedimentary basins,
and even anticlines or synclines if the limits of the top or bot tom
surfaces are allowed to converge.
The gravity anomaly over this trapez.oidal model is found by a method
similar to that described by Talwani, Worzel and Landisman (1959), for
calculating the effect of a two-dimensional model with an n-sided
polygonal cross-section.

, xj+lzj+l as in
33

Each face defined by x z

figure 3.3, is assumed to be the end of a horizontal, semi-infinite
slab, and the anomaly due to the n-sided
the effects of these slabs when z j +1
effect when zj+l < zj.

>

po~gon

is found by summing

z j and subtracting their

The expression for the gravity anomaly AA(xi)

over one such slab x z , x2z at the origin is (Heiland, 1940):
1 1
2

3.1
G is the universal gravity constant and~ is the density contrast
(g/cm3) between the model and its surroundings.
The trapezoidal model is a special case of the n-sided polygonal
model and its gravity anomaly can be found

simp~

by computing the
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Figure 3. )a.

The calculation of the gravity anomaly

~(xi,O)

at (xi, 0) due to a semi-infinite horizon·tal slab
bounded by a sloping face (x1 z1 ,x 2 z 2 ).

This, together

with the second face (x z1 ,x z 2 ), defines the trapezoidal
4
3
model.

X

Face 2

:F'igure 3. )b.

The co-ordinate system for the least squares

adjustment or a trapezoidal prism model.
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effect of the slab terminated qy the face x z , X2z and subtracting the
1 1
2
effect of the slab terminated bJ x z , x z as in figure J.J(a).
3 1 4 2
Initial values ~ (k = 1 •• 7) for the dimensions and density contrast
of the model (figure J.J(b)) are based on the available geological
evidence (or on the form of the curve if no such information exists)
and the gravity anomaly Am(xi) due to this model is computed fori= l ••• n,
where n is the number of points at which the anomaly has been measured
on the profile. The general expression for the partial derivatives of
equation 3.1 for the anomaly over the end of a single slab with respect

.. """'' [ ,_ .4 ... -

·l•..:..+·

4.

~. 4,- [ "• ''"'' +>-, .,.., i \f.,.:.j_ ~... ~ •• ' ( 'h -~' ~J]
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The partial derivative with respect to ak f'or the trapez.oidal model is:

";)A ... (-.c..: )

"TI:A-P.

------

=

~A-("(~

·) l=t'Ctr. 1

~~-("(l

~0..~

) C..\t_

)

i11t.r. 2.

'

The incremental adjustments o(k to be added t;o the dimensions and density
contrast of' the previous model

~'

are f'ound b,y solving (see Chapter II,

equation 2.4):

l. [ i

~=-·t

<>A._ (~- \

L=1

;)ctk,_

~AM(..,, )l.,"'
~a.s

J

=

~

il( .. ;) . dll....(";

~c...s

i"-1

l,
S=-1 1

The gravity anomaly due to the new model defined b,y ak_
(k

= 1,2 ••• 7),

= ak

+ o{

-'···7.

k

is calculated and fUrther adjustments are made until the

residuals reach a minimum or decrease very slowly (conditions 1 and 2,
Chapter II, section 2).

Specified dimensions of' the model or its density

contrast can be kept effectively constant b,y resetting them to their
original values after each set or adjustments.

In a modified version of'

the programme (LSGT/1) the depth to the upper surface of' the model is
excluded from the adjustment process.
The LSGT programmes have been used to interpret the almost circular
gravity low of' about 35 mgals. over the Alston Block, centred on Rookhope
village.

A detailed gravity survey has been made b,y Bott and Masson-

Smith (1957) and recently, a borehole sunk at Rookhope penetrated a
granitic mass overlain tmconf'ormably b,y Carboniferous sediments at 430 m.
from the surface (Dunham, Johnson, Bott and Hodge, 1961).

The density

measurements made on Lower Palaeozoic and Carboniferous volcanic and
sedimentary rocks b,y Bott and Masson-8mith, together with those made on
core samples or the granite itself, suggest that the density or the granite
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is about 0.15 gm/cm3 less than its surroundings.
The 'rapezoidal models used in the interpretation are twodimensional and it is normally assumed that the measured profile
will be perpendicular to the longest axis of the anomaly.

In this

case the anomaly has no well defined "long axis" and so the results
will inevitably give an underestimate of the true depth.

However,

the interpretation is discussed at some length because the surface
geology is well known and there is also the borehole data which can
be taken into consideration.

No attempt has been made to integrate

the observed anomaly into its two-dimensional equivalent using the
method suggested b,y Bruckshaw and Kunaratnam (1963).
The regional Bouguer anomaly over the area is between 5 mgals.
and 12 mgals., (Bott and Masson-Smith, 1957) and the usual practice
is to measure the anomaly relative to these limiting values and an
intermediate value, which is considered to be the most likely.

In

the interpretation discussed below only the most likely value (11 mgals.)
is used.

The profile across the anomaly (figure 3.4) has been taken

from the Bouguer anomaly map published b,y Bott and Masson-Smith
(Plate XI) and corresponds to their north-south section E-E 1 •
The dimensions of the initial model and its density contrast are
based on the borehole and surface geological information, together
with the approximate positions of the zeros of the second derivat.ives
of the anomaly, which were assumed to correspond to the limits of the
upper surface of the body.

The difference in elevation between the

top or the borehole at Rookhope, where the granitic mass is known to

I
Initial

Adjusted co-ordinates of the trapezoidal model

Co-ordina-tes
model

1

2

3

4

5

z1

0.27

0.34

(0.27)

0.27

0.3.3

0.27

z2

10.00

8.02

8.15

7-95

6.52

6.53

x1

11.30

9.75

9.78

9.78

10.28

10.30

x,

9.69

6.45

6.36

6.40

5.77

5-74

x3

25.84

27.12

27.18

27.09

25.69

25.68

x4

27.46

36.95

36.95

37.00

38.22

38.23

{J

-0.15

-0.127

-0.125

-0.129

-.2.:.1.2

-9.:..12.

24.5

0.56

0.50

0.51

1. 31

1.02

NT

1Z.J
2
NT....... R(x.)
~
Taole 3.3.

Possible interpretations of the north-south profile across the Rookhope gravity anomaly.

The figures underlined were re-set to their initial value after each adjustment.
was used f'or model 2 with z1 excluded from the adjustment process.
density-

~cm3 •

Programme LSGT/1

The units are: dimensions - Kms.,

NT is the number of values of the observed anomaly.

w

.....i
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be 430 m. from the surface, and where the profile passes through Stanhope
is 160 m.

If the surface of the granitic mass is assumed to be level

(both Rookhope and Stanhope are within the flat central region of the
anoma~),

this gives a depth to the anomalous mass to 270m. at Stanhope.

The results are summarized in Table 3.3 and model 1 is shown in
figure 3.4.

Models 1, 2 and 3 are virtually indistinguishable from

their residuals, but the residuals for models 4 and 5, using a fixed
density contrast of -0.15 gm/cm3, are considerably higher - suggesting
that the chosen density contrast is too large.

The dimensions of

models 1, 2 and 3 are very similar, as they are for models 4 and 5
(where the higher density contrast is reflected in the shallower bottom
surfaces for both these models), but neither set can be discarded on
the basis of the known geologg.
The second example of the use of the LSGT programme is in the
interpretation of the gravity high (figure 3.6) associated with the
sediments and volcanics of the Cape Smith belt in Northern Quebec
(this anomaly is also used to illustrate the LSGN and GRAVN SWANOPT
programmes described in the next section).

The belt crosses the

Ungava Peninsula in an East-West direction and is 250 1niles long and
between 10 and 60 miles wide, and the maximum gravity anomaly of 75 mgals.,
is associated with the widest part of the belt.
s~~rized

qy Stam (1962)

~~d

The geology has been

the gravitational field of the Ungava

Region, together with an interpretation of the Cape Smith anomaly,
using a graticule method, has been published qy the Dominion Observatory
(Tanner and McConnell, 1964).
The upper surface of the initial model is assumed to be at a

'
'

Initial and adjusted trapezoidal models

I

I

Co-ordinates

2

1

3

I

z1

0.003

o.oo~

0.003

0.002

0.005

o.oo~

z2

7.00

4.14

4.14

4.10

7.00

4.02

x1

28.13

28.12

28.13

26.90

28.13

27.63

x2

28.13

24.12

24.12

24.13

24.12

23.96

x3

93.75

22·Z~

93.75

87.04

93.75

90.06

x4

68.75

62.25

62.25

61.63

62.25

61.59

t<J

0.3

Q.:.l

0.3

0.33

0.3

0.33

327

45.6

45.6

I

¥r

1 ~·R(x.) 2
NT.
~~·

22.0

240

23.7

J.

Table 3.4.

Possible interpretations of the Cape Smith gravity anomaly.

The figures underlined

were re-set to their initial values ( left hand columns ) after each adjustment.
dimensions- Kms., density- g~cm3 •

The Units are:

NT is the number of values of the observed anomaly.
Cl.:)

e.g
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uniform depth or 3m., in models 1. and 2, and 5 m. in model 3, and
to have a width corresponding to that or the belt or sedimentary and
volcanic rocks shown on the geological map accompanying Tanner and
McConnell's report.

The density contrast is taken to be 0.3 ~cm 3 -

the same as that used b,y Tanner and McConnell.

The results are

summarized in Table 3.4, and Figure 3.6.
In model 1 only the lower surface was varied to get some idea
or the thiclmess or the anomalous mass.

This information is

incorporated into model 2 and the width or the upper surface and the
density contrast are also allowed to change.

The lower surface or the

resulting model is shallower than the average depth round b,y the
graticule method, but this is due to the higher density contrast
round by the LSGT method.

The outward slope or the northern limit or

the mass and its shallow inward slope in the south, both indicated by
the graticule method, are confirmed.

The difference between the

adjusted limits or the upper surface and those taken from the geological
map is probably insignificant as most or the mapping in the area has been
on a regional basis.

Model 3, with the top or the mass 5 m. from the

surface, is essentially the same as Model 2 -

suggesting that an error

or a raw metres in the depth or the top surface will have little errect
on the dimensions or the rest or the model.
General conclusions to be drawn from these examples regarding the
method, are discussed in the last section or this chapter.
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4. Automatic Adjustment of an n-sided Pobygonal Model
(i)

Least Squares Method.
Programme: LSGN·
Specification:

Appendix 2.2

The computer programme (LSGN) is similar to that described b,y Oorbato
(1965) although it was independently developed.
anoma~

It calculates the gravity

over a horizontal, two-dimensional prism with an n-sided

po~gonal

cross-section by a method similar to that of Talwani, Worzel and Landisman
(1959) and then adjusts the vertices or the prism b,y the least squares
process developed in Chapter II.

Assuming the measured

ano~

is due to

a single body it is possible to calculate a unique mass distribution to
account for the

anoma~,

provided that at least one surface of the body

and the density contrast between the body and its surroundings can be

defined.

This is the basis of Bott•s (1960) successive approximation

method for determining the bottom of sedimentary basins, and Corbato 1s
(1965) least squares process for determining the sub-surface shape of
glaciers.

In contrast to Bott 1 s method the LSGN model can have outward

sloping faces at each end, and so can be used to approximate igneous
intrusions as well as sedimentary basins.

Also, any number of polygonal

faces can be used to make the top of the model as good an approximation
to the upper surface of the actual structure as possible.
description, his programme does not have this facility.

From Corbato 1s
In the LSGN

programme neither the faces making up the top surface of the model nor
the density contrast are involved in the least squares adjustment process.
The expression for the gravity

anoma~

Am(xi) at the point (xi,O) due
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to a semi-infinite slab defined b,y (xjzj), (xj+ 1 zj+ 1), is given in
equation 3.1 and the generalised partial derivative of this expression
with respect to the co-ordinates and the density contrast of the slab
is given in equation 3.2.

In the case of LSGN each partial derivative

involves no more than three vertices, representing two adjacent slabs
A and B with one co-ordinate in common, and the partial differentiation
is always with respect to the common co-ordinate (figure 3.5).

This means that the anomaly due to a single slab is differentiated in one
of two ways, depending whether (xjzj) is the upper or lower co-ordinate
of the face ( ~j increases in an anti-clockwise direction round the model) •
Four possible situations are illustrated in figure 3.5 (i) to (iv) and
the derivatives in each case are found b,y differentiating with respect to:
(i)

The lower co-ordinate of A plus the upper co-ordinate of B,.

(ii)

The lower co-ordinate of A minus the lower co-ordinate of

(iii)

The upper co-ordinate of A minus the upper co-ordinate of 81

(iv)

The upper co-ordinate of A plus the lower co-ordinate of B.

B,~

The reverse of situations (ii) and (iii) have not been included in the
computer programme up to now, as they would imply that the body was
approaching the surface - this is always possible and they should
eventually be incorporated into the programme.
The main difficulty when adjusting a large number of variables is
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o variable co-ordinate

1- fixed co-ordinate
f' density contrast ( fixed )

X•Z•

0

~f.
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+
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(i)
Figure

).~.

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

The co-ordinate system for the LSGN model and

the four different conditions encountered in the
partial differentiation of the residual function.
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to ensure that the residuals do decrease with successive applications
of the least squares process.

This can be a very serious problem when

using a complicated polygonal model and the various ways of minimising
it are discussed in Chapter II.
(ii)

Direct Search Method.
Programme:

GRAVN SWANOPT.

Specification: Appendix 2.3.

An alternative method of adjusting the n-sided polygonal model is
to use a standard unconstrained direct search optimisation procedure
(modified so that the initial step length can be set b,y the user) to
minimise the differences between the observed and calculated anomalies.
Only the density contrast is fixed, but the upper surface of the model
is generally excluded from the adjustment process.

This method is

simple and will always approach a minimum in the residual fUnction
(which the basic least squares method cannot be guaranteed to do), but
requires considerably more computing time.

The problem of computing

time is particularly critical when using a small machine such as the
Elliott 803, as several hours are often needed to reach the minimum in
the residual fUnction.

If it is then apparent that this is only a

local minimum, a new initial model must be used and the calculation
repeated, possibly more than once.
Both methods of adjusting the n-sided polygonal model have baen
used in an attempt to discover whether the volcanic sequence of the
Cape Smith belt in Northern Quebec has a "root".

The co-ordinates

and density contrast of model 2, derived from the LSGT programme, have

been used as a starting point and a root has been added to the lower

.
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surface of the trapezoidal model.

Attempts have been made to adjust

the dimensions of this root using the basic least squares and the
direct search methods.
As can be seen from figure 3.6 there are considerable differences
between the observed anomaly and that calculated over the trapezoidal
model.

It is apparent that the presence of a root, such as that

shown below the model, will reduce the residuals, but the LSGN
programme could not improve on this initial estimate and the residual
function did not decrease with successive adjustments.

The large

differences between the observed and calculated anomalies north and
south of the position of the root probably account for this instability.
Similar problems were encountered when the direct search method
was used and, although the residual function decreased, the x coordinate on the south side of the root became greater than that on
the north side.

This example of the use of the GRAVN SWANOPT programme

indicates:that constraints are needed to limit the changes to the
independent variables.

Possible ways of incorporating these into the

programme are discussed in Chapter II.

5. Summarx and Conclusions
Computer programmes have been developed for the calculation of
gravity anomalies over horizontal two-dimensional prisms with polygonal
cross-sections.

The size, shape and density contrast of an initial model

can then be altered b,y a least squareo process to reduce the differences
between the observed and calculated anomalies to a minimum.
models used are:

The basic

4'7

(i)

Rectangular Prism.
The positions of the sides of this model are assumed to correspond

to that of the zeros of the second derivative of the observed anomaly and
the top, bottom and density contrast of the model are adjusted
squares.

Any

bf

least

combination 0f these last three variables can be kept

effectively constant b,y re-setting them to their initial value after each
adjustment.

It has been found that the second derivative method of

fixing the sides of the model is only valid for bodies that are shallower
than they are wide.

The LSGR programme has also been used to assess the

errors introduced when a rectangular prism model is used to approximate
a trapezoidal body.
(ii)

Trapezoidal Prism.
This model can be used to represent sedimentary basins or igneous

intrusions.

In one version of the programme (LSGT), all the dimensions

and the density contrast of the model are involved in the adjustment
process, and
kept so

bf

~

variable required to be kept constant is effectively

re-setting it to its initial value after each adjustment.

In a second version of the programme (LSGT/1), the level of the top of
the model is pre-determined and is not involved in the least squares
process.

The first of these programmes has been used to interpret the

Rookhope (Weardale) gravity low and the gravity high associated with the
Cape Smith belt in Northern Quebec.
(iii) N-sided Polygonal Prism.
The upper surface and the density contrast of this model are fixed
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and take no part in the adjustment process.

The top of the model can

be made up of any number of polygonal faces in order to approximate

the upper surface of the anomalous body and the sub-surface shape of
the model is adjusted until the differences between the calculated and
observed anomalies are reduced to a minimum.
Two methods have been developed to improve the agreement between
the observed and theoretical anomalies - the first is the basic least
squares process used in the adjustment of the rectangular and trapezoidal
prisms and the second is a direct search technique.

Both methods have

been used in an attempt to gain further information regarding the subsurface shape of the body producing the Gape Smith gravity high
(discussed earlier in connection with the trapezoidal prism model).
No improvement on the initial model was

ob~ained

using the basic least

squares programme (LSGN) and although the residual function did approach
a minimum using the direct

sear~h

co-ordinates were not realistic.

method (GRAVN SWANOPT), the adjusted
These results indicate that basic

least squares calculation is unstable when the theoretical model is not
a good representation of the actual body and that the direct search
method requires some form of constraints to limit the changes to the
individual variables.
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CHAPTER IV
Computer Programmes for the Interpretation of Two-dimensional Magnetic
Anomalies
1.

Introduction.

2.

General programme for calculating the magnetic effects of twodimensional models.

3. Scaling method.

4. Automatic adjustment of a rectangular prism model.
(i)
(ii)

Least squares method.
Davidon 1 s gradient optimisation method.

5.

Automatic adjustment of a trapezoidal prism model.

6.

Automatic adjustment of an n-sided polygonal model.

7.

Examples of the interpretation of two-dimensional anomalies using
methods based on parameters, standardized curves, the basic least
squares process and Davidon's gradient optimisation method.

8.

1.

Summary and conclusions.

Introduction
As explained at the beginning of Chapter II, some idea of the size

and shape of the geological structure producing a given gravity or magnetic
anomaly can be obtained

qy

comparing the observed anomaly with those

calculated over simple geometric models.

Five methods of defining satis-

factory theoretical models using high-speed digital computers are described
in this chapter.
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The first programme (MAGN) is described in section 2 and calculates
the horizontal, vertical or total intensity magnetic anomaly at specified
points along a profile perpendicular to the strike of a horizontal prism
of infinite length with a polygonal cross-section and any strike direction.
The method is similar to that used to calculate gravity anomalies, but is
described here because it forms the basis of later calculations.
A modified version of this programme (MGSC, described in section J)
calculates the total field intensity at equal intervals along a line
perpendicular to the strike of aqy given two-dimensional model.

The

programme then scales the amplitude and the distance between the mean
(or half-mean) values of the maximum and minimum of the anomaly to
specified dimensions.

By scaling the observed anomaly to the same

dimensions two variables can be eliminated from the interpretation
problem: the scale and the intensity of magnetisation of the anomalous
boqy.

Following the description of the computer programme, a scheme for

the interpretation of total field magnetic anomalies due to infinite
dykes is discussed.
The first least squares programme (LSMR) uses a single rectangular
prism model and is similar to that developed

qy

Kunaratnam (1963).

A

modified version (LSMR-T) takes into account topographic variations
along the line of the observed anomaly.

Both programmes have provision

for specified co-ordinates of the model or its magnetisation to be kept
constant

qy

resetting them to their original values after each adjhstment.

A third version of the rectangular prism programme (LSMR/2) calculates
the adjustments to be made b,y altering specified parameters only, and
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so avoids any complications introduced

qy the re-setting procedure.

The LSMR programme has been used to determine the errors introduced
when a rectangular prism model is used to approximate a body with
sloping sides.
An

alternative method of minimising the differences between

observed anomalies and those calculated over rectangular prism
models is to use Davidon 1 s gradient method of optimisation.

This

programme (MAGR DAVOPTC) incorporates constraints limiting the
changes to the dimensions and magnetisation of the initial model,
and scaling to improve the stability of the calculation.

The LSMR

and MAGR DAVOPTC programmes are both described in section 4 of this
chapter.
The second least squares programme (LSMr) uses a trapezoidal
model with horizontal upper and lower surfaces.

This programme

has the same provision as LSMR for keeping specified co-ordinates
of the model or its magnetisation constant throughout the calculation.
The final programme described in this chapter (MAGN SWANOPT) is based
on an n-sided polygonal model and a direct search process (unconstrained)
is used to minimise the residual function.
In section 7 several two-dimensional magnetic anomalies are
interpreted and a comparison is made between the results from a typical
parameter method, and the scaling, basic least squares and Davidon 1 s
methods.

All of these examples are based on dyke models (extending

to infinite depth in the case of the parameter and scaling methods).
In the final section the various methods are compared and summarized.
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2.

General Programme for Calculating the Magnetic Effects of Twodimensional Models
Programmes:

MAGN and MAGN/T

Specifications:

Appendix 2.4

The method of computing the total intensity magnetic anomaly due
to a horizontal, two-dimensional prism with an n-sided polygonal crosssection described here provides the basic calculation needed for the
scaling and least squares methods discussed later in thia Chapter.
Each polygonal face of the two-dimensional model (figure 4.1) forms
the end of a semi-infinite horizontal slab and the effect of the
complete model is found b,y summing the effects of such slabs.

The

form of the expressions for the horizontal ( o. H) and vertical ( ~::. Z)
anomalies at the point (x.,O),
due to each face of the model is derived
J.
from those given by Heiland (p. 397, 1940) for the effect of a horizontal
semi-infinite slab with a sloping end:

..

.S&.-c..
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The co-ordinate system is defined in Figure 4.1.
As the magnitude of the Earth's field is generally large compared
with the actual anomaly, a good approximation to
projection of

~Hand

~

F is given qy the

AZ in the direction of the Earth's field:

The first part of the computer programme reads in the co-ordinates
and strike of the model from the data tape and then computes sin i(j),
E1 (xi 1 0;j) and E (xi 1 0;j) for all the faces of the model (j = l ••• k) at
2
each point (x.,O) in turn (i = l ••• n). The second part of the programme
l.

reads in from the data tape, the inclination of the Earth's field in the
magnetic meridian and the direction of magnetisation of the model in the
plane perpendicular to the strike of the model and then calculates:

at (xi 1 0) for i

=l ••• n.

The required components of the magnetic

anomaly are specified at the beginning of the d&.ta tape and can now be
output onto punched tape orteleprinter if so required.
The programme returns to the beginning of the second part and the
anomaly can be recalculated using a different direction of magnetisation.

As sin i{j), E (xi,O;j) and E (xi,O;j) do not depend on the direction
2
1
of magnetisation, they need not be recalculated. If there are no
more magnetisation directions for this particular model (signified
b,y -1 -1 on the data tape), the first part of the programme is
re-entered and a new model is read in.
Using this programme, observed anomalies can only be compared
with those calculated over prismatic models on a trial and error
basis.

In sections 4, 5 and 6 of this chapter various ways of

automatically adjusting the dimensions and magnetisation of different
types of prismatic model are discussed.

J. Scaling Method
Programme:

MGSC.

Specification:

Appendix 2.5.

The magnetic anomaly at any given point is dependent on the magnetisation and shape of the body causing it, but is independent of the
scale of the anomalous body in relation to the point of observation.
This is true for any structure, but if the body can be approximately
represented b,y a vertical dyke with its lower surface at infinite depth,
it should be possible to calculate unambiguous values for the intensity
and direction of magnetisation of the body in the plane perpenuicular
to the strike, and the depth and width of its upper surface.

This is

the basis of all interpretation methods which use an infinite dyke
model and match parameters measured from an actual anomaly with a similar

J6

set of parameters measured from theoretical curves (the Bruckshaw
and Kunaratnam (1963) method is typical of this approach).

Whereas

a parameter method uses selected parts of the observed anomaly for
comparison with the corresponding parts of a set of theoretical curves
for infinite dykes with different depth/width and magnetisation directions,
the scaling method described here utilizes the whole of the observed anomaly
(Stacey, 1961).
The MGSC computer programme is an extension of the MAGN programme
described in the previous section.

After calculating the total field

magnetic anomaly over the given model it normalizes the amplitude and
the distance between two values of the calculated anomaly to specified
limits.

The first stage in the interpretation procedure is to use MGSC

to prepare a library of theoretical anomalies over infinite dykes for a
range of depth/width and magnetisation directions, normalizpd to, say,
100 gamma amplitude and a distance of 100 units between the mean values
of the maximum and the minimum of the anomaly {or, if the maximum/minimum
is between 0.5 and 1.5, the half-mean value).

If a different model is

used, for instance a dyke with its lower surface at a finite depth,
the library of normalized anomalies must be extended to cover a range of
different depths to this surface in addition to the ranges for different
depth/width for the upper surface and for the direction of magnetisation
or the model.
In the interpretation procedure described below, the observed
anomalies are scaled to the same dimensions as the theoretical curves and
when one of the latter has been found that matches

·~he

observed anomaly,
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the true intensity of magnetisation (

IJI ) of the disturbing body is

given by:

)JI

= IJI model,

(Amplitude scale factor for the theoretical curve),
Amplitude scale factor for the field curve

( IJ

\

is in c.g.s. units).

Similarly, the true depth and width of the top of the body are:
Depth

=

Width =

(Depth to the top of the model), (Scale factor for
Horizontal scale factor for the field curve

model~
)

(Width of the top of the model), (Scale factor for model).
Horizontal scale factor for the field curve

The 803 Algol computer programme (MGSC) for calculating the theoretical curves is an improved version of an earlier Pegasus machine code
programme (Stacey, 1961),
of

a model

The programme first reads in the co-ordinates

and calculates the total intensity magnetic anomaly over it at

equally spaced intervals.

It then scales the amplitude of the anomaly to

the size specified on the data tape, selects the mean (or the half-mean
as explained earlier) values of the maximum and the minimum of the anomaly
and scales the distance between them to the amount specified on the data
tape.

The normalized anomaly and the scale factors used are then output

on the teleprinter or tape-punch, as required.
The library of standardised anomalies is usually calculated on the
assumption that the strike of the observed anomaly will be magnetio EastWest, and that the profile will lie in the magnetic meridian,

If this is

not so, the apparent inclination of the Earth 1 s field (IE*) in the plane
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of the profile must be used instead.

IE

....

= tan

-1 [

tan(m) ]
sin(D)

J

where D is the strike of the anomaly measured clockwise from magnetic
North.

4.

Automatic Adjustment of a Rectangular Prism Model
(i)

Least squares method.
Programmes:

LSMR, LSMR/2 and LSMR-T

Specification:

Appendix 2.6

These programmes calculate the total intensity magnetic anomaly over
a horizontal rectangular prism of infinite strike length, and then adjust
the dimensions and magnetisation of the model

qy

a least squares process

until the differences between the observed and calculated anomalies are
reduced to a minimum.

The expression for the total intensity magnetic

anomaly over a horizontal rectangular prism at the point (xi 1 0) is derived
from equations 4.1 and 4.2 for the horizontal {

~H)

and vertical

{A Z)

magnetic anomalies over a semi-infinite slab with a sloping end {see
figure 4.1).

The anomaly due to the slab defined b,y x z , x1z
1 1

2

is derived

0

from equations 4.1 and 4.2 by putting i = 90 :

A~("Ci.,o)=

~),

4S

6"2(1C~,o)-= J\1\[~(:t&) \- ~'- s-~(n)C~~-L~-,)].

J.t.t.

;2\t\[&!o\l£(l.6)('4'.• -11-.)-t-s.:-(r«) \. . .
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The effect or the horizontal prism is found qy removing the effect
or a second slab defined qy x z , x z and the resulting expressions are:
2 1 2 2

The projection or ,.. H and ,.. z in the direction or the Earth Is field
gives the total intensity anomaly due to the prism:

J. [

,s~.]) ~It:: f .J;_.;-1('~~i •") 4 J:~fl( Jf ·,o )J .._ s~IE" [ J ..,!::,.. (".: ,o) -T.. _a:,(l(\•o)Jl
1

't ,,

The least squares adjustment process requires the partial derivatives
(a ), z (a ), x (a ), x (a ), IB
1 1
2 2
2 4
1 3
as the origin:

or this expression with respect to z
Ca ) and J Ca ) with x ,o
6
1
5
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The remaining symbols are defined in section 2 of this Chapter and in
figure 4.1.
The incremental changes to the model defined

qy a (k =
k

1 ••• 6) are
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obtained by solving the following equation for e(k

(k = 1 ••• 6).

(The derivation of this equation is explained in Chapter II.)

.s=l,2. ... b,
The new model is defined

qy

&k =ak

+.

~ k (k

=1 •• 6),

and the

least squares adjustment process is continued until either the residuals
are insignificant or the rate of change of the sum of the squares of the
residuals is very slow.

Specified dimensions of the model or its

magnetisation can be reset to their initial values after eachaijustment,
keeping them effectively constant (see Chapter II).
This programme is written in 803 Algol and is similar to a programme
in Meraur,y Autocode written

qy Kunaratnam (1963), for the same purpose.
js;

The time for each adjustment using the 803 Algol
41 values of the observed anomaly.

programme~4

min. using

This is very much slower than the

Mercury Autocode programme, but the higher operating speeds of the
Mercury computer account for the difference.
A modified version of the 803 programme (LSMR/2) permits any
dimension of the model or the direction or intensity of its magnetisation
to be excluded from the least squares process.

The relative merits of

this and the resetting procedure used in LSMR: are discussed in Chapter
II.

A second modification to the original programme (LSMR/T) allows

topographic changes along the line of the observed profile and unequal
intervals between thespecified values of the anomaly to be taken into account.
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In order to assess the errors introduced when a rectangular model
is used to approximate a trapezoidal body, the LSMR programme has been
used.to calculate

~he

total intensity magnetic anomalies over a number

of trapezoidal models with depth:width ratios of 1:2 and 1:10 and for
sides deviating between 0° and 20° from the vertical. The intensity of
magnetisation ·for the trapezoidal model was J = 10-3 c.g.s. units and
the same value was assumed for the initial rectangular model and kept
effectively constant qy re-setting J = 10-3 c.g.s. units after each
least squares adjustment.

For all models the strike was East-West and

the inclination of the Earth's field (IE) and that of the magnetisation
of the model (IB) are parallel.

As the anomaly for IE = IB = 0° has
0

the same form as that for IE = IB = 90 , only the results for IE = IB
0

= 0 are tabulated

0

0

(similarly for IE= IB = 30 and IE= IB = 60 ).

The results are presented in Tables 4.1(a), (b) and 4.2(a), (b).
In all cases it can be seen that a good estimate of the horizontal
exten•t of the upper surface of the trapezoidal body is obtained after
the least squares adjustment of the initial rectangular prism model.
The estimated inclination of the trapezoidal model's magnetisation is
also good, with negligable errors when IB = 00 or 900 and only very
small errors when IB.= 30° or 60°.

The error in the estimated depth

to the top surface of the trapezoidal model increases rapidly in all
cases, being approximately 50 percent too great when the sides of the
model deviate from the vertical

qy 20°. This over-estimate of the depth

of the top surface is reflected in the calculated depth of the bottom of
the model, although the percentage error is not quite so great in this case.
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rg

= IB = 0°,90°

Do

zl

z2

(20.00)
0
5
10
15
20

Depth:width = 1:2

19.94
21.87
23.98
26.38
29.25

120.12
128.77
135.14
140.02
143.50

0
5
10
15
20

129.96
129.78
129.67
129.72
130.12

z2

19.94
21.73
23.67
25.86
28.23

xl

0
0
0
0
0

Tables 4.1 a and b.

129.96
129.70
129.47
129.33
129.26

.0001
• 0159
• 0559
.1126
.1797

J = 10-3c.g.s.units

IB

x2

(120.00) (130.00) (170.00)
120.12
130.00
137.77
143.98
150.95

]'it

( 00)

170.04
170.22
170.33
170.28
169.88

Depth:width = 1:2

zl
(20.00)

IB

x2

(120.00) (130.00) (170.00)

IE = IB = 30°,60°

Do

xl

J = 1 o- 3 c • g. s. units

170.04
170.27
170.45
170.53
170.53

Fit

(30°)
30.00
30.05
30.09
30.14
30.22

.0001
.0138
.0485
• 0968
.1508

Errors in approximating a rectangular

prism model to a trapezoidal body.

The true co-ordinates are

in brackets and the co-ordinates of the initial model were
z1 =25, z 2=100, x1 =125 and x 2=175.
was fixed at 10-3 c.g.s.units.
li'i t =

~pto (xi)

-

~(xi>] 2

LAo(xi )2

The intensity of magnetisation

i

= 1,2 ..• n
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=

I"
.1!.

Do

z2

zl

(4.00)
5
10
15
20

=
Do

IB

=

0
5
10
15
20

xl

120.08
137.58
153.37
169.14
185.78

z2

zl

4.01
4.43
4. 87
5.45
6.42

J

0 c.g.o.run. t s
= 1.-3
I'1

X?.

xl

0
0
0
0
0

IB

x2

Tables 4.2 a and b.

130.00
129.58
129.11
128. 59
128.03

,0001
.0063
.0204
• 0362
• 0509

J = 10-3c.g.s.units

(120.00) (130.00) (170.00)
120.19
145.70
172.92
202.33
230.69

li'i ·t

( 00)

170.03
170.45
171.07
171.84
172.71

129.99
129.55
128.93
128.16
127.29

Depth:width = 1:10

30°,60°

(4.00)

= 1:10

(120.00) (130.00) (170.00)

4.01
5.07
6.11
7. 07
7.98

0

IE

De-pth:width

IB = 0°,90°

170.01
170.76
171.59
172.26
172.73

Fit

( 30°)
30.00
29.79
29.55
29.54
29.73

.0001
.0025
.0089
• 0192
.0358

Errors in approximating a rectangular

prism model to a trapezoidal body.

The true

co-ord~nates

are

in brackets and the co-ordinates of the initial model were
z1 =5, z 2=100, x1 =125 and x 2=175.
was fixed a·t 10-3 e.g. s. units.

]'it =

~

[Ao (xi ) -

~ (xi )]

=rhe intensity of magnetisation

2
i

Z:Ao(xi)2

= 1,2 ••• n
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The degree of fit between the original anomaly over the trapezoidal
model and that over the final rectangular prism model is expressed as
the ratio of the sum of the squares of the residuals to the sum of the
squares of the original anomaly for each point x(i) (i
number of values of the original anomaly).

=1,2 •••• n,

the

As might be expected, this

ratio increases as the difference between the dimensions of the trapezoidal model and those of the rectangular prism increase.
From this ratio alone it would appear that the agreement between
the two models is better when the depth:width is 1:10 then when it is
1:2, although the actual errors in the dimensions of the rectangular
prism are approximately the same in both cases.

However, the larger

residuals when the depth:width is 1:2 are due to a small lateral
displacement of the steep part of the anomaly between its maximum and
minimum, and the residuals for the same lateral displacement when this
gradient is gentler, when the depthlwidth is 1:10, for instance, are
considerably smaller.

It would seem that a more realistic way of

expressing the agreement between the curves would be as a function of
the gradients of the two anomalies.
The LSMR programme has also been used in the comparison between
various methods of interpreting magnetic anomalies using infinite dyke
or rectangular prism models and the results are discussed in section 7
of this chapter.
(ii)

Davidon 1s Gradient Optimisation Method.

Programme: MAGR DlVOPTC
Specification:

Appendix 2.8
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The modified version or Davidon's gradient method or optimisation,
with constraints and scaling, can be used as an alternative to the basic
least squares method for adjusting a rectangular prism model.

The residual

function to be minimised and its partial derivatives with respect to ak'
the dimensions and magnetisation of the model are:

;)f

-

Where i = 1,2 ••• NT, the number of values or the observed anomaly and k =
1,2 ••• m, the number of independent variables.
~A ... (".:)
~r..~

The partial derivatives

are the same as those used in the basic least squares method

described above.
The method has

on~

recently been programmed and its capabilities

are, at present, uncertain, but it is believed to be capable or avoiding
some of the local minima in the residual function.

Even if it does not

live up to expectations in this respect, it will generally reduce the
value of the residual function with successive adjustments quicker than
the direct search method described later.
The interpretation of two magnetic anomalies using the MAGR DAVOPTC
programme is discussed, in conjunction with several other methods, in
section 7 of this chapter.

From the results it appears that the constant

which relates the response surface to the actual residual function, set

6'7

at 50 at present, could be improved upon.

This is evident from the

eight "surface weight reduced" messages in succession in example HB 6.
Similarly, the present factor of 0.13 for the rate of change of the
constant may be improved upon.

These factors depend on the character

of the function being optimised and can
error.

on~

be

chosen bf trial and

A range of values should be tried to establish the best

combination for the magnetic residual function (F) defined above.

5. Automatic Ad1ustment of a Trapezoidal Prism Model
Programme: LSMr
Specification:

Appendix 2.6

This programme calculates the total intensity magnetic anomaly
over a horizontal prism with a trapezoidal cross-section and infinite
strike length, it then adjusts the dimensions and magnetisation of
this prism qy a least squares process until the differences between
the observed and theoretical curves are reduced to a minimum.
expression for the horizontal (

~H)

and vertical (

~

The

Z) magnetic

anomalies at a point (xi 1 0) due to a horizontal semi-infinite slab
with a sloping end defined bf

x z are given in equations 4.1
2 2
The total intensity anomaly ( ~F) is assumed to be the

and 4.2.

projection of

!Coo

H and

eo.

is given bf equation 4.J.

~z

1,

Z in the direction of the Earth 1 s field and
T~e

effect of a trapezoidal prism at the

point (x.,O) is found bf removing the effect of a second slab defined
l.

.

b,y x z , x z and the total intensity anomaly due to the complete
31 4 2
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model at (x.,O)
is:
l.

F(K~J~): A... (~a:_."): ~F(~~,\))

rttU' · I

_ .bF(rc.:,o)

1~1.::-, '1.

:

rK(,.;.•,[ J"... f, (.,••) .. .-.. r=.(.i. ••)} - ,.:.. ... [r,..;1 (~, • • ) ... J,_£" (..,, ..,)J]
+

!2.[...;..<,[J"K G.. ( vl- J, f{..,..• )J- ,..;..,,[J.._r;;..(.,,,.,)- ~ ,;l ( ~, •.,)J].
lf.lo

Where i

and i are the inclinations of the first and second faces
1
2
respectively. I =sin (D). cos (IE) and I =sin (IE). The
X

Z

remaining symbols have been defined earlier.
The least squares adjustment process requires the partial
derivatives of this expression with respect to z

(a ), z (a ),
1
2 2
~ (a ), x (a ), x (a ), x (a ), IB (~) and J (a ) with (xi,O)
8
2 4
3
3 5
4 6
as the origin.
The general form of the derivative of equation 4.10

with respect to ak (k = 1 ••• 8) is:

~ A""'(~~·") =
~ 0..~

.... ~(s..:-~ .)
~Q.~
_ ,.,.:,.

rl ~'"""'.; .. :r. ,;- J
2.

~ 4r -s1L ~(};,t ') +

L

~c..~

.t.

1
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~t.'c

+

"1}]

~~~) [ ~ <{r.J~- :r,. "• J- ~~ .:{rx f•- JL !;•1JJ

+ J(-:r)
})~~
+

[I"'"r,~i.[ J~

L

I
oz.

\'J'l

[~~a: 1f

t 1+

Jli. Ea.

L1:r1

r .... ~a.J-~..:..~~lfb E3 -+ r~ ~:11 l]
ll'\
FJ) 1

\l'l

(J]

-1.
,;, (.- s~C:1.lf l.d
~~ Eq- _!!. El
rrl 1
lJ1 J ·

The incremental changes to the model

defined~

obtained b,y solving the following equation for

~k

4 . 11

Kk (k = 1 ••• 8) are
(k

=1 ••• 8).

(The

'iO

derivation of this equation is explained in Chapter II.)

So=- I,

The new model is defined by ak:

=~

+ 11( k

2 ... ~.

(k

= 1. .8),

and the

least squares adjustment process is continued until either the residuals
are insignificant or the rate of change of the sum of the squares of the
residuals is very slow.

Specified parameters of the model can be reset

to their initial value after each adjustment, keeping them
constant (see Chapter II).

If the residuals increase with successive

adjustments to the model, then the increments are changed:
s = 1 ••• t.

The

anoma~

effective~

~k

and residuals are then recalculated.

process continues until the sum of the

square~

= 2-s

This

residuals is less than

it was after the previous full least squares adjustment to the model.

6. Automatic Adjustment of an n-sided Polygonal Model
Programme:

MAGN SWANOPT

Specification:

Appendix 2.7.

This programme adjusts specified co-ordinates of an n-sided polygonal model until the differences between the observed and calculated
anomalies have been reduced to a minimum.

The unconstrained direct

search technique developed by Swann and described in Chapter 2 of this

D£ k

thesis is used to optimise the initial model.

The residual function

to be minimised is

F-=-

~ [~(~c:)-A._(~l)J-a.J
.:.=, •.ri}Ao (.. L )JI A... (~t")/

where A (xi) and Am(xi) are the observed and calculated anomalies at
0

x. and NT is the number of values of the observed anomaly.
~

The SWANOPT procedure has been modified to permit the user to
specify the initial step length for the univariate search.

Care must

be used in selecting the initial step-length as it will be used for all
the variables and although a particular change
lower surface of the model,

~

be realistic for the

the anticipated change in the co-ordinates

nearer the top of the model may be considerably less.

Therefore, it is

best to choose an average step-length for all the co-ordinates, and to
allow the step to increase or decrease in the usual way.
Although the programme has only been used sufficiently to establish
that it is working, it is anticipated that some kind of constraint on
the variables will be required.

Ways of incorporating these constraints

into the SWANOPT procedure are discussed in Chapter 2.

A second change

which could be made is provision for different initial step-lengths for
different variables, permitting for instance, an initial step-length of
500 units for co-ordinates defining the lower surface of the model and

5 units for co-ordinates defining the model's upper surface.

This change

would be expected to reduce the number of function evaluations required to
reach a minimum.

7.

Examples of the Interpretation of Two-dimensional Anomalies Using
Methods Based on Parameters, Standardized Curves, the Basic Least
Squares Process and Davidon's Gradient Optimisation Method.

The total intensity magnetic anomalies over two Permo-carboniferous
dykes in North-East England have been measured and are used to illustrate
various interpretation methods.

The measured profiles lie in the plane

or the magnetic meridian and the strike or the dykes is approximately
magnetic east-west.

The amplitude or the first, HB 6, is approximately

900 gamma and or the second, CP 2+10, about 1,800 gamma.

In both cases

the geology suggests that it is a vertical dolerite dyke intruded into a
limestone, sandstone, shale sequence which causes the magnetic anomaly.
Four methods have been used to interpret the anomalies:
1.

Bruckshaw and Kunaratnam 1 s parameter method (1963) using a dyke model
with its lower surface at infinite depth.

2.

The normalised curve technique described in section 3 or this chapter
- again the model used is a dyke with its lower surface at great depth.

3. The basic least squares process using a model with a rectangular crosssection and with the size or the incremental changes to the variables
limited in the manner described in Chapter 2.

4. The final method uses the modified Davidon gradient technique with
upper and lower limits on all the variables.

The model used in this

case is also a rectangular prism.
The results are summarized in Table 4.3.

The first three methods

(Bruckshaw, Scaling and LSMR) agree well with one another, except that
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HB 6
Method

zl

X? -

x1

J.lo3

IB

Bruck shaw

15.1

40.7

2.12

52

Scaling

17

35

2.7

50

LSMR

16.6

38.1

2.40

49

M. Davoptc

13.4

38.0

2.40

49

CP 2+10
Method.
Bruck shaw
Scaling

x2- xl

J.lo3

IB

7.9

33.3

3. 75

68

33

4.0

70

9.5

33.0

3.81

68

11.7

26.0

3.81

68

10

LSMR
J;l[.

zl

UAVOPTC

Table 4.3
Comparison of various interpretation methods.
Bru.ckshaw: Bruckshaw and Kux1aratnam parameter method
( infinite dyke model ).
Scaling:
Comp:-.~.rison of normalised observed [tnd. theoretical
curves ( infinite dyke model ).
L::.>J•·IH.:
Basic least squares adjustment of a rectangular prism.
l'JI. UAVOPTC: Gradient optimisation of a rectangular prism model.

fl\l
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the Bruckshaw and Kunaratnam parameter method gives a shallower depth
to the top of the body in both cases.

The MAGR DAVOPTC programme

arrives at a model for RB 6 which is shallower but otherwise in good
agreement with those arrived at

~

the other methods, but the MAGR

DAVOPTC model for CP 2+10 is deeper and considerably narrower than
~he

other models.

However,

there was not enough computer time

available.to complete the calculation and so this last model may not
be realistic.

The differences between the MAGR DAVOPTC and the LSMR

models for both anomalies may be partly due to the fact that only
twelve values of the observed anomaly were used in the former calculations, whereas 49 were used for HB 6 and 41 for CP 2+10 in the LSMR
calcul~tion.

Also, it should be pointed out that it may be possible

to improve the rate of convergence when using MAGR DAVOPTC

~

changing

the initial position and the subsequent rate of change of the response
surface as explained in section 4 (ii) of this chapter.
Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show the intermediate results in computing the
models for HB 6 and CP 2+10 using the LSMR programme.

In both cases

considerable improvement in the residuals has been achieved.

Unfort-

unately, this steady improvement of the residuals is not always possible
using the basic least squares method when the initial model is not very
good.

Table 4.6 shows the corresponding results for MAGR DAVOPTC and

it is clear

·~hat

the improvement in the residuals is not so great, nor

is the convergence as fast as for the LSMR programme.
capabilities of this programme are unknown at present.

However, the full

#li

Estimate

z
1

z2

x1

x2

J.1o 3

0

6.0

500

110

125

2.00

IB

46

J ~R(x.)
..... ,

2

l.

4,754
I

6.6

450

113

126

2

7.3

460

113

128

2.60

50

330

I
I

3

7.6

506

112

128

2.50

50

199

I

4

7.4

557

112

129

2.42

49

196

5

7.4

613

112

129

2.41

49

195

6

7.4

658

112

129

2.40

49

195

Table 4.4
programm~

2.30

52

2,295

1

I

HB 6 - successive estimates for the dimensions and magnetisation of the dyke using
LSMR.

IB in degrees.

Units: for the dimensions in feet multiply by 2.24, J is in c.g.s. units and
Ni

= 49.

--.:
C.l1

--

1

¥i

J.1o 3

IB

NT ~R(xi)

105

2.00

57

138,209

87

116

2.30

63

65,155

495

83

109

2.60

69

55,315

8.9

545

87

116

2.90

67

22,988

4

8.3

599

84

112

3.20

69

10,292

5

8.1

659

85

113

3.50

68

2, 727

6

8.0

725

85

113

3.80

68

143

7

8.0

784

85

113

3.81

68

138

Estimate

z1

z2

0

10.0

500

85

1

11.0

450

2

9.9

3

x1

x2

2

~·

----

Table 4. 5

---

------

CP 2+10 - successive estimates for the dimensions and magnetisation of the qyke

using programme LSMR.
and IB in degrees.

Units: for the dimensions in feet multiply by 1.18, J is in c.g.s. units

.NT = 41.

...~

c::D

HB6
NT

Estimate

z1

z2

x1

x2

J .103

0

6.0

500

110

125

2.00

IB
46

2
1 ~
NT .:~ 1 (xi)
5640
I

15

5.99

500

109

126

2.24

46.5

3206

2.24

46.5

3112

Surface wei gilt. reduced :tight times
23

5.99

500

109

126

CP 2+10
NT

Estimate
0

z1

z2

x1

x2

J.1o3

10.0

500

85

105

2.00

57

IB

1~

2
NT '.:I
. R(x.)
l.
165,254

Sur Pace weight r-educed
21

9.95

496

84.5

106.4

4.12

50.6

81,391

23

9.95

496

84.5

106.4

4.12

50.6

81,391

Table 4.6

Successive estimates for the dimensions and magnetisation of the qyke from profiles

HB 6 and CP 2+10 using programme MAGR DAVOPTC.

Units: for dimensions in feet multiply HB 6 by

2.24 and CP 2+10 by 1.18, J is in c.g.s. units and IB in degrees.

l'lT

= 12

for both anomalies.
~
~

'iS

8.

Summary and Conclusions
Computer programmes (MAGN and MAGN/T) have been described for

calculating the horizontal, vertical and total field magnetic anomalies
at specified points along a profile perpendicular to the strike of a
horizontal prism of infinite length.

The ·model has a polygonal cross-

section and each face represents the end of a semi-infinite slab, and
the anomaly due to the whole model is found
these slabs at the point concerned.

~

summing the effects of

This method is similar to that

described b,y Talwani, Worzel and Landisman (1959)

for the calculation

of gravity anomalies over two-dimensional models.
A modified version of the MAGN programme (MGSC) calculates the
total intensity magnetic anomaly in the same way and then scales the
amplitude and the distance between the mean, or half-mean,

values

of the maximum and the minimum of the anomaly to specified limits.
This programme is the basis of the "scaling method" of interpretation
and is used to complete the library of normalised curves which are then
compared with similarly scaled observed anomalies.

The library of

curves can be computed either for the strike of the anomaly or for
a magnetic east-west strike, in which case,
of the magnetisation established
curves

~st

~

the direction and intensity

matching the observed and theoretical

be corrected in the manner outlined

~

Bruckshaw and

Kunaratnam (1963).
The remaining programmes calculate the total intensity magnetic
anomaly over a given model and then modify the magnetisation and
co-ordinates of the model qy various optimisation processes until the
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differences between the observed and theoretical curves have been
reduced to a minimum.

The first optimisation method is an iterative

least squares process and the basic models are a rectangular prism
(LSMR) and a ·prism with a trapezoidal cross-section (LSMT).

If the

initial model is not a good representation of the actual body, this
method will not
iterations.

alw~s

improve the residual function with successive

Also, it has been found that the changes to the independent

variables must be limited to prevent unrealistic results.
A more sophisticated gradient method for reducing the sum of the
squared residuals is a modified version of Davidon 1 s (1959) variable
metric minimisation process.

This has been used to optimise the

dimensions and magnetisation of a prism model with a rectangular
cross-section (MAGR DAVOPTC), but the method has not yet been tully
developed.

Even so, Davidon 1 s method will always reduce the value of

the residual fUnction and the programme incorporates constraints on the
variables, which limit each one to a feasible zone.
The final technique which has been used is a direct search method
developed

qy Swann (unpublished) which will optimise the co-ordinates

of a model with an n-sided polygonal cross-section.

This

proces~

will

always reduce the value of the residual function, but the changes to the
variables need to be limited to prevent the development of an unrealistic
model.
As the final result of an interpretation depends largely on the
choice of the initial model, the model must incorporate all the geological
information available.

If no such information exists, the suggested
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interpretation procedure is to use a simple parameter method, such as
that described by Bruckshaw and Kunaratnam (1963), and to optimise the
model this gives.

In addition, the calculation of the pseudo-gravity

equivalent of the observed magnetic anomaly can provide, subject to
certain assumptions which are discussed in the next chapter, a
permissible range for the direction of magnetisation of the anomalous
bo~.
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CHAPTER V
Pseudo-gravity
1.

Introduction.

2.

Evaluation of the two-dimensional pseudo-gravity integral.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

The

pseu~o-gravity

calculation when

1 >o.

whe~

1 ~o.

The pseudo-gravity calculation

The pseudo-gravity calculation of the permiss.i ble range of values
for beta.

J. The computer programmes and theoretical examples.
4. Sources of error in the calculation of beta.
5.

Applications and conclusions.

1•

In traduction
Baranov (1957) has published a method of transforming three-dimensional

total intensity magnetic anomalies., which are generally asymmetric due to
an oblique direction of magnetisation, into pseudo-gravity anomalies
using Poisson's relationship connecting gravity and magnetic potentials:
![,. t,U

= Gf' V

( S"c·e "-oba a.t

.P.ror ~ fc.~ ) ·

Where U is the gravitational potential and V the magnetic potential.

-

l is the magnetisation vector and can vary in magnitude within the
magnetised body, but not in direction.
and

r

G is the gravitational constant

the density contrast, which must vary in the body such that

is constant for all parts of the body.
assumes a conventional density of GfJ

ll\
;

The Baranov transformation

= IJ\

and that the magnetisation

of the body is parallel to the Earth's field, but it assumes nothing

N ~:~t:e.. ~q"" ll. ~ 1k~ ole~~
a~c.r~ ~ ~

-'l\-a)vr.j'~

1 'tle.

5~t~.J!. pcke..~V"~ ~ ~

~j,..,

r.
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regarding the shape of the disturbing body.

The pseudo-gravity anomaly

resulting from the Baranov transformation is due to a magnetised body and
is related to a fictitious density distribution defined as above, but
otherwise it has all the characteristics of a gravity anomaly and can be
interpreted as such.

This aspect is discussed in the last section of

this chapter.
If the additional assumption is made that the intensity of magnetisatioh has the same sign throughout the body, then it follows that the
computed pseudo:"gravity anomaly must always have this same sign.

For any

given total field magnetic anomaly there is only a limited range of
magnetisation directions that satist,y this condition.

The practical

details of setting these limits to the range of possible directions of
magnetisation for any given two-dimensional total field magnetic anomaly
are discussed in section 2(iii) below.
Baranov's original expression for the transformation is:

where T(P) is the measured value of the magnetic field at each point P
on the datum plane, and H(M,P) is the kernel of the transformation
allowing the direct computation of g(M), the pseudo-gravity anomaly.
For the kernel as given b,y Baranov the magnetisation of the body must
be pa:r.eJ.J.el tn the Ea:r.t.h 1 s field and. so t.he assumpt.ion t.ha.t. the pseudogravity anomaly will always be one sign if the magnetisation is the same
sign throughout the body is not applicable.
A two-dimensional version of the Baranov transformation, which does
not require the magnetisation of the body to be parallel to the Earth's
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field, has been developed b,y Dr. R.A. Smith (Appendix I) for the purpose
of this thesis.

Smith's expression for the pseudo-gravity equivalent of

a total field magnetic anomaly over a closed two-dimensional body is:

t...
(.Tk c..,-~.!"'&

i"":)aVA-

7">0.

~:t. -..\l;....:....-J,... ~ -~~......._ 0::.1,)

This gives the pseudo-gravity PG( ~ ,

7 ) at

the point ( ~ ,

7)

in

terms of the magnetic anomaly T(x, 0) at all points on the x-axis.
The kernel function, as defined b,y Smith is:

Where (r, Q) are the polar co-ordinates of (

! ,7 )

from (x, 0) and ~

= ~ +_r..,c--ot. ·• (cos<, sinCI(.) are the direction cosines of the measured

gravity field and if we take the vertical component of this field ( "' ....

(1 = t'""<r •

:If ),

(Co~ , sin./' ) and (cos c;-, sin a-) are ·the

direction cosines of the total magnetisation vector within the body and
C.ift-d

the direction(of the Earth's field respectively, in the plane of the
profile perpendicular to the strike of the anomaly.

If this plane is

not that of the magnetic meridian, then the apparent inclination of the
Ear·th's field ( cr-

-'li'

r.., =-

)

in the plane of the profile must be used instead.

Ya.."'" _,

L-

VOt.n.. (

c:r)] .

'!!,.-.

'1

,..;.. (1))

Where D is the angle between magnetic north and the strike, measured
clockwise.

Smith 1 s symbols a- (or a- -If ) and)A are used in section 2

of this chapter to define the dip or the Earth's field and the inclination
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of the magnetisation of the body in the plane perpendicular to the strike
of the anomaly.
IB are used.

Elsewhere in this chapter the symbols IE (or IE"') and
These have been defined earlier in the thesis to represent

the inclination of the Earth's field and that of the magnetisation of the
body respectively.
2.

Evaluation of the Two-dimensional Pseudo-gravity Integral
The method of evaluating integral 5.1 is described in this section,

first when

7 >0

permissable range

and then when
of~

1= o.

The method of calculating ·t.he

when the pseudo-gravity equivalent of the magnetic

anomaly is assumed to be always positive is also described.
The integral 5.1 giving the pseudo-gravity anomaly at the point

( 3 , 7 ) requires

the magnetic field to be known completely between

x = ! oo , which, in practice, is impossible.

The best that can be done

is to define the anomaly at discrete points over a limited range ( -R ' x
~

+R) and to assume the form of the curve outside this range.

the origin (x

=0, y =0)

Taking

to be approximately over the centre of the body,

the integration can be· carried out numerically using Simpson's rule
between x

= -R and x =R.

For x

~

\R\ the anomaly is approximated by the

funct.ion:

which is a solution of Laplace a equation valid as \"lC. \
integrated from - oa to -R and from R to
anomaly:

o0 •

"""'> .o

and can be

Also we have for any magnetic
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Integral 5.1 now becomes:

The magnetic
ano~

anoma~

T(x, 0) is measured relative to a background

which has been fixed b,y inspection, but if the value of this

background is in error, that is if

it can be corrected when the constants a are calculated for the
n

nomial approximation for the anomaly when x

~

IRj.

po~-

The values of the

anoma~ that must satisfy the function 5.4 are taken to be

[r(-R, 0)

and {j(R, 0) + kJ, where k is the number of gamma that the background

is in error.
The equations to be solved are:.

+

J

k
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)-ln-1-1)

1\\

2... Qn (-~

I

I

-

(~ )

1\)

2.

-

Q""

l

tH

I)

)

I

If the series is truncated at N=2 these equations give a , a and k.
1 2
This was incorporated into one of the computer programmes, but the
accuracy of the polynomial approximation for the anomaly when x ~

{R(

was not satisfactory - the results are discussed in section 4 of this
chapter.
To improve the accuracy the function,
N

T( J.1' 0) -:..

2

II\"'

-CI\·tl)

I

~""."'""

I

must be evaluated to N = 4, and the additional equations required are:

W\.:"f

Where i is the interval between successive values of the magnetic anomaly
T(x, 0).

8'7

The values or a , a and k from the first set of equations (N
1 2

Ql

=2)

are:

-=-

and when N = 4, the values or a , a , a , a and k using two more values
1 2 3 4
or the magnetic anomaly are:

...

_

""•

e

1

k

~ e::a... .,

-

({s-A t1 _ ( (Z-"-)
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A~H =

-r(fl-~, o)- •C~-{l)
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e, -

-

e.
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(i)
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(

(2- ~ )

~J

I
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,

A,P - ( ~-"'ii. )* A:a..P

.:z. [ Q l . - (_(l - i:i.) ~]
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~:a.(<L-;;..)l..

:
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f,

=

A
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_e._ a (~-~)1.[ Rz.'l 1P- (Cl- 21.
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T("(,oJ cl...,.

The pseudo-gravity calculation when
Expand 1 ( .) ,
1

1 ),

substitute for K() - x,

1 (
2

7 ):

1? 0.

5 , 7 ) and r 3 ( 5 , 7 ) with N = 2 and
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X
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'

I

I

'

7)

-J I I I "'' I I : . - - - - - y = ,
...,....-....
r

"" ~~

- :t:R

.....

9

c

y=O

R,

-R

Harth

South

9=

arctan(

1/( ~

-x))

x = 0 is a:p-nroxim.ately over the centre of the body.

For

X -"
X

::J'iQ.lrc 5 .1

~

,

:>f,

6= 0

9

= 11

The definition of the symbols used in the

pseudo-gravity calculation.
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~~f)[:~ <ijLl.)<h.H'--rJ[~~<~J9 .~ . .
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: Ile-l~·7J +

I1s

{S."J) ·

For computation purpose these expressions are now regrouped into cos

~

7)

sinf

terms and I ,:3c ( ~ ,
and I 2 ,:3s ( } , 7 ) are evaluated
2
(the definitions of the symPols used are given in figure 5.1).

and

IJ.c. ( ~ ·1) +
c.os~

[

+

1lc.l T·1) ~

I r I - _L ( I J I _, _l_ l - 7(a{. 9-11: )]
r
o., L~ t t (~L~11) ~ + .... ~ Lt2 (tL~l) J
(rL+ 12.)

l-l
~"L
Q.

r

Lt"i

r((

J_l _n1.-£"tl-+ )..~1 (s'_.9_1l)- 3.1. ]]

y-a \."

1

b~-'11)

J

()~~7z.)"

lll)z."'?a.)

.
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7)

1 ( ~ ,
is evaluated by" Simpson's rule and the expression for the
1
pseudo-gravity at ( ) ,
can now be evaluated as:

7)

(ii)

The pseudo-gravity calculation when
As

Q

= ,-

1 ~ 0,

Q """">

for x '>)

pseudo-gravity when x

•

0 or "'iT'

and when

1= o.
1

= 0,

Q

= 0 for x <.

5

and

There is a singularity in the expression for the

= )

•
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This is overcome b,y expressing the magnetic
x

~}

anoma~

in the region

as a quartic and the integral 5.1 is re-expressed as:

In this expression r () , 0) and r () , 0) are integrated numerical~
7
5
using Simpson's ruJ_.e and r () ,0) and r 8 () , 0) are obtained b,y
4
putting g = 0 and g =T in r 2 ( ) , 1 ) and r ( } , 1 ) respective~
3
and putting = 0 in both. The values or the constants in the quartic

1

equation expressing the magnetic anomaly over the range x

=) !

x are:
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=

l

u1.

~- f_ &IT(al-~,o)--r(x . . ~,o)]-i-{T(~-2'R:,o)--r(""'-+2'l,o)1]i
L

l"l..~

Substituting forK() -x, 0), integral 16(

~

, 0) becomes:

(cosr terms for even values or m are zero, and values of the terms for
m > 5 and p

~

4 are negligible.

(i11) The pseudo-gravity calculation or the

permissi~ble

for beta
Equation 5.6 can be re-expressed as:

range of values
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r.c('f,1)

.L~ ('~ ·1)
If the intensity or the magnetisation is assumed to be positive
throughout the body, the pseudo-gravity equivalent of the magnetic
anomaly will

alw~s

be positive and thefbllowing inequality will be true,

"2:}

This givas a permiss :.ble range for /"

,

( /'

=f -

c:- ) or 'ir

in the plane or the profile perpendicular to the strike of the anomaly,

assuming this plane lies in the magnetic meridian.

1 ) is calculated for

This range decreases

as

~( ) ,

).

The Computer Programmes and Theoretical Examples
Programmes:

PG(

7>

0),

PG(

increasing values or

1 = 0),

I) J

PGI and PGI-B.

.
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Specification:

Appendix 2. 9 PG (

1>

0) and PG (

1

= 0)

Appendix 2.10 PGI and PGI-Bl
For each programme the limits between which the magnetic anomaly

I RI ,

can be defined (2

see figure 5.1) are read in on the data tape

together with the co-ordinates of the first point at which the pseudogravity is to be calculated ( ( ~ 1 , 1 ) for PG( '1 ~ 0) and just ( ~ )
1
~or PG(
0)), the interval required between successive values of

1=

the pseudo-gravity (d) ) , the interval between successive values of
the magnetic field (dx), the number of values of the magnetic field
(NT) and the conventional density to be used (('/J) (this is not
required for PGI or PGI-B).

These figures are followed by the actual

values of the magnetic anomaly in gamma.
Programmes PG (

1 } 0)

and PG (

1 = 0)

also require the inclination

of the total magnetisation of the body (IB) and the direction of
measurement of the anomaly in the plane perpendicular to the strike
of the anomaly.

As explained in section 2 or this chapter, unless

this happens to lie in the magnetic meridian, the apparent inclination
of the Earth's field (IE.._)

in the plane of the profile must be used

instead.
IE

'II!.

-1

= tan

f taniE]
L sin D

'

where D is the angle between magnetic north and the strike measured
clockwise and IE the inclination or the Earth's field in the magnetic
meridian.
The values of thepJeudo-gravity anomaly at ( J i'
calculat,ed by PG( 1 ) 0) or PG(

1 = 0),

7 ) or ( 5 i'

and ·~Jhe value of

~( }

,

0)

7 )

for PGI or PGI-B, are output on teleprinter or tape-punch as required.
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y

South

North

_,...<J:?T -

-

-

-Y=?

r100 m.

------~~----------------------~r----------------Y=O
(xi,O}
>
200 m.

X

~

1,000 m.

----~

l

800 m.

l
= 200 m.
= IB = 0°

xi+l - xi
(a) IE

~= 1 gm/cm3
(b) IE

J = 10-3c.g.s.units

= IB = 315°

IE and IB are measured anti-clockwise from the positive x-axis

Figure 5. 2.

The model used to obtain the results in

Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
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Hagnetic
z1 =200 m.

PG(? >0)
1 =100 m.

Gravity
z1 =300 m.

Gravity
z1 =200 m.

PG( 1 =U)

38.72

2.25

2.24

2.01

2.00

44.80

2.79

2. 78

2.51

2.50

50.93

3.52

3.50

3. 21

3.20

54.88

4.53

4.52

4.22

4. 21

49.66

5.96

5.95

5.71

5. 70

11.68

7.94

7.93

7.97

7.97

-117.60

10.42

10.42

11.17

11.16

-247.82

12.64

12.65

14.11

14.11

-287.05

13.84

13.85

15.58

15.58

-287.05

13.84

13.85

15.58

15.58

-247.o2

12.64

12.65

14.11

14.11

-117.60

1C.42

10.42

11.17

11.16

11.68

7.94

7.93

7.97

7.97

49.66

5. 96

5.95

5.71

5. 70

54.88

4.53

4.52

4.22

4.21

50.93

3.52

3.50

3.21

3.20

44.80

2.79

2. 78

2.51

2.50

38.72

2.25

2.24

2.01

2.00

Table·· 5.1

1\'Iagne·tic, gravity and pseudo-gravity anomalies

over a horizontally magnetised rectangular prism
( IE

= IB = 0°

).
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Fr~cnetic

Gr!·.vi ty

z1 =200 m.
32.05

z1 =300 m.
2.25

I}G(

'1 >0)

1=100 m.

Gravity

PG(1 =0)

z1 =200 m.

2.15

2.01

1.91

44.09

2.79

2. 69

2.51

2.41

62.38

3.52

3.42

3. 21

3.11

90.97

4.53

4.43

4.22

4.12

136.60

5.96

5.86

5.71

5. 61

206.50

7.94

7.85

7.97

1. 87

256.46

10.42

10.32

11.17

11.07

168.39

12.64

12.53

14.11

14.02

53.32

13.84

13.73

15.58

15.47

-53.49

13.84

13.73

15.58

15.47

-168. 53

12.64

12.53

14.11

14.02

-256. 53

10.42

10.31

11.17

11.06

-206.50

7.94

7.84

7.97

7.86

-136.57

5. 96

5.86

5.71

5. 61

-90.94

4.53

4.43

4.22

4.11

-62.35

3.52

3.41

3. 21

3.11

-44.06

2.79

2.68

2.51

2.41

-32.03

2.25

2.15

2.01

1.90

'i.'able 5. 2

P.~agnetic,

gravity and pseudo-gravity anomalies

over a rectangular prism with oblique magnetisation

( IE= IB = 315°).
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~l = ).(-R+dx, 7) - IE

A2
( IE

Figure 5.3
of

= 0°

Each value of

~( 1 , 7 ) ~ ~ for beta.

jA- = ~

-

r-

~(

=

A( R- dx, 7 ) -

IE

)

5 , ?) gives a permise..i.ble range
In the diagram IB

=~ -

IE ( or

from section 2 of this chapter ) and the estimated

range and meari value of I"B are 340°-380°(20°) and 360°(0°).
The true value of IBis 360°(0°).

.1 00

180

I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I

A1

=

A(-R+dx, ( ) - IE

( IE

]'igure 5. 4
of
~

>.. ( J ,

Each value of

7)

= ~ - a-

·1f

.:!::

2

for beta.

= 315° )
~(

l ,

7)

gives a permissi.ble range

In the diagram IB =

fJ -

IE ( or

from section 2 of this chapter ) and the estimated

range and mean value of beta are 295°-335° and 315°.
value of beta is 315°.

The true
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Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the pseudo-gravity anomaly (calculated for
and

7= 0)

1> 0

resulting from the transformation or the total intensity

magnetic anomaly calculated over a horizontal rectangular prism with
an east-west strike and magnetised at IE = IB = 0° and IE = IB = 315°
(figure 5.2).
for

1 when

The true gravity anomaly over the same model, corrected

1 f=

0, is included for comparison with the calculated

pseudo-gravity anomaly.
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 demonstrate the accuracy or the PGI calculation
for the permiss\'-.ble range or beta, using the same theoretical anomaly the effect or errors likely to be encountered when interpreting observed
anomalies are dealt with in the next section.

A modified version or the

PGI programme (PGI-B) allows the value or the background anomaly to be
adjusted at the same time as the constants for the polynomial approximation
for the anomaly when x ~

I Rl are

calculated.

The use or this programme is

discussed with the effect or errors in the background on the permissi:.ble
range or values for beta in the next section or this chapter.
Other uses or the pseudo-gravity programmes in conjunction with the
least squares adjustment or two-dimensional models for gravity anomalies
are discussed in the last section or this chapter.

4. Sources or Error in ·the Calculation of Beta
The method or calculating the permissi.iJle range or beta, and hence
IB (orr), described in section 2(iii) or this Chapter has proved
extremely valuable.

Therefore, an attempt has been made to assess the

influence or various errors on the computed values or X( )
the results are discussed in this section.
ol.l,l!::.•.;,~
~· ... :.
Jl

0 ..'ll~l rib& ,

'\

·~ '-i"~li;:··. >

,

1 ), and

For this purpose the total

102

field anomaly was calculated along a north-south profile over an eastwest linear dipole at unit depth, for different magnetisation directions
ranging from IE

= IB = 0°

to IE.

= IB = -45°

at 7.5° intervals (this is

equivalent to a range of beta from 0° to -90°).

Errors of known

magnitude were then introduced into these anomalies.
The range or the numerical integration and errors introduced in the
position or the origin are expressed in terms or the depth to the dipole,
and the background value has been adjusted first

~

a constant number of

gamma and then on the assumption that the background is inclined across
the anomaly.

The effect or these errors and or random errors, on the

permissible range or values for beta (and hence for IB) and the various
ways of eliminating them are discussed below and the results are summarized
in Tables 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7.

(i)

The range or the numerical integration
The dipole anomalies were integrated between different limits

(~

R) and it has been found that the range or integration (2R) must be

such that

2.R

~
,...

for the errors to be insignificant.

4

I

( / xm -

XM \

is the modulus or

the distance between the maximum and minimum values or the anomaly.)
The results or this test are summarized in Table 5.3.
(ii)

The value of

1

It has been found that for negligible errors,

1

1

True value of'

~

Range of' numerical integration ( the depth to the linear dipole is 1.0 units )

(degrees)

1.6

4.0

3.2

~

Estimated range and mean value of'

5.6

( to the nearest degree )

2"70

217 - 323

( 270 )

234 - 305

( 270 )

240 - 300

( 270 )

247 - 293 ( 270 )

285

238 - 346

( 292 )

250 - 323

( 287 )

255 - 317

( 286 )

262 - 308 ( 285 )

300

256 - 366

( 311 )

266 - 339

( 302 )

270 - 333

( 301 )

277 - 324 ( 300 )

315

273 - 383

( 328 )

280 - 356

( 318 )

285 - 348

( 316 )

291 - 339 ( 315 )

330

282 - 396

( 339 )

294 - 370

( 332 )

299 - 364

( 331 )

306 - 355 ( 330 )

345

292 - 408

( 350 )

307 - 385

( 346 )

313 - 377

( 345 )

321 - 370 ( 345 )

360

302 - 418

( 360 )

321 - 399

( 360 }

327 - 393

( 360 }

335 - 386 ( 36~_) _ _j

------

Table 5.3

--------

--~~-

Pseudo-gravity estimate of' the range and mean ( in parenthesis ) directions of' magnetisation

f'or a linear dj.pole situated at unit depth, with varying extents f'or the numerical integration either side
of' the dipole.

~

= ( IE + IB}.

~

0

c:,.,

( degrees )

True value of (J

Displacement of the
origin ( depth to
270

360

315

dipole= 1.0 units )
Estimated range a.nd mean value of

p

( to the nearest degree )

0.2

north

243 - 305

( 274 )

289 - 353

( 321 )

331 - 397

( 364 )

0.4

north

246 - 310

( 278 )

294 - 357

( 325 )

336 - 404

( 370 )

0.6

north

248 - 315

( 281 )

298 - 363

( 330 )

340 - 411

( 375 )

I

-

Table 5.4.

Pseudo-gravity estimate of the range and mean ( in parenthesis ) directions of

magnetisation for a linear dipole situated at unit depth, for different errors in the position
of the
the

or~gin.

oppos~te

For displacements to the south, the errors are equivalent in magnitude but in

sense.

The range of the numerical integration is 2.0 units either side of the

assumed position of the dipole.

/3

= ( IE + IB ) •

;...a
0

•

..., 0 ar::

is a suitable condition. (xi - xi_1 is the interval between successive
values of the magnetic anomaly T(x, 0) and y =
1 > 0) is the plane

1 (

for which the pseudo-gravity is to be calculated, see figure 5.1).
(iii)

The position of the origin
Theoretically, the position of the origin is unimportant, but the

method of evaluating the end correction polynomials requires that it
should be approximately over the centre of the body.

This position

can be critical because as the range of the numerical integration decreases,
so the effect of errors in the position of the origin becomes larger.

In practice, its position is difficult to fix without knowledge of
the direction of magnetisation, but it can be assumed to be mid-way
between the positions of the maximum and the minimum of the magnetic
anomaly if they are equal, and nearer the larger feature if they are not.
For testing purposes, the origin for the linear dipole anomalies was
moved either side of its true position b,y distances equal to 0.2, 0.4
and 0.6 times the depth to the dipole.
If it is assumed that the depth to the body is approximately
equal to the distance between the maximum and minimum of the anomaly,
it means that the origin can be positioned to better than 0.1 times the
depth.

The distortion this produces in the limits on beta can be··

estimated from Table 5.4.

Although it has not actually been incorporated

into the programme, it is reasonable to assume that the origin can be
fixed b,y adjusting the position and magnetisation of a linear dipole
b,y least squares to fit the observed anomaly, and then to take the

x co-ordinate of its position to be the origin for the pseudo-gravity
calculation.

l06

An alternative procedure for estimating the centre of a body that
approximates to infinite dyke has been given b,y Hutchison (1958):

Where

AT

max
anomaly and r

and

(

tP)

o.

T
are the maximum and minimum values of the
min
is the angle subtended by the top or the body at

the point or measurement or the anomaly.
the centre of the body ( f

( ~

max

is not strictly valid for an infinite

)).

This angle is a maximum over
Although the PGI calculation

dy~e,

the errors introduced b,y

Hutchison's approximation will generally be small for any two-dimensional
total field magnetic anomaly.
(iv)

The background anomaly
(a)

A uniform background anomaly.

As explained in section 2, the background anomaly is normally fixed
b,y inspection and then the local anomaly is measured relative to this

estimate.

Any error in this estimated background anomaly, provided it

is constant, can be largely eliminated when calculating the constants
for the end correction polynomial as explained in section 2.

This

calculation has been incorporated into the PGI-B programme and Table 5.5
summarizes. the results or tests using a dipole anomaly with an amplitude
of 2 1 500

g~~a

and IE = !B = -15 0 •

For the first set or results in 'fable 5.5, the end correction
polynomial has been evaluated to N = 2 and the range of the numerical
integration was 4.0 times the depth to the dipole and the errors are
considerable, even when the true background is used.

The results improve

1.0'7

Background error
0 gamma

N

+100 gamma
6.0

4.0

6.0

4.0

2
( last values at
each end )

69

17

169

117

4
( last two values
at each end )

18

1

118

101

28

2.5

128

102.5

4
( last and fourth
from last at each
end )

Table 5.5

Accuracy of the background correction using

different values of N, different values of the magnetic
anomaly to calculate the constants, and different ranges
for the numerical integration ( 2R equals 4.0 and 6.0 times
the depth of the dipole ).

True value of

Change in the

( degrees )

fJ

I

background
270

360

315

anoma:y ( gamma )

I

I

Estimated range and mean value of

j9

( to the nearest degree )

followed by the background error after correction ( gamma )
+50

235 - 304 ( 270 )

0

280 - 368 ( 324 ) -14

311 - 418 ( 365 ) -20

+200

235 - 304 ( 270 )

0

280 - 368 ( 324 ) -14

311 - 418 ( 365 ) -20

+500

235 - 304 ( 270 )

0

280 - 368 ( 324 ) -14

311 - 418 ( 365 ) -20

Table 5.6.

'

Pseudo-gravity estimate of the range and mean ( in parenthesis ) directions of

magnetisation for a linear dipole situated at unit depth, with different constant errors in the
background anomaly.
correction.

These figures are followed by the error in the background anomaly after

For negative changes in the background anowaly, the errors are equivalent in

magnitude but in the opposite sense.
side of the dipole.

The range of the numerical integration is 2.0 units either

~ =(IE+IB).

~

0

00

/
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considerab~

when the numerical integratiOn is extended to 6.0 times the

depth to the dipole, but it is apparent that the polynomial must be
evaluated to N = 4 before a reasonable accuracy can be achieved.

From

the results in Table 5.5 it appears that the last two values at each
end of the defined anomaly, rather than two values separated by an
appreciable distance, give the most accurate results.
The linear dipole anomalies: used in the earlier tests have been
used to illustrate the effectiveness of the background adjustment
incorporated into programme PGI-B.
correction polynomial to N

This programme evaluates the end

=4 using the last two values at each end

of the defined anomaly and estimates the permissible range of beta from
the given magnetic anomaly.

The background values of the dipole

anomalies have been adjusted by +50, +200 and +500 gamma and -50, -200
and -500 gamma ( the amplitude of the dipole anomalies is approximately

2,000 gamma) and the effects of these changes on the permissible range
and mean value of beta, and the errors in the corrected background
anom~

are

summarized in Table 5.6.

From these results it appears

that the errors are largest for symmetric anomalies
(b)

An

<(1 = 360°).

inclined background anomaly.

The effect of errors in the background gradient of 25 and 50 gamma/
unit distance, increasing first to 'the north and then to the south, on
the permissible range of beta has been calculated for the dipole anomalies
and the resul·t.s are summarized. in Table 5. 7.

From these figures, it would

appear that the errors are greatest when one peak of the anomaly is
approximately half the magnitude of the other and that the distortion

Error in

Direction of

gradient

increasing

True value of

(J

270
ganuna/uili t

( degrees )
360

315

gradient
Estimated range and mean value of (J

distance

( to the nearest degree )

north

233 - 307

( 270 )

274 - 362

( 318 )

304 - 411

( 357 )

south

239 - 301

( 270 )

286 - 377

( 3.51 )

309 - 416

( 363 )

north

231 - 309

( 270 )

269 - 357

( 313 )

298 - 403

( 350 )

south

244 - 296

( 270 )

293 - 38H

( 340 )

317- 422

( 370 )

25

50
-

Table 5.7.

The pseudo-gravity estimate of the range and mean (in parenthesis) directions of

magnetisation for a linear dipole situated at unit depth wheh a uniform gradient has been super-imposed
upon the background anomaly.
dipole.

I

= ( IE + IB

The range of the numerical integration is 2.0 units either side of the

).

....

~

0

111

produced in an anti-symmetric anomaly is negligible.

These tests assume

the background gradient is constant between the limits of the numerical
integration (~ R) - the effect on the values or beta when this is not
true have not been assessed.
(v)

The Influence of Super-imposed Anomalies.
This is difficult to assess, but changes in the anomaly obviously

due to bodies other than that under consideration can be eliminated by
smoothing.

However, distortions which are not apparent on visual

inspection are almost impossible to eliminate.
As a tes·t, random errors ranging between
the linear dipole anomaly for
below.

f

= JJD

0

~

J2 gamma were added to

and the results are summarized

This result suggests that genuine random errors have little

effect on the permissl.ble range or values for beta.

True dipole
anomaly

Anomaly plus
random errors

Limits on
beta

The range of the numerical integration was 2.R = 4.0 times the depth
to the dipole.
(vi)

Conclusions to be drawn from the results of the tests
From the results of these tests using anomalies calculated over a
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linear dipole, it would appear the pseudo-gravity method can give a
good estimate of the range of values for beta or IB.

Also, if the

background anomaly and origin are correct then the mean value of the
range is an accurate estimate of the true direction of magnetisation.

5. Applications and Conclusions
Dr. Smith's two-dimensional version of the Baranov transformation
provides a method of calculating the pseudo-gravity equivalent of the
total magnetic field anomaly over a two-dimensional body with an
arbitrar,y, but closed, cross-section.

The intensity of magnetisation

of the body can vary from point to point within it and the direction of
magnetisation, al·though it must be mi·form,

need not be parallel to

the Earth's field.· If the additional assumption is made that the
magnetisation of the body is all one sign, then the

pseudo-grav~ty

equivalent of the magnetic anomaly will always be the same sign.

This

provides a means of limiting the range of possible values for IB, the
direction or magnetisation of the body in the plane perpendicular ·to
the strike of the anomaly and has been used in all versions of the PGI
programme for this purpose.
The pseudo-gravity calculation is particularly susceptible to
errors in the choice of the background anomaly and in the
of the origin over the centre of the body.

positioning

Methods of overcoming these

difficulties have been suggested - the use of the theorem stating that
the integral of the anomaly between minus infinity and plus infinity
must be zero to adjust ·the background, and a least squares process or
Hutchison's approximation to fix the origin.

It has not been possible

True value of

270
Estimated range and
mean value of

( degrees)

fJ
315

360

244- 294

293 - 345

324- 400

(270)

(319)

(362)

(A

( nearest degree )

South

.North

10,5

Table 5.8
magnetisa~ion

above.

18,5

Pseudo-gravity estimate of the range and mean ( in parenthesis .. ) directions of
for a two-dimensional

bo~

with a triangular cross-section as illustrated

2"7 values of the magnetic anomaly, with unit distance between each, were used to

calculate the pseudo-gravity.

J9 = (

IE + IB ).

,_.
)-4

Ct.:)
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to eliminate errors in the gradient of the background anomaly and the
distorting effects of adjacent anomalies.
As an example of the PGI calculation estimates of the range and mean
values of beta have been made from the magnetic anomaly over a twodimensional body magnetised at IE= IB = 0°, IE= IB =:22.5° and IE=
IB =-45°.

The results (summarized in Table 5.8) indicate that the

pseudo-gravity method can give a good estimate for the inclination of
the magnetisation of a two-dimensional body in the plane perpendicular
to the strike of the anomaly - assuming that the cross-section of the
body is bounded by a closed surface.
Although a pseudo-gravity anomaly is not related to actual density
changes, it otherwise has all the characteristics of a gravity anomaly
and can be interpreted as such in conjunction with one of the optimisation techniques described in

Chapte~

III.

f

. -

lJ~

CHAPTER VI
Summary and Conclusions
1.

Interpretation or gravity anomalies.

2.

Interpretation or magnetic anomalies.

3. Pseudo-gravity.

4. Conclusions.

1.

Interpretation of Gravity Anomalies.
The observed gravity anomaly is assumed to be two-dimensional and

the model used to represent the disturbing mass is a horizontal prism or
infinite length with a polygonal cross-section.

Each face or the model

is the sloping end or a horizontal slab, infinite in both the positive
x direction and parallel to the strike or the anomaly.
assumed to be perpendicular to the plane or the profile.
or the polygonal model at any point is found
or the slabs at the point in question.

The strike is
The total effect

qy summing the effect or each

This calculation is performed

qy

the GRAVN programme which computes the gravity anomaly at a series or
points over a specified polygonal model or given density contrast.
Three computer programmes (LSGR, LSGT and LSGN) have been developed
to optimise an initial model which approximates the disturbing mass.

In

each case the function to be minimised is the sum or the squared differences
between the observed and calculated anomalies at each point for which the
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former has been defined.

The basic models are two-dimensional horizontal

prisms with rectangular {LSGR), trapezoidal {LSGT) and

n~sided

polygonal

(LSGN) cross-sections and the optimisation is done b,y an iterative least
squares process.

The main disadvantage with the method is that it is

unstable if the initial model is not a good representation of the actual
disturbing body, and successive iterations may not reduce the residual
function.
An alternative method based on a model with an n-sided polygonal
cross-section uses a direct search technique to optimise the initial
model (GRAVN SWANOPT).

This method will always reduce the value of the

residual function, but if the initial model is not a good representation
of the actual body, then the adjusted co-ordinates of the model may not
be realistic.

This disadvantage could be overcome b,y putting upper and

lower limits on the magnitude of the individual variables and optimising
the model within the feasible zones of each variable.

Ways of incor-

porating these constraints into the programme have been disucssed in
Chapter 2, and examples of the

i~erative

least squares and direct search

methods are described in Chapter 3.

2.

Interpretation of Magnetic Anomalies
It is assumed that the observed magnetic anomaly is two-dimensional

and that its strike is known.

A horizon·lial prism model

~ith

infinite

length parallel to the strike and a polygonal cross-section in the plane
of the profile, is used to represent the disturbing body.

Each face of

the model is the end of a semi-infinite horizontal slab and the horizontal
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and vertical anomalies due to the slab are projected in the direction or
the Earth's field to give the total intensity magnetic anomaly.

The

magnetic anomaly due to the whole model at any point is then round
summing the effects or each face in the same
gravity anomalies.

w~

qy

as in the calculation or

The MAGN computer programme calculates the horizontal,

vertical and total field anomalies (or any combination or these anomalies)
at a series or points over a model with a polygonal cross-section, the
co-ordinates, strike, direction and intensib,y or magnetisation or which
are specified

qy

the user.

A modified version or this programme (MGSC) can be used to prepare
normalised anomalies over a range or models for comparison with similarly
scaled anomalies measured in the field.

This process eliminates the

intensity or magnetisation and one dimension or the model as variables in
the interpretation problem and a scheme for the interpretation or total
intensity anomalies attributable to dykes is described in Chapter 4.
Two computer programmes (LSMR and LSMT) have been developed to
optimise an initial model representing the disturbing body
least squares process.

qy

an iterative

In each case the fUnction to be minimised is the

sum or the squared differences between the observed and calculated anomalies
at each point for which the former has been defined.

The basic models are

two-dimensional horizontal prisms with rectangular (LSMr) and trapezoidal
(LSMT) cross-sections.

The main disadvantage or this method or optimisation

is that it may not always reduce the residual fUnction with successive
iterations if the initial model is not a good representation or the actual
body.
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An alternative method of optimising the dimensions and magnetisation
of a rectangular prism model uses a modified version of Davidon 1 s gradient
optimisation process (MAGR DAVOPTC).

This programme incorporates constraints

limiting t.he individual variables to feasible zones and a scaling process
which adjusts each variable to lie between the same limits, thus ensuring
greater stability in the calculation.

At present the number of iterations

required to reach a minimum in the residual function is considerably more
than is needed using the basic least squares process, but it is possible
to improve MAGR DAVOPTC qy adjusting the initial level of the response
surface and its subsequent rate of change.
The final programme for the interpretation of total intensity
magnetic anomalies (MAGN SWANOPT) is based on an n-sided polygonal model
and uses a direct search process to minimise the residual function.

Users

of this programme may find that it is necessary to put limits on the
changes to the individual variables and ways of doing this are discussed
in Chapter 2.
After the description of the programmes in Chapter

4, two total

intensity anomalies attributable to dykes have been interpreted using a
parameter method, the normalised curve technique, the basic least squares
and Davidon 1 s op·l:iimisation methods.

J.

Pseudo-gravity
A two-dimensional version of the pseudo-gravity calculation, first

proposed qy Baranov in 1957, has been developed by Smith and is presented
in fUll in Appendix I.

It was originally intended to calculate the pseudo-
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gravity equivalent of a given magnetic anomaly and then to optimise the
co-ordinates of a two-dimensional model to account for the pseudo-gravity
The magnetic effect of this model would then have been calculated

anoma~.

and compared with the observed magnetic anomaly.
that the optimisation process could be applied
magnetic

anoma~

Later, it was decided

direct~

to the observed

and although programmes have been written for

calculation of pseudo-gravity

the

(PG(? >0) and PG(7 =0)), they have never

been used.
However, the pseudo-gravity calculation does give a method of
limiting the range of possible directions for the magnetisation of the
body in the plane of the profile, provided that the body is bounded b,y a
closed surface and the intensity of magnetisation is one sign throughout
the body.

An

attempt has been made to assess the influence of various

errors in the measured anomaly on the limits of the feasible range for
the direction of magnetisation and the results are discussed in Chapter 5.

4. Conclusions
From the interpretation of various anomalies presented in this
thesis it is clear that the basic least squares process is a very
efficient method for adjusting the co-ordinates and density or magnetisation
•
of an initial model to reduce a function of the residual anomalies.

However,

unless the initial model is a good representation of the actual anomalous
body, there may be no reduction of the residual function with successive
iterations.

A second disadvantage is that unrealistic co-ordinates may

result from the adjustment process, but this can be overcome b,y incorporating
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constraints on the individual variables into the calculation.
been done in an elementary way

qy

This has

limiting the size of the changes to

each variable.
The direct search method of optimising the initial model ensures
that the residual function decreases with successive iterations but can
still produce unrealistic values for the variables.
least squares process, this can be overcome
to lie within certain feasible zones.

qy

As with the basic

constraining the variables

These constraints have not yet

been incorporated into the computer programmes.
The modified version of Davidon's method does not suffer from any
of the disadvantages of the above me·thods, but it requires more development
before it can be considered an efficient means of optimising an initial
modal.
None of the three optimisation methods used in this thesis can
prevent the residual function ·converging on a local minimum as opposed to
the global minimum.

All optimisation methods known to the author suffer

from this drawback and the only way to overcome it is, at present, to use
a variety of initial models, and to take that which agrees best with the
observed anomaly as the solution.
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APPENDIX I

The Baranov Transformation in ·rwo Dimensions (R.A. Smith)
We shall suppose throughout that !l = (cos qt. , sin Ill.

Notation
!!!. = (cos

r '

sin i

)'

§.

),

= (cos er' sin tr) are constant unit vectors.

We shall write

etc.

Then

throughout.

Also

Lemma 1

If ( ~.

Y) y. (!•1 ) ::. o,

and )"(~ ·1) ""'> o as ~ a.+7 '&,....
then J'-'(~ ·1)
Proof
the

vect~r

=o

for all

(

-..

for all (

Observe that

S,7 )

with

through the half plane

T·1 )

7>

o ,

7

o ,

;>

in this half plane.

I

Take new axes O,x,y so that the x-axis is parallel to
!l and points into the half plane

'I

~ 0

this Ox and !l might have to point in opposite'senses).

0

(to do
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Then ( S .

Y) ,(~ ·1}= ! *-=
= (h"
~

Therefore

o

Therefore

y.-

the half plane

(minus if~ and Ox are of opposite sense).

at all points in the half plane

is constant along all rays parallel to Ox which lie in

7 ,._o

Since ~ _.. o

•

of the rays, the constant value of
Hence

'/- =-o

Lemma 2

._•-+-"'::l-:a. ~ ao

as

along each

along the ray must be zero.

"l

at all points of the half plane

>o

•

Suppose that (r, Q) are the polar co-ordinates of the point

whose cartesian co-ordinates are ( ~ - ac..

Y ~,r +c:-_"'
( ~ · i )(!. ! ) K =-

~

1-

'j

)•

K(r--,1-~)= ~~f~(y)+ ,.:_(4 9,

Iff!'=

and

then

~ ( ~· Y)

\os (

-ly. ) •

If u = log(r) and v = Q then the Cauchy-Rie.mann equations

Proof
hold, namely
~I.\.

~~

-

dU"'
d .

7

Also

;)214
~ ~1.

I,

)

-~7

...... ;>,"':'.....,

=o

.:2..

a.

(.t.y)K - Ks

c,;,s cr- +

"7

s.- cr-,

J

=- [ ~s ~f

+

=l ~s

- v..7 J..:.F J

~~r

"'s i~ ~ ~s

r+ [

""7 c:J~fl-+ "'7'..;.P] ,.;..GJ

C.o3"S a-4 [ " '

7~ f

+

"l ~.;..pJ.r..A~
I.
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(~.!Xj_.f)l(= [~.yv..J) co·s(f-r)-[~.i "'?] ~~(f-q-)J

- [ "'ss

CQl

r

4-

"'!7 '~/

- [c.'"S7 r~.i
Since

"'"n

= -u..

,

17

--

...._71 s.:-/

+

J s.:....(f- cr)

(f- o-/) -

e.rs

v..17

:::

-u.11S"~ei-IA'S14JS.C..,

-

- l. [

a?

-~,~

CJS "'

-*'

~.v

-

...
-

j

"'-·'Y'"
-

-;,7

~"'-

~5

-t-

s~ (f- a- 7') '
(•:r=~?-+cr-"-«)

'~ollt d)Lo..
1

1

J

(-~t
loJ (-\-) .

This proves Lemma 2.

Lemma 3

Suppose tha·t.

(i)

U(x,y) is harmonic at all points (x,y) with y

(ii)

U(x,y) ~ 0 as x2

Then for all

(S ·1)

J

by equation 2, this gives

(~·f)( l. Y) K = - ~Jo?')

=

J ~(f-a-)

+

y2 ...- oo

with

1 >o

~

o,

through the half plane

, we have

LL(~·1) == d.rJ~ u.( ~~") lr ~J';) t~~(~ )ls'-o.CO "'1C.
-ob
c.J

which is the upward continuation formula.

7

y

~

0.
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The Physical Problem

----r------------------------------------ ~(

-:\ ""s-

~~L·.~)J-a

(

The region B in the (x,y) plane is the cross-section of a two-

1)
1 ) when

If G( ! ,

dimensional body extended at right angles to this plane.

denotes the gravity potential produced by B at the point ( 'S' ,
its density function is J(x,y), then

~;()·11 ~ ~ JJ T(~.~)~~o )c~ .... "~.
'i1

Where k is the universal gravity constant.

fl ( S , f )

If

denotes the magnetic potential produced by B at

(

)

,

7 ) when its

magnetic polarisation function is J{x,y)m, then

Since
. V Ilo:l
. (J..\
,e._
r j

-:

("H. - t)

eu-s.r . . ( ~ -1) s..;..r
W'"2.

this gives

-

-

~.

v l~ c.;. )

J
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If T ( ~ ,

resolved part parallel to .! of the magnetic

field at

7 ) denotes the
( ~ , 1 ) due to

B, then

I(} ·1 )

~

!. ·

YQ ( )·1) ~ - t (j ·Y)( ~ ·y ) ' (). 7).

:. {~.y)T(r.1)= (.i.i)(!!!.i)[-t ~-i Q(l. 1 )]
If we take U{

T(~·?):

5, 7 )

_!_[~...

,

7 ) in Lemma J,

J ~

}

-r('f,o) 1 S"'" k,~(~)J

11""

-

Since

= T{ )

.E.. I~ (--'t- )= - ~

-;)')

'-

!:)

it gives

dx,

~=o

~ (..ly. ) , this can be written as

"a'
1(1.1) = - 4f r.:~T( "•") { ~ \,~ ( +)J :l"' d-.. ,
7
... Cs..Y)T(5".1)~

-trj...(. . •)[i l~(~)J
-..o

If we subtract J from this, we get

'1

~~

o\~

1 .·
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Since this holds for all (

)

,

1 ) with 1 > o

, a repeated

application of Lemma 1 gives

which is the Baranov formula expressing the resolved part parallel to
!:. of the gravity field at ( ~ ,

1 ) in terms

T(x,O) at all points of the x-axis.
is defined in Lemma 2.

~- ~~

The kernel function K( '! -~ ,

We have derived this formula assuming that

We could now make '/ -. o
for

of the magnetic mmponent

7- ~ )

7 -;> o.

on both sides and obtain the expression

at the point ( )

, 0) on the x-axis.

this would be the vertical component of

•

If we take!:.= (0,1)
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APPENDIX II
Specifications for the computer programmes used in the interpretation
of two-dimensional gravity and magnetic anomalies.

1.

GRAVN

2.

LSGR, LSG'i' and LSGN

3.

GRAVN SWANOPJ.'

4.

MAGN

s.

MGSC

6.

LSMR and LSMT

7.

MAGN SWANOP'l'

8.

MAGR DAVOPTC

9.

PG(? >0) and PG(? =0)

10.

PGI and PGI - B
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TITLE:

GRAVN

( 5-hole Elliott. 803 Algol)

PURPOSE:

Given a two-dimensional model with a

po~gonal

cross-section, the

programme calculates the gravity anomaly at equal intervals along
a line perpendicular to the strike of the model.
ME'l'HOD:

The method used is similar to tnat described by Talwani, Worzel
'J.'he anomalous bo~ is assumed to be

and Landisman (1959).

two-dimensional and is represented by a two-dimensional model with
an n-sided

cross-section, and its long axis parallel to

po~gonal

the strike of the anomaly.

The anomaly at (x,z), us~ally on a plane

equivalent to that containing the observed anomaly, due to the model is

-

= ~~Fj'

A(x, z)

J

where

=-·

AFj is the gravity anomaly at (x,z) produced by the jth face

of the model ( j = 1, 2 •• ·• m).

Each face is the inclined end of a

semi-inf':initeslab and the anomaly it produces is given by Heiland as

AF =l

a.,. E~L [z.). ~1-z,~r,- ~'to. s~ ~-+-a,

c..,-s,

~ J{'~"I"(~)+"""" (Y.a.- Y.., n]

The co-ordinate system is explained in the accompanying diagram.
Caution 1.

The programme contains no facilities for dealing with
models infinite in the negative x direction.

DATA FORMA'l': £ Model X 9

xl

dX

N'r

xl

zl

x2

~:

where xm+l=x1
z2

.• ...
X

0

m

z

m

0

X

metres

m+l
0

z

zm+l=zl
z.]. > 0

t'
m+l
0

~
0
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L
(x. z.)
J. J.

I;Xfl
"'" r j
fY: :.............
I <~•

',

I
I

X Z
m m

I

xj~~ z j+1

X

I

....
A(x.,z.)
J.

The

co-o~inate

J.

system for the calculation of gravity anomalies over

two-dimensional models.
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Line 1. Title required for each model.
2.

X1

is the co-ordinate of the first point at which the

anoma~

is required, dX, the interval between successive points and NT,
the number of points

pl~

one.

J. (x z1 ),(x2 z2 ) are the co-ordinates of the first face of the model
1
(in anti-clockwise sequence) and~ is the density contrast between
the model and its surroundings (f c.g.s. units).

The first x .:

co-ordinate of each face must not be zero.
4. Successive faces of the model, working in an anti-clockwise direction.
Faces for which z.
J

= z.J+1

have no effect and can be ignored.

5. The five zeros are used to signify that the last face of the model
has been read in.
Conditions:
1. NT <. 100

2. Less than 20 faces.
These conditions can be changed by altering the

arr~

RESULTS: The value of each x co-ordinate is followed by the gravity

declarations.

anoma~

at

that point in milligals.
TIME:

1.5 secs./face/point.

REFERENCE: Talwani M., Worzel J.L. and Landisman M. 1959

Rapid gravity computation

for two-dimensional bodies with application to the Mendocino submarine
fracture zone.

Journ.

Geop~s.

Res.

~~

49-59.

R. A. Stacey
17th November, 1965.

TITLE:
PURPOSE

LSGR, LSGT and LSGN

1.34

(5-hole Elliott 803 Algol)

G·iven a measured gravity

and a two-dimensional model with a

anoma~

rectangular (LSGR), a trapezoidal (LSGT) or an n-sided polygonal (LSGN)
cross-section which approximates the disturbing body, the programme adjusts
specified dimensions an~or the density contrast of the initial model to
reduce the differences between the calculated and observed

anoma~ies

to

a minimum.
METHOD:

The initial model is based on the geological information available and is built
up in the same way as that for programme GRAVN.

Ideally, the follovling

relationship should hold:

where A (x.) is the observed anomaly at x . (i
0

1

1

= 1,2 ••• n)

and the right hand

side represents the theoretical anomaly at x. caused by the model defined
1

It a

0

0

0

1 , a 2 ; •• am represents the initial model and the correction

te:nns to be evaluated are ol (r
r

a

where a

r

0
r = ar +

o(

= 1,2 ••• m)

r

is the best set of dimensions for the model.

equations to be solved for

~r

The set of normal

are

( j~ 1,-1 ..... -)
The development of this set of equations is described in the thesis,
Chapter II.
until either

The process is repeated using the new value of a

r

and continues
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LSGR

z1

l

x1

z

,f'

X,
x2

z2
LSG'J:

z1

l

X

z
x2

x4

z2

LSGN

, ; - - - - - - - - -..... XNC-1 ZNC-1

'' ,

X

......

''

'!'he co-ordinate systems for programmes LSGR, LSG·J.' and LSGN.

.1.36

,.
2.

where lk is the residual at xk and e

1

and e

2

are small, positive fractions.

Variations:
l. LSGR. '!'he depths 'to the upper and lower surfaces and "the density

contrast of the model are adjusted by the process outlined above.
'l'he vertical sides of t:he model are assumed to coincide with the
positions of ·the zeros of the second derivatives (A" (x.)) of the
0

~

observed anomaly.
·A11 (x.) =
. 0

[

~

-A (x. 2 ) + 16 A (x. )- 30 A (x.)
0
~0
~- 1
0
~
+16 A0 (x.!II+1 ) - A0 (x.~+ 2 )

J

/12( a.x)

2

From tests, it appears that this approximation is valid when the
wid-ch of the top surface of 'the model is greater "than its depth.
The details of this method are given in Chap-cer III of the thesis.
2. LSGT. The depth and lateral extent of the horizontal upper and
lower surfaces of the "trapezoidal model can be adjus"ted by the
process outlined above.

In a modified version, the depth to the

"top surface of "the model is excluded from "the adjus-cmen"t process.
}. LSGN. One surface, usually the "top, and the density contrast are
not included in "the adjus-cmen"t process.
"termina"ting the calcula"tions are e

1

-.

2.

z::. [ lk] 'V-1

ll=t

"

<.

2_ [ ~~]
IL-=1

satisfied or

-a.

.,_1..

The condi"tions for

r\

<:

'2.

2...
[ lk ] CV
~-=-•

No improvement is printed if

~e

latter condition is encountered.

Cautions:
1. 'l'he calculated adjus'tmen'ts to 'the ini'tial model cause the
residual function to increase i f 'the initial model is inadequat;e,
If 'this occurs, or if it is suspected that the minimum obtained
is not the global minimum, 'then a different ini'tial model must
be used.
2. If 'the residual function increases, condi'tions 1 and 2

satisfied and "the calculation must be s'topped

manual~

m~

not be

{except in

'the case of LSGN, as explained earlier).

3. The variables are uncons'trained and x 1 >x 2(i,e. for 'the trapezoidal
model) or z< 0 can occur.
In programmes LSGR and LSG!l' the size of 'the correction terms is
limited, but the method of constraint has no mathematical
jus'tification and should be used wi'th care.
DA'l'A FORMA!!.':

1. LSGR £ Model X .,
zl al z2 a2

{

Units: metres

M dX N'l'

e2
'l'

1' 1'2 •••• TN'l'

Conditions:

1. Maximum number of itera'tions is 20
2. N'l'<" 50

3. an
a

n

= 1,
= O,

parameter constant
parameter variable

4. Limits: new value z = z (1"!. 0.1)
1
1
+
new value (' =;<»-0.05

if z 2

< z1

then M. z1 (M >1)

2. LSGT

£ Model X ?
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zl al z2 a2
xl a3 x2 a4
x3 as x4 as

f

Units: metres

a7

M

dX

NT

Tl,T2 .•.• TNT
Conditions:
1. Maximum number of
2. NT.(. 50
3. a n = 1, parameter
a = 0, parameter
n
4. Limits: new value
II

iterations is 20
constant.
variable.
z1 = z1 (1 ± 0.1)

f :f!

II

0.03

z2 <. z1then z2 = M~ z·1_, (M ·1)
x1 > x then x 1= x ,x = x1
3 3
3
if x
x then x = x ,~ = x
2
2 4 4
2
4

if
if

>

3. LSGN

~

dX
NC b
1

NT
b2

~

e1

Units: metres
where XNc=x1

........
~c

zNC
Tl,T2 •••• TNT
Conditions:
1. Maximum number of iterations is 20
2. NC<20
}. NT< 50
4. b1 and b 2 are the first and last co-ordinates to be involved
in the adjustment process. For xl' b = 1; for z1 , b = 2· •••••
for x , b = 3 ••..
2
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RESULTS: 1. LSGR.

The value of the following quantities is printed after each

each iteration.
x
1

x

"'

t

(not involved in the adjustment process)

2

1.

2.. l")
te-=-'
zl

z2

The values of the individual residuals
2. LSGT.

~

be printed if required.

The value of the following quantities is printed after each

iteration.
n

~ l:. J~]

2..

12. ... ,

zl

z2

xl

x2

x3

x4

The values of the individual residuals

3. LSGN.

m~

be printed if required.

The value of the following quantities is printed af'ter each

iteration.

~. [1~r
The values of the x

an~or

z co-ordinates specified by b 1 and b 2 •
The values of the individual residuals ~ be printed if required.

TIME:

1. LSGR. 0.3 sees/value of the anomaly for one iteration.
2. LSGT. 20 sees/value of the anoma~ for one iteration.

3. LSGN. 15 sees/vertex/value of the

anoma~

for one iteration.

R. A. Stacey
17th November, 1965.

TITLE:

J40

GRAVN SWANOPT (unconstrained) (8-hole Elliott 803 Algol)

PURPOSE: Given a measured gravity anomaly and a two-dimensional model with
an n-sided polygonal cross-section which approximates the disturbing
bo~,

the programme adjusts specified vertices of the initial model by

a direct search process, to reduce the differences between the calculated
and observed anomalies to a minimum.

where

~~tc.~\

The function to be minimised is

'f ..:. +•~"•- z., If,-[,., s.:..; + .._, '"' •ifc.:..; I. ( ~.) ..., ; (~. -..,)j]

A"'(,.,) ~ ~ 2

The co-ordinate system is explained in the GRAVN specification and
A (x.) and A (x.) are the observed and caloulated anomalies at x., which
o 1
m 1
1
lies on the line of the measured profile.
METHOD:

The Swanopt procedure is due to W.H. Swann of I.C.I., Wilton

(M~

1964)

and the description that follows has been taken from his specification
for Programme - 589 Direct Sea.~h Optimisation (Unconstrained).
"T h e method used is to set up n mutually orthogonal directions.

A

UDivariate search is made to locate the optimum along each of these
directions in turn and then a ·new set of directions is calculated.

.As

the optimum is approached, the step_.length used in the univariate search
is reduced.

The programme terminates either when the step length is

reduced to a value less than the accuracy specified by the user, or
after nk t"unction evaluations, whichever occurs first.

k is the maximum

number of function evaluations permissable per independent variable and is
specified by the user.
(k

= 150

is usually suf'ficient. )"
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Caution:
1. Cautions 1 and 3 in the LSGR, LSGT and LSGN specification
apply to this programe.
DATA FORMAT:

£ Title ·?

e

n J

NC

.x·1

:zl

zl

x2

z2

A

K

dX NT

t
Units: metres

•••••••
X.

z.

xl

zl

al

a2. • • • ···.an

Tl

•.r2. • """"""TNT

J

J

e

accuracy factor. (try .0001)

n

the number of co-ordinates· to be

J

= -1

A

=0

K

ma.ximum number of function determinations (try K=n.lOO)

NC

the number of co-ordinate pairs (x.,z.), finishing with the first

adjusted.

for minimisation.
for printing after each completed adjustment process.

J

J

co-ordinate, NC= j+l.

JS_

co-ordinate ofthe

dX

the interval between successive values of the anomaly.

Nr

the number of values of the observed anomaly, which must be equally

first value of the observe.d gravity anomaly.

spaced.
x.a

the co-ordinates of the initial model.

~

the densi~ contrast (c.g.s. units)

l.."l

the co-ordinates to be adjusted.

For x , a
1

= 1;

for z , a
1

= 2;

for x , a = }•••••••
2
the values of the observed anomaly at equal intervals d.X (T.

l.

F 0).
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Conditions:
1. n ~16
2. NT<:. 50

3. NC .(.12
These conditions can be changed by altering the
RESULTS:

N
(

N

F
~

pl
nK)

arr~

declarationa.

p2 ••••••••••••••pn

the number of times the residual function has been

evaluated.
the value of the residual function at the end of the calculation

F

(either when N = nK or when e, the accuracy factor has been satisfied).
the final values of the co-ordinates involved in the adjustment
process.

TIME:

D.epends· •mainly on the time required to evaluate the residual function.
For Wr

=11

and NC

= 5,

the time required for each evaluation was one minute.

R. A. Stacey
17th November, 1965.
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·.rrrLE: MAGN (5-hole Elliott

~~Algol)

PURPOSE: Given a two-dimensional model with a polygonal cross-section, the
programme calculates the horizontal, vertical and total intensity
magnetic anomalies at equal intervals along a line perpendicular to
the strike of the model.

l~e

magnetisation is assumed to be perpendicular

to the strike and need not be parallel to the inducing field.
Modifications:
1. Allowance can be made for topography along the line of
the profile (MAGN-T).
2. The points at which the anomaly is to be calculated can be
specified individually, permitting unequal spacing between
them (MAGN-'r).
ME'l'HOD: 'l'he method used is similar to that described by •ralwani, Worzel and
Landisman (1959).

'!'he anomalous bod3t is assumed to be two-dimensional

and is represented by a two-dimensional model with an n-sided

po~gonal

cross-section, and its lon·g axis parallel to the "Strike of the anomaly
(see figure overleaf).

The anomaly at (x,z), usual~ on a plane

equivalent to that containing the observed

anoma~,

due to the model is

the model having m faces, each causing a disturbance oE' at (x, z), and
AF =lt]i.cos

(IE). sin (II()

assuming the direction in which the
to the inducing fields.

~H

+~Z

sin (IE),

anoma~

andA Z are the

has been measured is parallel

ho~:iizontal

and vertical

magnetic anomalies at (x,z) produced by a semi-infinite slab with a
sloping end facing south (Heiland, 1940),

~H = 2 sin i [JxElx,z)
AZ = 2 sin i

[JxE2 (x,~)

+ JzE 2 (x,z)]

- JzE1 (x,z)]
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(x.

South

~

,o)

North

~~.
\ ... 2.

.........

\f

.

\

X

',......_x,1_z_1_ _ _Ea_r_·t_h_'_s_f_'i_e_l_d_ _ __

2

z

'(iE

-.!:1

\
\
\

el

is the angle between magnetic north and the strike of the

anoma~

measured clockwise.

Nor"th

South

C>Q
.,;
lr,.; ...1' ......_ r.J

i

I r j+1

' \ .E

~ .....

X Z

j

xjt1"j+1

A

mm

j

>-..::.......::::..-.---""

I
I

iJ

X Z

Earth 1 s fiiililld
\
\

~

\\\
J

x.J+2z.J+ 2

....

H

= <£_
.I'=

Z

The co-ordinate system for the calculation of
horizontal, two-dimensional prism.
to the page.

I

AH .
J

= 2_

~~o-Z.
J

AH

and

~-=1

,t:J.Z

over a

The strike of the model is perpendicular
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where

TM.

= I;r( ~ft (ti)
Units: arbitrary

£ Model X ?

DATA FORMAT:

H
J._·

z

F

xl

dX

NT

xl

zl

x2

X

m

0

z

X

0

0

m

IEO IBO
1

m+l

where xm+l = x1 /

J

zm+l=zl
z.l. > 0

z
J
m+l
0

0

1
•

•
-1

z2

-1

Line 1. Title required for each model.
2. The three positions indicate whether the horizontal (H), vertical (Z) or
total (F) intensity anomalies are required (0 = not require~,l=required ).

3.

o(

is the strike of the model in degrees, measured clockwise t'rom

magnetic north.

4. x1 is the co-ordinate of the first point at which the

anoma~

is required,

dX the interval between successive points and Nr the number of points.

5. (x1 z1 ),(x2 z2 ) are the co-ordinates of the first face (in anti-clockwise
sequence) and J is the magnetisation contrast between the model and its
surroundings (J in c.i.s. units).

1~e

first x co-ordinate of each

face must not be zero.

6. The next face of the model working an an anti-clockwise direction. Faces
for which z. = z.
J

J+1

have no effect and can be omitted.

7. The five zeros are used to
been read.

signi~

that the last face of the model has
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B. IE, the inclination of the Earth's field in the magnetic meridian and
IB, the inclination of the magnetisation of the model in the plane perpendicular to its strike.

There can be a list of such combinations, permitting

the effect of different magnetisation directions to be calaulated for the
same model.

The angles (in degrees) are measured clockwise from the

positive x-axis.

9.

-1

-1

indicates the end of the list of magnetisation directions.

next model is than

automatical~

The

read in.

Conditions:
l. NT<: 40

2.; Maximum number of faces is 9.

These conditions can be altered by changing the

arr~

declarations.

RESULT: The value of each x co-ordinate is followed by the magnetic

anom~

or anomalies

at that point in gamma.

TIME:

Part 1 - 1.05 secs./face/point.
Part II- 1.05 secs./face/point/magnetisation direction

REFERENCE: Talwani M., Worzel J.L. and Landisman M. 1959 Rapid gravity computation for
two-dimensional bodies with application to the Mendocino submarine fracture
zone. Journ. Geop~s. Res. ~' 49-59.

R. A. Stacey
7th November, 1965.

14'7
TITLE:

PURPOSE:

MGSC (5-hole Elliott 803 Algol)
Given the co-ordinates and magnetisation of a two-dimensional model with
a

po~gonal

magnetic

cross-section, this programme calculatea the total intensity

anoma~

at equal intervals along a prof'ile perpendicu:J_ar to the

strike of the model.

The programme then scales the amplitude of the computed

anomaly to a specified number of gamma and the distance between the mean or
half-mean values of the maximum and minimum of the
distance.

In this

w~

a

libra~

anoma~

to a specified

of standardized curves can be prepared.

Modifications:
1. Another version incorporates a procedure for an off-line digital
.. · plotter which can produce the curves
ME'!'HOD:

The total intensity magnetic
(see MAGN specification).

anoma~

automatical~.

is calculated by the MAGN method

A quadratic function is then fitted to the three

values either side of each optimum

of the anomaly and the results are differen-

tiated to find the turning points.

The difference between the maximum and minimum

obtained in this

w~

is scaled to the required number of gamma and the remaining

values of the anomaly are scaled correspondingly.

The posit.itons of the values

of the anomaly above and below the mean (or half-mean) of the maximum and the
minimum are determined and.xhe.. positions corresponding to the mean (or half-mean)
values are found by linear interpolation over the relevant interval (see figure
overleaf).
amount.

The distance between these positions is then scaled to the required

Final~,

the amplitude and model scale factors are printed, together with

the scaled anomaly.

A set of such standardized anomaly curves can be computed for a range of rectangular models with different deptq/width ar4 magnetisation directions, with the
bottom surface ve~ deep (eff~ctively at infinity).

The field anomalies are

then scaled to the same dimensions and when a theoretical curve has been found
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0.5
Gamma

> r:~r >

1.5

AMP

Mean value of

SPR

anoma~

Case 1.

Gamma

0.5

<

'='

-<.

1.5

AMP

half-mean
value of anomaly

Case 2.

Mean value of anomaly

inde~erminate.

'l'he defini ~ions of ~he ampli ~ude ( AMP ) and spread ( SPR ) of ~he
observed and

calcula~ed

anomalies.
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that matches the observed

anoma~,

the true intensity of magnetisation

(fJl) of the disturbing bo~ is given by:
IJI d • (Amplitude scale factor for the theoretical curve)
1
IJf= -=mo~e~-------------------------------------------Amplitude scale factor for the field curve
(IJlis in c.g.s. units)
Similarly, the true depth and width of the top of the body are:
Depth =

(Depth to the top of the model.) (Scale factor for model)
Horizontal scale factor for the field curve

Width =

(Width of the top of the model). (Scale factor for model)
Horizontal scale factor for the field curve

Caution:
1. If the maxim~minimum is between 0.5 and 1.5, the mean values of
the anomaly are often indeterminate and the points corresponding to
the half-mean are used instead for this range.
2. The library of standardized anomalies is usually computed for models
with magnetic East-West strike.

If the strike of the observed anomaly

is not parallel to this direction, then the apparent inclination
of the Eartim's field (IE~)in the plane perpend~cular to the strike
of the observed anomaly must be used instead.
IE•= tan -l
DA'rA FOP-t!.'L'f:

IE

0

IBO alo

dX

NT

NC

~·

zl

J

xNC

~NC J

AMP SPR
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~ and

SPR are explained in the diagram overleaf and the co-ordinate system is

given in

~he

MAGN specification.

Conditions:
1. NC< 15

2. N'r< 50

These may be changed by altering the array declaration.
RESUL'l'S: 'l'he AMP and SPR scale factors and the maximum and minimum values of
anomaly are printed together with

~he

~he

values of IE, IB and the deptq/width.

These are followed by the scaled anomaly.
TIME:

7.5 minutes for 60 points over a rectangular model.

R. A. Stacey.
]th November, 1965.

,,

1
-·- r::·l

TITLES: LSMR (matrix exc.) and LSMr ( 5-hole Elliott 803 Algol)
PURPOSE: Given a measured total intensity magnetic

anoma~

and a two-dimensional

model with either a rectangular (LSMR) or a trapezoidal (LSVr) crosssection which approximates the disturbing body, "the programme adjusts
specified dimensions an~or the magnetisation of "the initial model by
a least squares process "to reduce "the differences between the calculated
and observed anomalies "to a minimum.
Modifications:
1. LSMR-T permi"ts unequal intervals between the specified values
of the anomaly and topographic changesJalong the line of the
profile to be taken into consideration.
ME'£HOD; '£he initial model is based on the geological information available
and is built up in the same

Ylay

as that for programnte MAGN.

Ideal~,

the

following relationship should hold:
A (x.)
o 1

= f (x.;
a1 ,a2 •••• a)
1
m

where A (x.) is the observed anoma~ at x. (i
0

1

1

hand side represents the theoretical
defined by a , a •••• a •
2
1
m

If

anoma~

= 1,2 ••• n)

and "the right

at x. caused by the model
1

a~, ~••• a: represen"ts the initial model

and the correction terms should be evaluated are ~(r = 1,2 ••• m)

where

a~

is

"the~

best set of dimensions for "the model.

equations to be soJ.ved, for c<

r

The set of normal

are

( j = ' J .l • . . . '"' )
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LSMR

South

North

X

LSM'l'

South

North

•. z=O

------------------------------------~~rTI-E-.------------X-

L

~1

z1

~

Earth's f'ield
J

x2

z2

: · ··

Explanation of the symbols used in programmes LSMR and LSMT. ·
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The development of this set of equations is described in the thesis,
Chapter II.

'!'he process is repeated using the new value of ar and

continues until either

'·
or
l..

Ylhere tlr is the residual at ::ck and e 1 and e;a. are small, positive fractions.
Cautions:
1. The calculated adjustments to the initial model cause the residual
function to i!n;crease if the initial model is inadequate.

If. this ae .::urs,

or if it is suspected that the minimum obtained is not the global
minimum, then a different initial model must be used.
2. If the residual function increases, conditions 1 and 2 may not be
satisfied and the calculation must be stopped manually.
11

no improvement 11 if this

LS~

prints

oc~curs.

3. 'J.'he variables are uncons-crained and x ) x 2 or z <0 can occur (see
1
data format).

Modified versions (LSMR(limited) and LSMT(limited)),

limit the size of the correction terms, but the method of constraint
has no mathematical justification and should be used Ydth care.
DATA FORMAT:

£ Rectangular model (LSMR) ?

IErad
dX

!Brad Al rad d..rad
N'l'

J54
zl

A2

z2

A}

xl

AA.

x2

AS

J

A.6

(A =0 parameter varied,
n
An=1 parameter unchanged)

£ Trapezoidal model (LSMT) ?
IEO

&cO

dX

NT

zl

Al

A2

xl

A3
A5

z2
x2

x3
J

IB

el

0

x4-

(An =1 parameter varied,

AA.
A6

A =0 parameter unchanged)
n

A7
A8
e2

Tl' T2. • • .TNT
T , T •••• TNT is the observed magnetic anomaly at equal intervals dX along
1
2
the line of the profile and e and e are the small, positive fractions defined
1
2
earlier. The remaining symbols are explained in the MAGN specification.
Conditions:
1. NT <. 50 for both programmes.
TIME:

Variable, depending on the numbei' of values of the

anoma~

used and the

number of iterations rsquired to reach a minimum.
RESULTS:

For LSMR and LSMT,
of the model are

~[tit!] and the values of the co-ordinates and magnetisation
"

\2.....

1.

.

printed after each iteration.

The values of the

individual residuals may be printed if required.

R. A. Stacey
7th November, 1965.
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TITLE:

MAGN ~WANOPT (unconstrained) (8-hole Elliott 803 Algol)

PURPOSE:

Given a measured total intensity magnetic

and a two-dimensional

anoma~

model with an n-sided polygonal cross-section which approximates the
disturbing bo~, the programme adjusts specified vertices an~or the magnetisation
of the initial medal by a direct search process, to reduce the differences
between the calculated and observed anomalies to a minimum.

The function

to be minimised is

[AoC~.:)- 1-l.(..,i)]
NTI Ao{·,~·)\ \ .:\- ( ,..~)\

~

where
a~r..-1

'~ '"' ("' J = ~ [

0.

H c.,rt (IE) 5:¥. (ot )

+- A "2..

'~" (If)]

J'=-1

and A (x.) and A (x.) are the observed and calculated anomalies at x . ,
o 1
m J.
1
which lies on the line of the measured profile. The remainin~ symbols are
defined in the MAGN specification.
METHOD:

The Swanopt procedure is due to W.H. Swann of I.C.I.,

Wilton(~ 19~)

and

the description"that follows has been taken from his specification for Programme589 Direct Search Optimisation (Unconstrained).
"The method used is to set~ n mutually orthogonal directions.

A univariate

search is made to locate the optimum along each of these directions in turn
and then a new set of directions is calculated.

A8 the optimum is approached,

the step length used in the univariate search is reduced.

The programme terminates

either when the step length is reduced to a value less than the accu:r:·acy specified
by the user, or after nk function evaluations, whichever occurs first.

k is the

maximum number of function evaluations permissable per independent variable and
is specified by the user.

(k

= 150

is usually sufficient.)"

1:>6

Caution:
1. Cautions 1 and 3 in the LSMR and LSMT specifications

app~

to this

programme.
DATA FORMAT;

£ Title ?
e
NC

n
xl

xl

zl

x2

z2

X.
J

zj
zl

J

K

A

dX

s

NT,

.......

xl

For co-ordinate system, see MAGN
specification.
Units: as for the measured

JJ

IBO

nP

al
Tl

a2 •••.•••• an

anoma~ .•.

0

D(

T2 •••••••• TNT

e

accuracy factor (try .0001)

n

the number of co-ordinates to be adjusted.

J

= -1 for minimisation.

A

=0

K

maximum number of function determinations (try K=n.lOO)

s

initial step length

NC

the number of co-ordinate pairs (xj,zj), finishing with the first

for printing after each completed

a~justment

process.

co-ordinate, NC = j + 1.
x

1
dX
NT

co-ordinate ot the first value of the observed magnetic
the interval between successive values of the

anoma~.

anoma~.

the number of values of the observed anomaly, which must be equally spaced.

xizi the co-ordinates of the initial model.
JJ

the intensity of magnetisation (c.g.s. units).

IB

the inclination of the magnetisation of the model (degrees).

IE

the inclination of the Earth's field (degrees).
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at

the strike of the model (degrees).

a1 •• an the co-ordinates to be adjusted: e.g. for xl

a

=1; for z+ a= 2, etc.

The magnetisation of the model can be treated in the same way (JJ:2.N0+1
and IB!! 2.NC+2).
T •• T:wr the values of the observed anomaly at equal intervals dX (Ti
1

# 0 ).

Conditions:
1. n <16
2. NT <..50

3. NC <:. 12
These conditions can be ohanged by altering the array declarations.
RESULTS:

N

F
~

N

(

nk) the number of times the residual function has been evaluated.

F

the value of the residual function at the end of the calculation (either
when N = nk or when e, the accuracy factor has been satisfied).

P1 •• Pn the final value of the co-ordinates involved in the adjustment procea.a.•

TIME:

Depends mainly on the time required to evaluate the residual funotion.
For NT

= 21

and NC

= 5,

the time required for each evaluation was two minutes.

R• .A. Stacey
7th November, 1965.
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'l'ITLE: MAGR DAVOP.l'C

(8-hole Elliott 803 Algol)

PURPOSE: Given a measured total intensity magnetic anomaly and a two-dimensional
rectangular prisrn model which approximates the disturbing body, the
programme adjusts specified co-ordinates and the rnagnetisation of this
initial model until the differences between the observed and calculated
anomalies have been reduced ·to a minimum.

A gradient method is used

to

optimise the model and the function to be minimised is

where

A"" ( "'' ~) = J 7

LC ~.,.- ~ •. - 'f-4 + ~l) '"~ (Ib" ra)~ l... ( ~~ ~) s~ (I~ -t-I~)J
-4-

The co-ordinate system is explained in the diagram and A (x.) and A (x.)
o

l.

m

l.

are the observed and calculated anomalies at x. , which lies on the line
l.

of the measured profile.

It is assumed that the measured profile lies in

the magnetic meridian and that the strike of the anomaly is magnetic
east-west.
MEl'HOD: 'l'he gradient optimisation rileth<?d used was first developed by Davidon

:.. ·. ;·ana .--

then modified by Fletcher and Powell ( 1963).

Swann (unpublished)

has recently added constraints to~~ variables using Carrol's (1961)
. created response surface technique.

'l'he procedure has been translated

by the author into 8~hole Elliott 803 Algol from the KDF 9 Autocode
programme written by Swann at I.C.I. Wilton using an I.C.I. developed
Autocode.
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North

South
X.L

I

e1

z1

r, flit

X
rs f's

f1

z
x1

e3

e4

f3

x2

f4

e2
ra ,.a

'i, ..,

2
f2

IE is the inclination of

~he

measured clockwise f'rom
IB is

~he inclina~ion

of

Earth's field in the plane of the profile

~he posi~ive

~he

x-axis in degrees.

magnetisation of

the profile measured clockwise from

~he

~he

body in the plane of

positive x-axis in d{l_grees.

J is ~he intensity of magnetisation of the model ( c.g.s. units ).

'l'he co-ordinate

sys~em

i'or

~he

MAGR DAVOP!'C progranune.
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DATA FORMAT: £ 'l'itle ?
n

ea

~

dX

N'l'

zl CJ\

el

z2 c~

e2 f'2

xl c~

e3

x

CA
4

e4 f4

CAS

e5

f5

e6

f6

2

J

IB CA

6

f'l

f'3

IE

AC
,,,
.&.

1

.•.••• AC n

1 .....

n

the number of parameters to be varied.

ea

the accuracy factor (tr,y .0001).

x1

the position of the first value of the observed magnetic anomaly

dX

the interval between successive values of the

N'r

the number of values of the anomaly.

anoma~.

a 1 ,z 2 ,x ,x ,J,IB and IE are defined in the diagram.
1 2
Units are as for the observed anomaly and IB and IE are measured
clockwise from the positive x-axis in degrees.
CA1 •• cA6

CAj=

~for

variable parameters, otherwise zero.

e ••. e
the lovter limit on the variable.
1
6
f ••• f
the upper limit on the variable.
1
6
(when CA.= O, e.= f.= 0)
,]

AC •• ACn
1

J

J

the subscript values of the variable parameters.

e.g. fo.r- z1 variable, AC1 =1; for x 2 and IB variables, AC = 4 and AG : =6.
1
2
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..Ll,. ..... .,.

~e

.LN'l'

!2!!:

values of the observed anomaly in gamma •

Owing to an omission in the programme e

6

and f

6

must be defined

in radians.
Conditions:
1. N'l'< 50
2. n ..::. N'l'

RESULTS: N
N

the number of· function evaluations.

F

the current value of the fUnction.

P •• P the current values of the variables.
ll
1
Optional printing: the value of the function, the values of the
variables and the number of function evaluations ~ be printed
after each evaluation if required.
'l'IME: Approximately 0.5 secs./variable/value of the anomaly.

REFERI!.'NCES:
Carrol, C. W. 1961.

'!'he created. response surface technique for optimising
non-linear restraint systems. Operations Res.

i·

Davidon, W.C. 1959. Variable metric method for minimisation. Argonne
National Lab. ANL-59901; (Rev.)·
Fletcher, R. and Powell, M.J.D. 1963.
for minimisation.

A rapidly convergent descent method
Computer J • .2,.

R. A. Stacey
20th Dec.ember, 1965.

.162
(5-hole Elliott 803 Algol)

TITLE:
PURPOSE:

Given a twa-dimensional total intensity magnetic

this programme

anoma~,

(PQ('? >0))

calculates its pseudo-gravity equivalent in the plane y = '/
andy
METHOD:

= 0 (FG(? =0)).

'fhe anomalous body is assumed to have a conventional density
where G is the universal gravity constant and
the magnetisation vector.

f' = I J 1/G,

I J( is the magnitude of

The expression for the pseudo-gravity equivalent of

a two-dimensional total intensity magnetic

anom~

is

(See thesis Appendix 1 for the derivation of this equation and the diagram
overleaf for the explanation of the symbols~) In evaluating this integral
at ( S. '/ ) , the observed anomaly A0 (x.l. ,0) is defined over the range -R ' x :S. R
numerical~

·and can be integrated
anoma~

by Simpson's rule.

For x

~\RI

the

is approximated by the function

which is a solution of Laplace's equation as x~ ~ .o and can be integrated
from --o to -R and from R to

where

(1-= "11""
"'i

field is

~ +a--..c

-rr/2.

~and

and

at~ •

The kernel function is

~

the direction o( aeasurement of the gravity

,

are the inclination of

~he

ambient field and

the magnetisation of the body in the plane of the profile.
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North

So~th

(x.]. ,o)

(-R,O)

r

~-.

= [(x

- J )2 +

72

1

] 2

Explanation of the symbols used in the PGI(? >0) programme.

All angles (~

the posi·tive

x-axis.

dipole corresponding

The

•('la 9 ) are measured anti-clockwise from
origin (0,0) is positioned over the linear

to the anomalous body.

1.64
When

1=0

there is a singularity in the kernel function when x

=J .

To overcome this the magnetic anomaly in the region xf~ is expressed as

. Ao ( "'C.i J o )

.

...
= ...":!,
2

b._,.,...

( .... -1)

which, when substituted into equation 1 can be integrated.
Caution:
1. If the plane of the profile perpendicular to the strike of the
anomaly is not also that of the magnetic meridian, then the apparent
inclination of the Earth's field ( o-

4

}

in the plane of' the profile

must be used instead

o- 'II

= tan-l

[ tan(r }/sin( D)]

where D is the angle between magnetic north and ·the strike, measured
clockwise.
DA'rA FORMAT:

'l'itle ?

£

,)A a- 11
'l'

1

'l' 2.

i

IRI

dX

dj

{

J

N'l'

I

J

. . . . '1' N'.r

2. PG(1 = 0)

)A
J.l

"'

cr-

IR'

dX

11

N'r

'
.&.2 •••••••• "~N'l'

Ill

inclination of the magnetisation of the body in the plane of
the profile (radians)

r:r\~l

inclination of the a."iibient field in the plane of the profile (radians)
the extent of the numerical integration either side of the
origin (metres}.
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<
.)\

the x co-ordinate of the first point at which the pseudo-gravity
is to be calculated. (metres)
(PG(1>0) ) the ordinate of the points at which the pseudo-gravity

7

is to be calculated. {metres)

dJ

the interval between successive values of the pseudo-gravity
anomaly {metres)
•'

dX tf

~

I

the number of values of the magnetic anomaly.

~

the anticipated density contrast (~cm3)

J

the magnetisation contrast {c.g.s. units)

T1 •• TNT

the magnetic anomaly. (gamma)

Conditions:
1. NT .(.100
2. J ~ 0 (PG(7

= 0)

and J are only approximate estimates in practice.

3.~

RESULTS: In both cases the values of
are printed.

only)

~

I

and the corresponding pseudo-gravity anomalies

If the above system of units has been used for;o and J, the result

is in milligals.
TIME:

1. PG~ >0)

2 secs./point using 33 values of the magnetic anomaly.

2. PG(7 =0)

2 secs./point using 33 values of the magnetic anomaly.

REFERENCE: Baranov V. 1957

A new method tor interpretation of aeromagnetic maps:

pseudo-gravimetric anomalies.

Geophysics

~.

359-383.

R. A. Stacey
20th November, 1965

.166

TITLE:

PGI (5-hole Elliott 803 Algel)

PURPOSE:

Given a two-dimensional total intensity magnetic

anoma~,

this programme

calculates the range of possible directions of magnetisation for the boQy,
assuming the pseudo-gravity equivalent of the observed magnetic

anoma~

will

always be one sign.
Modification:
1. An alternative version, (PGI-B) includes facility for correcting

the background value of the

2.
METHOD:

1= 0

assuming

anoma~

(PGI(1=0)).

The anomalous boQy is assumed to have a conventional density~= IJI/G,
where G is the universal gravity constant and IJl is the magnitude of the
magnetisation vedtor.

The expression for the pseudo-gravity equivalent of

a two-dimensional total intensity magnetic anomalY is
t

(See thesis Appendix 1 for the derivation of

t~is

equation and the diagram

in PG(7 =0) specification for the explanation of the symbols.• )
this integral at

(S, 'J) the observed

anoma~

In evaluating

A0 (x.,O)
is defined over the
l.

range -R '- x' R and can be integrated numericallY by Simpson 1 s rule.
x

~I

For

R\ the anomaly is approximated by the function

Ao( ""~ o) -=ll

;.
2_
W\.s.

a.~.

-(,~-4, •)
,c.

i

which is a solution of Laplace's equation as x
from

I

-eij

to -R and from R to

oC~ •

~

±-

'.rhe kernel function is

and can be integrated
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where

.,.. +)" + tr- -:

{l = 2

gravity field is 11/2.

and

ol. ,

the direction of measurement of the

cr and/"' are the inclination of the ambient field and

the magnetisation of the

b~

in the plane of the profile.

Equation 1 can be re-expressed as

where

If the intensity of magnetisation is assumed to be positive throughout the
boqy, the pseudo-gravity equivalent of the magnetic anomaly will

alw~s

be

positive and the following inequality will be true ·

+It
2

or

This gives a permiss.l.ble range for beta, and hence for

_r (f'" =(1 ·- ~ )

of1r in the plane of the profile perpendicular to the strike of the
assuming this plane lies in the magnetic meridian.
~ (~,1)

anoma~,

This range decreases as

is calculated for increasing values of \~\.
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Caution:
1. If the plane of the profile perpendicular to the strike of the
anoma~

is not also that of the magnetic meridian, then the apparent

inclination of the Earth's field(~-) in the plane of the profile
must be used instead
a-

•

= t an-1

rLsin
tan f)) ]
D

where D is the angle between magnetic north and the strike 1
measured clockwise.
DATA FORMAT:

(Applicable to PGI and PGI-B)
£ Ti:ne ?
R

dX

dJ

NT

the x co-ordinate of the first point at which ~(f,7)
is to be calculated (usually S 1= -R + d.X).
the ordinate of the points at which ~(f,'l) is to be calculated

7R

the half-range over which the

dX

the interval between successive values of the magnetic anomaly.

df

the interval between successive values of \( 'S , 1) (d l

NT

the number of values of the magnetic anomaly.

Tl •• TNT

the magnetic anomaly.

anoma~

C7=

d.X)

can be defined.

=1-R

+ dX/ ).

Conditions:
1. NT <100

2. Should it be required to calculate more than the usual three values
of ~( S •'l), the limit is also less than 100 with -R ~ S' <. R

1 >o
of J and

3.
RESULTS: The values

the corresponding values of ~ ( 5

, "/ ) are printed out,

1.69
and assuming the recommended values of

$

beta are:

L~ (f 1) -:1£]

~ (1

<.. [

~ (J I )

+

From which it follows that the limits on

TIME:

i

have been used, the limits on

Jf J
~

are

sec./point/value of the magnetic anoma~.
R. A. Stacey
7th November, 1965.

ffa
2D PSEUDO-~RAVITY CI CALC) 1
BE~IN ARRAY T,TL,TTM,P~I(1:150),AA(1:JQ)
REAL MU,-PSf ,XI, ETA, R, RRjJ X, XI XI, TH,AL, IT, I TL, I TTH, LPR, LMR,
1

A,B,C~AC;BC,CC,AS,BS,CS,~C,~S,P~;RO;J,S1,S2,XE,LM,BETA

I

1

NTE(lER NT, I, M, TT S: =LI:..Q, LL 1, LLJ, LL4, LL5 1

$~JJTCH

1

LLQ:M:=1'1
READ INSTRIN~CAA,M)
M:=1
PRINT·OUTSTRIN~)AA,M),££L2??
READ XI, ETA. R, X, XI XI; NT
·-1
1
XI:=XI•100 1 ETA:=ETA•100
R:=R•100
X:=X•100'
1
XIXI:=XIXI•100
F0R·I:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NT DO READ TCI) 1
S1:=S2:=Q'
FOR 1:=2 STEP 2 UNTIL
CNT-,3) DO
1
BE~IN S1:=S1+T(l)
·S2:=S2+T(1+1) 1 END' 1
IT:=X•CTC1)+T(NT)+4•CS1+TcNT-1))+2•S2)/.3
1
A:=R•<-J•IT-R•CTCNT)+T(1)))/4
1
B:=R••.3•CTCNT)-TC1))/2
C:=+•75•R••.3•CR•CTCNT)+TC1))+1T) 1
1

1
LL1:TH:=ARCTANCETA/CXI+R)) 1
AL:=ARCTANCETA/CR-XI))
1
·
LPR:=+•5•LNCcR-XI)••2+ETA••2)
LMR:=+·5•LNCCR+XI)••2+ETA••2) 1
XE:=XI••2+ETA••2!

AC:=A•CLPR•C1/R-XI/XE)+LMR•C1/R+XIfXE)+(AL+TH)•ETA/XE)'

BC:=B•CCLPR-LMR)•(1/R••2-CX1••2-ETA••2)/XE••~)

+2•X1•ETA•CAL+TH)/XE••2-2•XI/CR•XE))/2
CC:=C•CLPR•C1/R••J-XI•CXI••2-J•ETA••2)/XE••5)
.
+LMR•C1/R••J+XI•CXI••2-J•ETA••2)/XE••J)
+ETA•C.3•XI••2-ETA••2)•CAL+TH)/XE••.3
-2•CXI••2-ETA••2)/~R•XE••2))/,3

1

RR:=-R'
·
FOR 1:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NT DO
BE(liN TLCI):=+•5•TCI)•LNCCXI-RR)••2+ETA••2) 1
· RR:=RR+X'
END'
S1:=S2:=0'
FOR 1:=2 STEP 2 UNTIL
CNT-,3) DO
BE(l!N S1:=S1+TL(1) 1 · S2:=S2+TLCI+1) 1 END' 1
ITL:=X•<TLC1)+TL(NT)+4•CS1+TLCNT-1))+2•S2)/,3
~C:=(AC+BC+CC+ITL)
'

.

-~

~·

1

,

..

AS:=A•CETA•CLMR-LPR)/XE+AL•C1/R-XI/XE)+TH•C-1/R-Xl/XE)

-J•14159J/R) t

·

·

BSJtcB•<2•XI •ETA•CU1R-LPR) /XE••2

*<AL+TH)•C1/R••2-CXI••2-ETA••2)/XE••2)
-2•ETA/CR•XE)-J•14159.3/R••2)/2 1
CS:=C•CETA•C.3•X1••2-ETA••2)•CLMR-LPR)/XE••.3
+AL•C1/R••J-Xl•CXI••2-J•ETA••2)/XE••J)
+TH•C-1/R••.3-XI•CXI••2-J•ETA••2)/XE••J)
1
-4•XI•ETA/CR•XE••2)-J•14159.3/R••J)/,3
1
RR:=-R
·
FOR I :=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NT DO
BE~IN IF XI=RR THEN·BE~1N TTHCI):=TCI)•1•5708 1
·
·
· ~OTO LL5 END'
IF RR ~R XI THEN
.

TTHCI):=T(I)•C3•141593-ARCTANCETA/CRR~XI)))

ELSE·TTH)l):=TCI)•ARCTANCETA/CXI-RR)) 1 · .
LL5:RR:=RR+X ·
·
.
END'
1
S1:=S2:=0
FOR 1:=2 STEP 2 UNTIL CNT-,3) DO
BE~IN S1:=S1+TTHCJ)!
S2:=S2+TTH(I+1) 1 END'
1TTH:=X•CTTHC1)+TTH(NT)+4•CS1+TTH{NT-1))+2•S2)/J 1
qs:=c-AS-BS-CS+ITTH)'
IF

~C ~R 0

THEN

BE~ IN LM:=ARCTANC~S/~C)

1

·IF LM LESS 0 THEN LM:=6·28,3186+LM END
1

lM:=J•14159+ARCTAN(~S/~C)
FREEP~INTC6),XI/100,SAI1ELINE,ALI~NEDC4,6),LM

ELSE

END'

PRINT.
XI:=XI+XIXI ·
IF XI ·LESS·R THEN
PRINT ££L12?? 1
~OTO LLO'

·

~OTO

LL1 1

·

-

·

1

1

~,---

MAQN'
1
BE~ IN ARRAY x~ Z# JC1: 20), E1, E2C1 :20, 1: 100), TC1 :50)
1
REAL DH,DZ,DF,JX,JZ,JXE,JZE,DX,IB,IE,AL,XT,XTO
INTEQER-NT,NI,N,I,H,ZZ,F'
-·- ·
SWITCH SS:=LlQ,Lh1,LL2!
1
PROCEDURE MAQCXTT,X1,Z1,X2,Z2,JJ,EE1,EE2)
1
REAL XTT,X1~X2,Z1,Z2,JJ,EE1,EE2
BE4IN REAL s.c,L,PP,LL
L:=SQRTCCX1-X2-)••2+CZ2-Z1)••?)'
S:=cZ2-Z1)/L 1
C:~cX1-X2)/L
1
PP:=ARCTANCCX1-XTT)/21)-ARCTANCCX2-XTT)/22)
1
LL:=·5•LNCCCX2-XTT)••?+Z2••2)/CCX1-XTT)••2+Z1••2))
1
EE1~=JJ•S•cS•PP-C•LL)
EE2:=JJ•S•<S•LL+C•PP)
END'
·
_
', .
1

1

1

1 NSTRI NQ(T, N)
N:=1
OUTSTRI NQ(T, N)
LLQ: N: =1 1
1
1
READ H,zz,F,AL,XTO,DX-; NT'
NI :=1
AL:=•0174~•AL'
1
PRJ NT-- ££L2?£S89X? l F H=1 THEN PRJ NT ££S9?H?
IF· ZZ=1-'-THEN PRINT ££S9?Z?
IF F=1 THEN PRJ NT ££S9?F?'
1
U.-1: READ XC NI), ZCNI ;,-, XCNI +1), Z{Nl +1) # JCNI)
• JCNf): =?00000 •JC NI)'
IF XCNI) NOTEQ-0 THEN BE~IN NI:=NI+2'
~OTO LL1 ·END
·
1
FOR N:=Q-STEP 1 UNTIL NT-1 DO·BE4IN XT:=XTO+N•DX
__E.OR I: =1 STEP 2 UNTIL NI-2 DO BE~l N IF 2( I +1) QR ZC l) THEN
7 MAQCXT ,XCI), ZC I), XC 1+1); Zci+1), J( I), E1ci, N+1), E2C I, N+1)) .. 1 ELSE..
:...J.:1A4CXT-, X~ 1+1), Z(l +1) ,X(l ), ZC I), -_J<;: 1), E1{!, N+1), E20, N+1)) -----END END ·
·
·
· ·
··
LL2: READ IE, I B 1
1F I E=-1 THEN ~OTO LLO 1
-·· .
1
PRINT ££L??,ALI~NE8(5j2),IE,SAMEL1NE,IB,££L2??
IE:=.Q1745•1E' ·
IB:=•01745•IB'
·
-1
1
dX:=COSC18)~
JZ:=SIN{lB)' JXE:=COSClE)•SINCAL) JZE:=SINCIE) 1
1
FOR N:=O·STEP·f UNTlL.NT-1·DO·BEQIN DH:=DZ:=DF:=0 XT:=XTO+N•DX 1 ·
FOR 1:=1 STEP 2 U-NTIL NI-2 DO BEGIN DH:=DH+JX•E1(I,N+1)+JZ•E2CI,N+1)'
DZ:=BZ+JX•E2ci, N+1)_;JZ•E1(1, N+1) 1 ·
END'
DF:=DF+JXE•DH+JZE•DZ 1
PRJ NT ALI QNED<7, 2), XT'
·IF·H=1 THEN PRINT SAMELINE,ALI~NEDC6,2),DH 1
1
IF ZZ=1 THEN PRINT SA MEl:. I NE, AI:. I QNEDC6, 2), DZ
1
IF F=1 THEN PRINT SAMELINE,ALI~NEDC6,2),DF
END'
PRINT ££L6??'
~OTO LI:.2 END'

r

f

•

LSfR
LS~(M) D'1' D2, RO I
BECliN ARRAY T,~2,TAC'1:'1QQ),ADC1:J),R(0:20),CC,BBC1:J,1:1),AAC1:J,1:J~
· REAL D1,D2,DX,E1,E2,TT,X01,X02,X1,XJ,R1,R2,RJ,R4,M,A,B,C,
F1,F2,FJ,F4,RO,XD
.
.
I NTEQER NT, N, I l l , I , I I 1
.
SWITCH SS:=LL0ilL1ill2 1
1

1

LLO:N:=1'
INSTRIN~CT,N)
N:=1 11
OUTSTRIN~CT,N)
READ D1,A,D21B,ROiC,M,DX,NT,E1,E2
•·
Tr:=Q'
111:=1 1
RC0):=1000000 1
FOR N:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NT DO BEQIN READ TCN) 1
TT:=TT+TCN)••2
FOR N:=J STEP 1 UNTIL NT-2 DO
Cl2CN): =e-re N-2:>+16•<T<N-1
:>+Tc N+1).:>-JO•T<N:> -TcN+2:>:>/< 12•DX••2:> •
.
••
N:=cNT+1)/2 1
FOR.Q2CN):=Q2CN) WHILE Cl2CN) LESS 0 DO N:=N-1'·
X01:=DX•CABSCQ2cN+1))•"(N-1)+ABS(Cl2CN))•N)/CABSCQ2(N+1))
.
·
.
+ABSCQ2CN))) 1
N:=(NT+1)/2+1'
. .
..
FOR Q2CN):=Q2CN) WHILE ~2CN) LESS 0 DO N:=N+1'

END'

!!:

.

X02:=DX•CABSCCl2cN-1):>•cN-1)+ABSC~2CN))•CN-2))/CABSC~2CN-1))

+ABSCQ2CN))) I
££L2??,X01,X02,££L?? 1
<!

P~INT

.

.

LL1:FOR I :=1 STEP 1 .UNTIL J .DO 8Ec.;IN 88(1,1)!=0 1 ·· ·--· ·• ·~·"
FOR II:=~ STEP 1 UNTIL 1 3 DO AA(I,II):=O'· END'
- ..
XD:=D2-D1'
RCII 1):=0
FOR N:=Q STEP1 1·8NTIL NT-1 DO1 8EQIN
X1:=X01-N•DX
XJ:=X02-N•DX
•
R1:=X1i!Hx·2+D1••2 11
R2:=X1••2+D2••?'.
RJ: =XJ••2+D:J !,*2
R4: =XJ••2+D2••2
F1:=1·5708-ARCfANCX1/D1) 1
F2:=1•5708-ARCTANCX1/D2) 1
FJ: =1 ·5708-ARCTAN<XJ/D1) I
F4: =1· 5708-ARCTAN(XJ/D2) I 1
ADC1):=•013.3.34•RO•CF]-F1) 1
ADC2):=·013.334•RO•CF2-F4)
AD(]): =TAC N+1): =·01.3334•CD2•CF2-F 4)-D1•<F1-FJ).
-·5•CX1•LNCR2/R1)-XJ•LNCR4/RJ))) 1
FOR 1:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL 3 DO 8EQIN .
BB(! i 1): =88( 1, 1) +(T(N+1 )-RO•TA(N+1 ))•AD( I) 1
. FOR·II:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL 3 DO
AAci,ll):=AA(l,JI)+ADCI)•ADCII) 1
END
END'
FOR·N:=1 STEP·1·UNTIL
NT
DO
RC:IIJ):=RCIIJ)+CCHECKRCTCN)-RO•TACN)))••Z
PRINT RCIII) 1
.
•
• • •
• • •
IF·RCIII)/TT LESS E1 THEN BEQIN PRINT ££L??,£E1? 1
GOTO LL2 END'
IF ABS(RCIII-1)-RCIII:>)/R<I II-1) LESS E2 THEN GOTO LL2 1
MXQUOT CCC,AA,~8) 1
IF A=1 THEN CCC1,.1):=0 11
·IF 8=1 THEN CCC2,1):=0 1
IF C=1 THEN CC(J,1):=0
IF ABS(CCC1,1)) GR D1/10 THEN D1:=D1•C1+SIGNCCC(1,1))••1)
ELSE 01: =D1 +cc ct,
1) '
D2:=D2+CCC2,1) 1
IF D2 LESSEQ D1 THEN D2:=H•D1 1
IF A8S(CCCJ,1)) QR-·05 THEN RO:=RO+SIGNCCC(J,1))••05
•
ELSE RO:=RO+CCC],1) 1
PRINT ALIQNEDC7,J),D1,SAMELINE,D2,R0 1 III:=III+1 1 QOTO LL1

1
·

.
1

LL2:FOR N:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NT DO PRINT ALIGNEDCJ,2),T(N)-RO•TACN)
PRINT ££L12?? 1
~OTO LlO~
END ·END' ·
.

\

'1,.

H(lSC I
BE(llN ARRAY CX,CZ,JGC1:20),TAC1:100)'
REAL IE,IB,AL,AA1,AA2,DX,XXS,T,XMX;TMX,XMN,TMN,TSC,TM,
XM1,XH2,XSC,AJV!P,SPR,AA,AAA,JJ'
lNTE~ER NT,NC,I,N'
SWITCH SS:=LLO'
PROCEDURE FAN0!'1 CXS,X1,Z1,X2,Z2,J,A1,A2,FA) 1
REAL XS,X1,X2,Z1,Z2,J,A1,A2,FA'
BEGIN REAL S,C,L,FI'
S:=CZ2-Z1)1SQRTCCX1-X2)••2+CZ1-Z2)••2)'
C:=CX1-X2)ISQRTCCX1-X2)••2+CZ1-Z2)••2) 1
L: =.5 •LNC ccx2-XS)••2+Z2••2) 1 cex 1-xs) ••2+Z 1••2))'
FI:=ARCTANCCX1-XS)IZ1)-ARCTANCCX2-XS)IZ2) 1
FA:=200000•J•S•CA1•CS•FI-C•L)+A2•CS•L+C•Fl))'
END'
PROCEDURE SOLVEX CA;XT ,T1 ,T2,TJ,TX1 ,TX2,TXJ,XX).'
REAL A,XT,T1,T2,TJ,TX1,TX2,TXJ,XX'
BEGIN ARRAY CF,TSC1:j,1:1),TXC1:),1:J)'
REAL XX1 ,XX2'
TSC1,1):=T1'
TSC2,1):=T2'
TS C3 , 1) : =T J '
TXC1,1):=TX1••2' TXC1,2):=TX1'
TXC1,J):=1'
TXC2,1):=TX2••2' TXC2,2):=TX2'
TXC2,J):=1'
TXCJ,1):=TXJ••2' TXC3,2):=TXJ'
TXCJ,3):=1'
MXQUOT CCF,TX,TS) 1
IF A=1 THEN XT:=CFCJ,1)-CFC2,1)••2IC4•CFC1,1))
ELSE BEGIN
XX1:=C-CFC2,1)+SQRTCCFC2,1)••2-4•CFC1,1)•CCFCj,1)-XT)))/C2•CFCi,1))'
XX2: =C-CFC 2, 1)-SQRTCCFC2, 1) ••2-4•CFC 1, 1) •CCFC 3, 1) -XT)) )I C2•CFC 1, 1)) i
IF XX1 GREQ T.X1 AND XX1 LESSEQ TX3 THEN 'XX:=XX1 ELSE XX:=XX2
END END'
1

LLO: N:=1'
READ IE, IB,AL'

INSTRIN~CTA,N)'

IE:=.01745•IE'

N:=1' OUTSTRINGCTA.,N)'
IB:=.01745•IB' AL:=.01745*AL•

AA1:=COSCIE)•COSClB)•SINCAL)~-SlNClE)•SlNC!B)

1

AA2:=C0SC IE)•S INC I B)•S I NCAL)+S INC I E)•COSC I B)~~'
READ DX,~T,NC,JJ,AMP,SPR'
FOR 1:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NC DO READ CXCl),CZCI) 1
CXCNC+1):=CXC1) 1
CZCNC+1):=CZC1) 1
FOR N:=O STEP 1 UNTIL NT-1 .DO
BEGIN XXS:=N•DX'
TACN+1):=0 1 FOR 1:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NC DO
BE(llN IF CZ(l) ~ESS CZCI+1) THEN
FANOM CXXS,CXCI),CZCI),CXCI+1),CZCI+1),JJ,AA1,AA2,T) ELSE
FANOM CXXS,CXCI+1),CZC1+1)iCX(l),CZCl),-JJ,AAf,AA2,T)'
TACN+1):=TACN+1)+J.~--

END

END'

N:=1' IF TACN) LESS TACN+1) THEN BE~IN
FOR N:=N WHILE TA(N) LESS TACN+1) DO N:=N+1'
SOLVEX C1,TMX,TACN-1)~TACN),TACN+1)~(N-2)•DX,CN-1)•DX,N~DX•u)
FOR N:=N vJHILE TACN) G.R TACN+1) DO N:=N+1' ~SOLVEX C1,TMN,TACN-1),TACN),TACN+1),(N-2)•DX,CN-1)~DX,N•DX,v) END ELSE BE(llN ~
FOR N:=N WHILE TACN) G.R TACN+1) DO N:=N+i'~
SOLVEX C1,TMN, TA{N-1), TA(N), TACN+1),(N-2)•DX, (N-1)*DX, N•DA, uJI
FOR N:=l'>l ldJ::LlJ,.£ TA(N) LESS TACN+1) DO N:=N+1'
SO LV EX c'J;ff1)(~T ACN-1) ~ TACN), TAC N+1), CN-2£!~QlC' CN-1 )•DX,N•DX,O)' ._,__
f!:ND
- -~ ·.
""·--rsC: =AMP 1 CABSCT NX) +ABSCTNN>) '
FOR N:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NT DO TACN):=TACN)•TSC'
TNX:=TfvJX•TSC'
TNN:=THN•TSC'
·::;
IF .5 LESSEQ ABSCTMXITMN) AND 1.5 ~REQ ABSCTMXITMN)
THEN AAA:=.25 ELSE AAA:=.5'
TN: =TNN+A.t\..ZI.•AfVIP I
N:=1' IF TACN) G,R TM THEN BEGIN
FOR N:=N WHILE TACN) ~REQ TM DO N:=N+1'
SOLVEX C0,TM,TACN-2),TACN-1l,TACN),(N-J)•DX,CN-2)*DX,CN-1)•DX,XM1) 1
FOR N:=N WHILE TACN) LESSEQ TM DO N:=N+1'
SOLVEX CO,TM,TACN-2),TACN-1),TA(N),(N-j)•DX,CN-2)•DX,CN-1)•DX,XM2) 1
END ELSE BE~IN
FOR N:=N WHILE TACN) LESSEQ TM DO N:=N+1'
SOLVEX CO,TM,TACN-2),TACN-1),TACN),(N-3)•DX,CN-2)•DX,CN-1)*DX,XM2)t
FOR N:=N WHILE TACN) G.REQ TM DO N:=N+1'
SOLVEX CO,TM,TACN-2),TACN-1),TACN),(N-J)•DX,CN-2)•DX,CN-1)*DX,XM1)t
END'
XSC:=SPRIABSCXM2-XM1) 1
DX:=DX•XSC'
PRINT ££L6??,ALIG,NEDC4,4),TSC,XSC,££L2??'
PRINT ££L6??, ALIGNEDC5,2),lEI.01745,SAMELlNE,lBI.01745,
CCXCNC)-CXC1))1CZC1),££L2??;ALIGNEDC4,4),SAMELINE,
£ANP.SCALE? ,TSC,££L?X SCALE? ,XSC,££L2?? ,TfvlX,TMN,££L2??'
FOR N:=O STEP 1 UNTIL NT-1 DO
PRINT ALIGNEDC4,2),N•DX,SAMELINE,££S}??,TACN+1) 1
G.OTO LLO- END END'
1

1

-~-
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c

P~l

B~'

BE~lN

ARRAY T,TL,TTH,P~IC1:15Q),AAC1:30)
REAL MU,PSI,Xl,ETA,R,RR,X,XIXI,TH,AL,IT,lTL,ITTH,LPR,LMR,
1

A,B,C;AC;BC,CC,AS,BS,CS,~C,~S,P~;RO;J,S1,S2,XE,LM,BETA'

I NTE~ER NT, I, 1'1, TT'
SWITCH S:=LLO,LL1,LL3,LL4,LL5'
READ lNSTRlN~CAA,M)'
LLO:M:=1'
H: =1'
PRINT· OUTSTRI N~CAA, fvl) ,££L2??'
READ Xl,ETA,R,X,XIXI;NT'
XI:=XI•100' ETA:=ETA•100' R:=R•100' X:=X•100'
XI XI: =X I X1•100'
FOR-1:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NT DO READ TCl)'
S1 :=S2 :=0 1
FOR 1:=2 STEP 2 UNTIL CNT-3) DO
BE~lN S1:=S1+TCI) 1 ·S2:=S2+TCI+1) 1
END'
IT: =X•CTC 1 )+TCNT)+4'•<S1+TCNT-1))+2•S2)/3 I
A:=R•CR•CTC 1)+TCNT) )-!T)/4'
B:=R••3•CTCNT)-T(1))/2'
C:=CHECKRC-CIT/R+TCNT)+TC1))/4)'
FOR 1:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NT DO T(l):=TCl)+C'
LL 1 :TH:=ARCT ANCETA/CX I +R)) 1
AL:=ARCT ANCETA/CR-X I)) t
LPR:=+.5•LNCCR-Xl)••2+ETA••2)'
'
U1R:=+.5•LNCCR+Xl )••2+ETA••2)'
XE:=Xl••2+ETA••2'
AC:=A•CLPR•C1/R-Xl/XE)+LMR•C1/R+Xl/XE)+CAL+TH)•ETA/XE)t
BC:=B•CCLPR-LMR)•(1/R••2-CX1••2-ETA••2)/XE••2)
+2•XI•ETA•CAL+TH)/XE~•2-2•Xl/CR•XE))/2'

RR:=-R'
FOR 1:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NT DO
BE~IN TLCl):=+.5•TCl)•LNCCXI-RR)••2+ETA••2)'
RR:=RR+X'
END'
S1:=S2:=0'
FOR 1:=2 STEP 2 UNTIL CNT-3) DO
BE~IN S1:=S1+TLCI ) 1 . S2:=S2+TLCI+1) I
END'
1TL:=X•CTLC 1)+TLCNT)+4•CS1+TLCNT-1)) +2•S2)/3 I
~C:=CAC+BC+l.T·Ll '··

~··.

AS:=A•CETA•CLMR-LPR)/XE+AL•C1/R-Xl/XE)+TH•C-1/R-Xl/XE)
-3.1415,93/R)'
BS:=B•C2•Xl•ETA•CLMR-LPR)/XE••2
+CAL+TH)•C1/R••2-CX1••2-ETA••2)/XE••2)
-2•ETA/CR•XE)-).141593/R••2)/2'
RR:=-R'
FOR 1:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NT DO
BE~IN IF XI=RR THEN·BE~lN TTHCI):=TCI)•1.5708 1
· ~OTO LL5 END'
IF RR ~R XI THEN
TTHCI):=TCI)•C3.141593-ARCTANCETA/CRR-Xl)))
ELSE TTHCl):=TCI)•ARCTANCETA/CXl-RR)) 1
LL5:RR:=RR+X 1
END'
S1:=S2:=0'
FOR 1:=2 STEP 2 UNTIL CNT-3) DO
BE~IN S1:=S1+TTHC1)!
S2:=S2+TTHCI+1) 1 END'
ITTH:=X•CtTHC1)+TTHCNT)+4•CS1+TTHCNT-1))+2•S2)/3'
~S:=C-AS-BS+ITTH)'

IF

END'

~C ~R

0 THEN

BE~IN LM:=ARCTANC~S/~C)

1

·IF LM LESSO THEN LN:=6.283186+LM END
ELSE LH :=3.14159+ARCTANC~S/~C)'
PRINT FREE PO I NTC6) ,X I/ 100, SAl'1EL I NE, ALI ~NEDC4 ,6) ,LM/ .01745'
XI:=XI+XIXI'·
·
·
·.
·
IF Xl·LESS·R THEN ~OTO LL1'
PRINT ££L 12?? ' ·
~OTO LLO'

p~ (ETA=O) I
BE~IN ARRAY

ABC(1:J),T,TL,TTHC1:150) 1
REAL S1,S2,A,B,C,D,E,DX,XI,XIXI,R,RR, IT,

L,MU,SI~,fiO,X,MlTL,P1Tl,GB,SB,R0,J,ITTH,P~

1

I NTE~ER I , N; NT ·
- · - ·
SWITCH SS:=LLO,LL1,LL2,LLJ'

LLO:READ MU,SIQ,R,DX,Xl,XIXI,NT,RO,J 1
FOR I: =1 STEP·
1 UNTl L ·NT- DO- READ TC!) 1
1
S1:=S2:=Q
FOR 1:=2 STEP 2 UNTIL
NT-] DO
BE~IN S1:=S1+T(I) 1 • S2:=S2+Tci+1)~
END'
IT:=DX•CTC1)+TCNT)+4•CS1+T(NT-1))+2~Sf)/J

1

B:=CHECKRCR•c-J•JT-R•CTCNT)+T(1)))/4)
E:=CHECKRCR••J•<T<NT)-TC1))/2)

LL1:N:=ABSCXI+R)/DX+1'
A:=CHECKRCTCN)) 1
B:=CHECKRCCTCN+1)-T(N-1))/G2•DX)) 1
C:=CHECKRCCCTCN+1)+TcN-1))/2-TCN))/DX••2) 1
IF MU+SI~=-1•5708 THEN BE~IN CB:=O' QOTO LL2 END'
XJO.:=CHECKRC2•DX•<A+B•XI)•(LN(DX)-1)) 1
X:=-R'
FOR 1:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL N-1 DO
1
BE~IN TLCI):=TCI)•LNCABSCXI-X))
X:=-R+I•DX' END'
1
X:=-R+cN+1)•DX •
FOR I:=N+1 STEP 1 UNTIL NT DO
BE~IN TL(I):~T~1)•LN(ABSCXI-X))
X:=-R+I•DX' END'
S1:=S2:=0~
·
·
FOR 1:=2 STEP 2 UNTIL
N-4 DO
BE~IN S1:=S1+TLC1) 1 •
S2:=S2+TLCI+1)
END'
MITh:=CHECKRCDX•{TL(1)+TLcN-1)+4•CS1+TL(N-2))+2•S2)/J) 1
s1:=s2:=o'
FOR I:=N+2 STEP 2 UNTIL
NT-] DO
1
BE~IN S1:=S1+TLC1)
·S2:=S2+TL(1+1) 1
END'
PITh:=CHECKRCDX•{TL(N+1)+TLCNT)+4•CS1+TLCNT-1))
+2•S2)/J) 1
·
L:=LN(A8S((XI+R)/CXI-R))) 1
RR:=CHECKRcD•<L/XI+bNCABS((XI+R)•CXI-R)))/R)
+E•c-L•(1/R••2-1/Xl••2)/2-1/CXI•R))) 1
1

CB:=(RR+PITL+MITL+XIO)•COS(MU+SI~)!

LL2:IF HU+SI~=O THEN BE~IN SB:=O'
~OTO LLJ END'
. XI 0: =CHECKRC.)•14159•EA•DX+B•DX••2/2+C•DX••J/J)) 1 1
FQR I:=N+1 STEP 1 UNTIL NT DO TTHCI):=TCI)•J•14159
S1:=S2:=Q
·
·
·
FOR I:=N+2 STEP 2 UNTIL
NT-]
DO
1
BE~IN S1:=S1+TTHC1)
·S2:=S2+TTH(1+1) 1 END'
ITTH:=CHECKR<DX•<TTH(N+1)+TTHCNT)+4•<S1+TTHCNT-1))
·
+2•S2)/]) 1
1
RR:=CHECKR<-J•14159•<D/R+E/C2•R••2)))
1
SB:=cXIO+RR+ITTH)•SINCMU+SIQ)
1

LLJ:P~:=.00002122•RO/J•CCB+SB)
PRINT FREEPOINTC6),ALI~NEDC4,2)~·00001•P~

XI :=XI+XIXI I .

IF XI ·LESS·R THEN QOTO LL1'
PRINT ££L6??'
~oro

END'

Lh6'

1

r~-

..

_

20 ~RAVITY'
BE~IN lNTE~ER

ARRAY XSC1:1Q0) 1
1
REAL ARRAY TC1:JQ),A(1:1QQ),X,Y,P,DAC1:5Q)
1
REAL XXS, OX
~ I NTEqER -I, J, NS I
SWITCH SS:=hLQ,LL1,LL2,LLJ,LL4,LL5 1
1
PR0CEDURE qRAV (XA,XX1,YY1,XX2,YY2,PP,AA)
1
REAL XAiXX1,YY1,XX2,YY2,PP,AA
BEqiN REAL· L,R1,R2,FI1,FI2,S,C 1 ~
L:=SQRT<Cl'Y2-YY1;>••2+cXX2-XX1)••2)'
S:=(YY2-YY1)/L'1
C:=(XX1-XX2)/L
R1: =<XA-XX1) ••2+YY1••2'
R2:=CXA-XX2)••2+YY2••2'
L:=·5•LNCR2/R1) 1
FI1:=1•5708-ARCTANC(XX1-XA)/YY1) 11
FI2:=1•5708-ARCTANCCXX2-XA)/YY2)

AA:=•013334•PP•CYY2•FI2-YY1•Ff1-c~XX1-XA)•S+YY1•C)

•CS•L+C•CFI2-FI1)))
END'
PRJ NT ££L?
X
A£L2?? 1
LLO: WA I TI - I-: =J: =1'
READ 1 INSTRINqcT,l) 1
•
I : =1 •
- •
1
PRINT ££L6??,0UTSTRINGCT,J),££L2??
1
•
READ XXS, OX, NS
-- •
-LL2:READ X(J),Y(J),X(J+1),Y(J+1),P(J) 11
IF XCJ) 1 NOTEQ 0 THEN BEGIN J:=J+2
qoTO LL2 END'
I:=J:=1
XSCI):=XXS' 1 · ACI):=O'
,
LLJ:IF I=NS THEN BE&IN 1:=1
G0TO LL5 END'
1
LL4: J F XCJ)=Q. THEN BEGIN I :=I
+1' XSCI): =XSC I -1)+DX
1
1
ACI):=0 ·J:=1' 40TO LLJ·END
IF Y(J+1)-Y(J) 4R·O THEN
&RAY (XS(I),X(J),Y(J),X(J+1),Y(J+1),P(J),DACJ))
ELSE
1
4RAV (XS(l),X(J+1),Y(J+1),X(J),Y(J),-P(J),DACI))
1
1
·
•
J:=J+2' AC-l):=ACI)+DA(l)
GOTO LL4
LL5:PRINT FREEP0INTC6),XSCl),ALiqNEDC4,5),
·
SA MELINE, A( I;) 1 • ·
1:=!+1'
IF I LESS NS+1 THEN qoro LL5 ELSE 40TO LL0 1
END'

2D PSEUDO-~RAVITY UNTIS:METRES'
BE~IN ARRAY T,TL,TTH(1:1QQ),AA(1:JQ)

1

REAL MUtPSI,XI,ETA,R,RR,X,XIXI,TH,AL,IT,ITL,ITTH,LPR,LMR,
A,B,C,AC,BC,CC,AS,BS,CS,~C,~S,P~,RO;J,S1,S2,XE 1
I NTE~ER NT, 1, M'

SWITCH S:=LlO,LL1,LLJ,LL4,LL5'
1

LLQ:M:=1' INSTRJN~(AA,M)
M:=1 1 OUTSTRIN~CAA,M)
PRINT ££L2?? 1
1
READ MU , PS I ; X1 , ETA , R, X, XI X1 , RO, J, NT 1
FOR !:=1 STEP·1 UNTIL NT·D0-READ TCI)
S1:=S2:=Q 1
FOR 1:=2 STEP 2 UNTIL NT-J DO BE~IN·S1:=S1+T(I) S2:=S2+TCI+1) 1 END'
IT:=X•CTC1)+TCNT)+4•CS1+TCNT-1))+2•S2)/J'
·
A:=R•c-J•IT-R•CTCNT)+TC1)))/4' 1 B:=R••J•<TCNT)-TC1))/2 1
· .C:=•75•R••J•<R•CTCNT)+T(1))+IT)
1

1

LL1:TH:=ARCTANCETA/CXI+R)) 1
AL:=ARCTA~cETA/cR-Xl))
LPR: = ·5•LNCC R-X q ••2+ETA••2) I
LMR: =· 5•U'i( (R+X I )••2+ETA••2) I
XE:=X1••2+ETA••2
·
IF MU+PSI=1•5708 THEN BE~IN ~C:=Q' QOTO LLJ END'
AC:=A•CLPR•C1/R-XI/XE)+LMR•C1/R+XI/XE)+(AL+TH)•ETA/XE) 1
BC:=B•CCLPR-LMR)•(1/R••2-CXI••2-ETA••2)/XE••2)+2•XI•ETA .
•CAL+TH)/XE••2-2•XI/CR•XE))/2'
·
;CC:=C•CLPR•C1/R••J-Xl•{X1••2-J•ETA••2)/XE••J)+LMR•C1/R••J+XI•
1

CXI••2-J•ETA••2)/XE••J)+ETA<~~tCJ•XI••2-ETA••2)•CAL+TH)/XE••J

-2•CXI••2-ETA••2)/CR•XE••2))/J 1 · RR:=-R 1
FOR J:=f STEP 1 UNTIL NT DO
1
BE~IN TLC1):=·5•TCil•LNCCXI-RR)••2+ETA••2)
RR:=RR+X' END'
S1:=S2:=o!
·
.
FOR I :=2 STEP 2 UNTIL NT-J DO BE~IN S1:=S1+TLCI) 1 S2:=s2+Ti.('r+1/·E-ND 1
ITL:=X•CTLC1 )+TLC NT)+4•CS1+TLC NT-1 ))+2•52)/J' ·
-··
~C:=COS(MU+PSI)•CAC+BC+CC+1TL)

1

LLJ:IF Mu+Psr=o THEN sE~IN ~s==o'

~oTo LL4

END'

AS:=A•CETA•CLMR-LP~)/XE+AL•C1/R-XI/XE)+TH•C-1/R-XI/XE)-)•14159/R)

BS:=B•(2•XI•ETA•tLMR-LPR)/XE••2+(AL+TH)

1

·

•~1/R••2-cXI••2-ETA••2)/XE••2)-2•ETA/CR•XE)-J•14159/R••2)/2'

CS:=C•CETA•<J•Xl••2-ETA••2)•CLMR-LPR)/XE••J+AL•C1/R••J-XI•
CXI••2-J•ETA••2)/XE••J)+TH•C-1/R••J-XI•<XI••2-J•ETA••2)/XE••J)
-4•XI•ETA/CR•XE••2)-J•14159/R••J)/) 1 • RR:=-R'
------F~STEP 1 UNTIL NT DO BE~ IN
IF XI=RR THEN BEQIN·TTHCI):=TCil•1•5708' QOTO LL5 END'
IF RR ~R XI THEN TTHCI):=TCI)•{J•14159-ARCTANCETA/CRR-XI)))
ELSE TTHCI):=TCI)•ARCTANCETA/CXI-RR)) 1
LL5:RR:=RR+X END'
S1:=S2:=0':
FOR 1:=2 STEP 2 UNTIL NT-] DO BE~li:-1 S1:=S1+TTH<I:(' S2:=S2+TTdCJ+·1)
ITTHl=X•CTTH(1)+TTH(NT)+4•CS1+TTH€NT-1))+2•S2)/3
QS:=SINCMU+PSI)•C-AS-BS-CS+ITTH) 1
LL4:PQ:=•00002122•RO/J•CQC+QS) 1
PRINT DI~ITSC6),XI ,SAMELINE,-ETA,ALIQNEDC4,J), ·001•PQ 1
XI:=XI+XIXI' IF Xl LESS·R-2•X THEN QOTO ·LL1
PR!NT-££L12??' · ~0TO LLO
END'

E~

....

_8

LLQ: N: =1 1
I NSTR I N~CT, N) 1
N: =1 1
OUTSTR I N~C T, N) 1
READ IE,IB,A;AL,DX,NT,D1,B,D2,C,X1,D,X2,~,JG,H'
TT:=Q! ·!11:=1 1 -TC·:=6-cB+C+D+~+A+H)
BEQIN ARRAY-BB,CCC1:TC,1:1),AA(1:TC,1:TC) 1 1 SWITCH SSS:=LL1'
FOR·N:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NT DO BEQIN
READ TCN)
TT:=TT+T(N)••2
LL1:F:=200000•JC' ·RC1II):=Q 1 · .
1
1

~
~AA1:=COSC!E)•COS(JB)•SINcAL)811-SINCJE)•SINCIB)
1
AA2: =COS( I E)•SI NC I B) •SJ:'N(AL.)+SI NC I E)•COSC IB)~
1
IX:=-COSCIE)•SINC1B)•SINCAL)ii~-S1NCIE)•C0SCIB)

END 1

IZ:=COSCIE)•COS(!B)*SlNCAL)-SIN(IE)•SIN(JB)iB I I 1
FOR N:=Q·STEP 1 BNTIL·NT-1 DO·BE~IN
:CX1:=X1-N•DX 1
CX2::X2-N•DX'
·
E1C N+1): =ARCTAN(CX1/D1 )-ARCTANCCX1/D2) -ARCTANCCX2/D1 )+ARCTAN<CX2/D2)
E2cN+1):=·5•LNCCCCX1••2+D2••2)•CCX2••2+D1••2))/CCC~1••2+D1••2)

•<CX2••2+D2••2))) 1
TACN+1):=F•CE1cN+1)•AA1+E2cN+1)•AA2) 1

1

1
.RCIII):=RCI!I)+(CHECKRCTCN+1)-T~(N+1)))••2
END'
PRINT RCIII)
1
IF· III QREQ·3 THEN BE~IN R1:=·5•CRCIII-2)+R(l!I)-2•RCIII-1)) • · ·
IF R1· QR· 0 THEN BE~IN R2:=(R(I I I-2)-R(l I l))/{2•R1)' · · ·
IF R2 LESSEQ -1 THEN BE~IN PRINT ££L2?N0·IMPROVEMENT? 1 QOTO LL2 END'
IF -1 LESSEQ R2 AND 1 ~REQ R2·THEN·QOTO Ll2 1 END END'

FOR 1:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL TC DO BEQIN 88(!,1):=0 1
FOR 11:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL TC DO AA{I,II):=O
END 1
FOR N:=O STEP 1 UNTil NT-1 DO_BE~1N·NC:=Q'
1
·
CX1:=X1-N•DX 1
CX2:=X2-N•DX
1
R1:=CX1••2+D1••2 ' _..., R2:=CX1••2+D2••2'
RJ:=CX2••2+D1••2'
R4:=CX2••2+D2••2'
IF 8=0 THEN BEQIN NC:=NC+1'

DCCNC):=F•<AA1•(CX1/R1~CX2/RJ)+AA2•D1•C1/RJ-1/R1))

1

END'
IF C=O THEN BEQIN NC:=NC+1'
"'- DC<NC):=F•<AA1•(CX2/R4-CX1/R2)+AA2•D2•C1/R2-1/R4))
I
END'
~IF D=O THEN BEQIN NC:=NC+1 1
DC(NC): =F•<AA 1 •CD·1/B.1::Q.21R2)+AA2•CX1•< 1/R2-1 /R1)) I END I
IF ~=0 THEN BEQIN NC:=NC+1'
DC(NC):=F•CAA1•CD2/R4-D1/R1)+AA2•CX2•<1/RJ-1/R4)) 1 END'
IF A=O THEN BEQIN NC:=NC+1
ElC(NC):=F•CE1CN-f-:1)•IX+E2CN+1)•1Z) 1 END'
IF H=O THEN BEQIN NG:=NC+1'
·
----~..._____DC( NC): =TA< N+1) I JC 1
END I
FOR'T:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL TC DO BEQI N
BBCI;1):=BBCI,1)+DC(l)•CTCN+1)-TA(N+1)) 1
FOR·JI:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL TC DO
1
AACI;II):=AACI,II)+D8(1)•DC(1I)
END END 1
1
1
MXQBOT·CCC,AA;BB)
Ne:=1 • ·
IF 8=0 THEN BE~IN D1:=D1+CCCNC,1) 1 NC:=NC+1 END 1
IF C=O THEN BEQIN D2:=D2+CCCNC~1) 1 NC:=NC+1 END'1
IF D=O THEN BEQIN X1:=X1+CC(NC,1)
NC:=NC+1 END
IF Q=O THEN BE~IN X2:=X2+CC(NC,1) 11 NC:=NC+1 END 1
IF A=O THEN BE~IN IB:=IB+CCCNC,1)
NC:=NC+1 END'
IF H=O'THEN BEQJN JC:=JC+CCCNC,1) 1 NC:=NC+1 END'
PRINT ££L2??,IB;JC,ALI~NEDC1,2),D1,SAMELINE,D2,X1,X2
II!:=Ii1+1' ·QOTO LL1 END
·
1

1

LL2:FOR N:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL
NT DO PRINT TCN)-TACN)
QOTO LLO'
END END 1

1

PRINT ££L6??

I

I

&•~aiili

~~
!

ea

...
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•

,

LSCiN'
BECilN ARRAY RC0•20),T,TAC1:100J,CX,CZ,DD,KK,XC1:20),A,B,C,D,E,F,
Q,H,J(1:z,o:2),DAC1:2,1:2J,DTAc1:2Q,1:2)' ·
REAL XO, OX, TT, R1,R2, F1, F2, E1, RJ, FJ, L1, L2, RO, XS,AT, K1 ,K2
,X1,X2,X),Y1,Y2,Y3 1
I NTECiER NT, IT, IV, HI, 1,1 I I ,N,l I ,NN,NG,NNN,M,MM,K 1
SWI TGH SS: =LL1, LLz, LI:.J! · ·
··
PROCEDURE G,RP. V CXA, XX 1, YY1, XX2o YY2, PP, AA) 1
REAL xA, xx1, xxz. YY/• yyz,PP,AA •
BE(] l N REAL L,S,C,FI1,Fl2
L:=SQRTCCYY2-YY1)••2+cXX2-XX1l••~)

1

S!=CYY2-YY1)/L'
C:=cXX1-XX2J/L
L:=·5•LNCC CXA -XX2)n2+YY2u2)/C (XA-XX 1) n2+YY1u2)) 1
Fl1: =1·570B-ARCTANCCXX1-XAJ/YY1)'
FJ 2: =1 ·5708-ARCTANC CXX2-XA J/YY2J 1
AA: = • 01J334•PP •C YY2•F I 2-YY1•F I 1-C CXX1-XA) •S+YY1•C)
•CS•L+C•CFI2-FI1))) 1
END'
READ XO, OX, NT, IT, IV, 1\~, RO, E1 1
TT:=O'
NG:=2•CIW-!V+1) 1
FOR 1:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL IT DO READ CX(l),CZ(J) 1
FOR N:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NT DO BEC.IN READ TCN} 1 TT:=TT+T(N)H2
111:=1'
RCOJ:=1000000'

END 1

LL1:R(lll):=o' .
FOR N:=0 · STEP 1 UNTIL NT-1 DO BEG,IN TA(N+1):=0 1
XS:=XO+N•DX I
FOR I: =1 STEP 1 UNTJ L I T-1 DO BEG, IN
IF CZCI+1) G,R CZ(I) · THEN
G,RAV CXS,CX(l),GZ(I),CXci+1),CZCI+1),RO,AT)
ELSE
G,RAV CXS,CX(I+1),CZ(I+1),CX(I),CZ(I),-RO,AT) 1
1
•
TACN+1):=TACN+1)+AT
1
END

•

TACN+1): =CHECKRC TA(N+1 )) 1
RC r r r): =RC 1 1 r >+eTc N+1 >-TAcN+1J) **2'
EN8 1 ·

IF RCII f)/TT LESS E1 THEN C.OTO LLJ 1
BECifN ARRAY BB,CCC1:NC,1:1),AA(1:NC,1:NC)'
FOR · 1:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NC DO BEC.lN BBCI,1):=0 1
FOR II :=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NC DO AAfl,lf)>=O END'

DDCl):=O'

FOR N: =0 STEP 1 UNTl L NT-1 DO BEG!! N NNN: =1 1
FOR NN: =! V STEP 1 UNTl L l W DO
BE C.! N SVI ITCH SSS: =LL4; LL5, LL6, LL7 1
K: =0 1
1
X1:=CXCNN-1J-CXO+N•DX)
Y1:=CZ(NN-1) 1
1
X2:=CXCNN)-CXO+N•DX)
Y2:=CZCNN) 1
1
XJ:=CXCNN+1)-CXO+N•DX)
YJ:=CZCNN+1) 1
IF CZ(NN) G,R
CZCNN-1)
AND
CZ(NN)
LESSEQ CZ(NN+1) THEN
BE(ll N ~1: =4 1 K1: =K2: =1 1 C!OTO LL4 END 1
IF CZCNN) CiR CZCNN-1) AND CZCNN) C.R CZCNN+1) THEN
BEQIN M:=5 1 MM:=0 1 K1:=1 1 K2:=-1 1 C.OTO LL4 END'
IF CZCNN) LESS CZCNN-1) AND CZCNN) LESS CZCNN+1) THEN
BEC.IN M:=7' MM:=O' K1:•-1 1 K2:=1 1 GOTO LL5 END'
IF CZ(NN) LESSEQ CZcNN-1) AND CZCNN) G,R CZcNN+1) THEN
SEt:;IN M:=6' K1:=K2:=-1'
NN+1)-(XO+N•DX)
Y1:•CZCNI·· •; '
.X1:" ~ •CX(
~- . ···· • '
. , . _,· ' ·

.

,._ ~ . ; '- · - ~ ~ ·

.....

~ · · -'

. . ... .

•.r.-..

. .. . .

: ::; - >().~0 'i\!-j)-(XO+N•DX)

I

C!OTO LL5 END I

11

-.7r!'\IN)1

y),:.cz<i'l~l-1) ·

LL4:L1:=SQRTC<X?-X1)••2+cY2-Y1)••2) 1
R1:=X1••2+Y1••2
F1:=1·5708-ARCTAN(X1/Y1) 1
R2: =xz .. z+yz .. z'
F?: =1·57oB-ARCTANcX2/Y2J'
A(K+1,0):=CY2-Y1J/L1
A(K+1,1):=CY2-Y1)•CX1-X2)/L1••J 1
ACK+1,2):=(X1-X2)••2/L1••J'
B(K+1,0J:=(X1-X2)/L1 1
B(K+1,1):=-CY2-Y1)••2/L1••3'
B(K+1,2):=-CY2-Y1)•CX1-X2J/L1••3'
CcK+1,0):=.5•LN~R2/R1)

1

C(K+1,1):=X2/R2
CcK+1,2):=Y2/R2 1
1
D(K+1,0):•F2 1
DCK+1,1J:=-Y2/R2 1
D(K+1,2):=X2/R2 1
• H(K+1,0):=F1
H(K+1,1):=0 1
H(K+1,2):=0 1
ECK+1,0):=X1 11
ECK+1,1):=0 1
E(K+1,2):=0 1
1
FCK+1,0J:=Y1
FCK+1,1):=0
FcK+1,2):•0 1
1
J(K+1,0):=Y2'
JcK+1,1):=0
J)K+1,2):=1'
C.CK+1,0):=F2-F1'
C.~K+1,1):=D(K+1,1)
~(K+1,2):=DCK+1,2)
IF H=4 THEN CiOTO LL5
IF 1-1=5 THEN BE~ I N f F 11f1=0 THEN BEQIN
X1:=CXCNN+1)-CX0+N•DX)'
Y1:=CZ(NN+1) 1
1
X2:=CX(NN)-(XO+N•DX)
Y2:=CZCNN) 1
1
K:=HM:=1
C.OTO LL4' END ELSE C.OTO LL7' END'
IF H=6 THEN C.OTO LL7'

1

LL5: L2: =SQRT<<X{-X2) **2+(YJ-Y2l**2) I
R2:=X2••2+Y2••2
F2:=1·5708-ARCTANCX2/Y2) 11
RJ:=XJ••2+YJ••2'
F{:=1·5705-ARCTANCX3/YJ)
A(K+2,0):=(Y]-Y2J/L2
A(K+2,1):=-cY)-Y2J•CX2-XJ)/L2••J'
AcK+2, 2): .,-cxz-x J) .. ~;Lz .. 3'
BCV.+2,Q):=cX2-XJ)/L2
B(K+2,1J : =(Y)-Y2)••2/L2••3'
B(K+2,2J:=CX2-XJ)•CYJ-Y2)/L2••J'
1
C(K+2,0):=•5•LNCRJ/R2)
1
C(K+2,1):=-X?/R2
C(K+2,2):=-Y2/R2 1
D(K+2,0):=FJ
D(K+2,1):=o'
D)K+2,2):=o'
.
HCK+2,0):=F2'
H(K+2,1):=-Y2/R2
HCK+2,~):=X2/R2 1
ECK+2,0J:•X2'
EcK+2,1):=1 1
EcK+2,2):=0
FCK+2,0):=Y2'
F(K+2,1):=0 1
FCK+2,2):=1 1
J(K+2,0):=YJ' 1 JCK+2,1):=0'
J(K+2,2):=0'
1
QCK+2,0):=FJ-F2
C.CK+2,1):=-HCK+2,1)
G,(K+2r2):=-HCK+2,2) 1
1
IF M=4 THEN CiOTO LL7
IF H=6 THEN CiOTO LL4 1
IF N=7 THEN BEG,! N IF MH=O THEN BEe; IN
X2:=CXCNN)-(XO+N•DX) 1
Y2:=CZ(NN)!
1
XJ:=CXCNN-1)-CXO+N•DX)
YJ:=CZ(NN-1) 1
1
1
1
K:=-1
HM:=1
~OTO LL5
END ELSE [!OTO LL7 END'
LL7:FOR 1:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL 2 DO FOR 11:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL 2 DO
DACI, f f):=JCI ,0)•0<1, I I)+JCf, 11)•0(1 ,OJ-FCI,OJ•HCI, I I )-F(l, I l)•H< 1,0)
-cEO , 1 D •ACI , OJ +F <1 , 1 1 ) •B Cl , 0> >•<A o •o) •cc 1 • o >+B( r •8 J•G< 1, 8 l ).
-c EC f , 0 )•A ( I; I I )+F( I , 8) •B CI ; I I)) •'CA CI , 0) •CC I , 0) +B CI , 0) •4< I , 0))
-c ECI , 0) •A <I , 8) +F( I ; 0) •B Cl; 0)) •<A< I , I I ) •CC I ; 0) +B CI ; I I ) •Go< I , 0))
-c ECI >0) •A< I, 0) +F (I , 0) •Be I , 0)) •C AC I , (')) •CC I , I I ) +B CI , (')) •Go< I ; I I ) ) 1
DDCNNN):=·01JJJ4•RO•CK1•DAC1o1)+K2•DAC2o1))! · 1
·
· ·
DDCNNN+1):=•01J{J4•RO•(K1•DAC1o2)+K2•DAC2r2))
NNN:=NNN+2 END
FOR 1: =1 STEP 1 UNTIL NC DO BEC.IN
BB(f,1):=BBCI,1)+CTCN+1)-TACN+1))•DD(f) 1
FOR · ff:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NC DO
AAC!;II):=AACI,
fi)+DB(I)•DDCI 1) 1
1
GID! · · END
CCC, AA , BB) I
I:= 1'
FOR NN:=IV STEP 1 UNTIL IW DO BEGIN
CXCNN):•CXCNNJ+CCCI, 1) 1 · CZCNN):=CZCNNJ+CC(!+1,1) 1
PRINT ALI[!NED~6,2J;CXCNN),SAMELINE,CZCNNJ 1
l:=l+z' · END
·
PRINT ££L2?? 1
ENI:l 1
111:=111+1'
G,OTO LL1 1
~lXQUOT

LLJ:FOR N:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NT DO PRINT ALIC.NEDC4,1),T(N)-TACN)
END
END 1

1

'

'"

LS~T

LSQRAVTCHETRES) 1
BEC,!N ARRAY T,TA(1:100),A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,JC1:2,0:6),DCC1:2,1:6),
DDCC1:7),RC0:2Q),CC,BBC1:7,1:1),AA(1:7,1:7)'
REAL C1,C2,CJ,C4,C5,C6,L1,L2,S1,S2,C01,C02,DX,FJ,F4,F5,F6,
TM,TAM,RO,CCC,TT,E1,E2,LN1,LN?,XD,XJ,X4,X5,X6,XX1,XX2,
RJ,R4,R5,R6,K,L,M P,Q,RR,S,MM
INTEG;ER !,!l,lll,NT,N 1 I
S\J l TCH SS: =LLG, LL 1, LL2
LL0:~!:=1'
INSTRINGCT,N)'
N:=1'
OUTSTR!NCCT,N)'
READ C1,K,C2 1 L,CJ,M,C4,P,C5,Q,C6 1 RR,RO,S,MM,DX,NT 1
TT:=O'
Ill :=1'
RC0):=1000000
RCI l!):=Q'
P0R 1•=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NT DO BEGIN READ·T(l) 1
TT:=TT+T(I)••2
END'
F0P l :=1 STEP 1 UNTIL 2 DO FOR II :=1 STEP-1 UNTIL 6 DO BEGIN
ACI , 1 1) : =B CI , I 1) : =C ( I , I I ) i =DC I , 1 I ) : =ECI , I I ) : =F CI , I 1) : =C <I , I I ) : =
HC1 , l 1) : =J C I , If ) : = 0 . HID
. ..
. ..
U.1:Y.P :=cz-c1.. xx1 •=C(J-C4'
XX2==cs-c6'
L1: = S0R TCX1 D••2 +XX1~·2~
L2:=SQRTCXD••2+XX2••2) 1
S1 :=XD/L1
S2:=XD/L2
C01:=XX1/L1 1 C02:=XX2/L2 1
FOP. 1:=0 STEP 1 UNTIL NT-1 DO BEG;!N
.
ur: •=· 'i •Uiccc I*DX-C,1)••2+C2••2)/CE I .. Dx-c~)••z+c1 ..·2)),1
LII2: "· ~•LNC C CI •DX -C6) uz+C2n2)~CC l•DX-c ~••2+C1••2))
F1:=1· 70 8 - ARCTMI(CCJ-I *DX)/C1)
F.4:=1· o8-ARCTANCCC4-I•DY.)/C2) I
rS:=1· 1oB-ARCTANcccs-r•DX)/C1)' r 6 :=1·5 -oB -ARCTA Nccc6-I•DY.)/C2)'
TP.C !+1): '=•013334,CCC2•F.4-ChFJ-cCCJ-I•DX)•S1+C1-C01)
·
·
·
•CS1•LN1+C01•CF4-FJ)))-CC2•F6-C1•F5
-cCC5-I •DX)•SZ +C1•C02)•CS2•L NZ +C02•CF6-F5)))) 1
END'
F0R ~1: =1 STEP 1 UI!TIL
N
T
DO
R(lil):=RCI!!)+(CHECKR(T(N)-RO•TACN)))
.. ~
• · •
• • ·
PRINT RC !l!),££L2 ?? 1
IF -Il l GRE(:I J·THEN BEG IN RJ :"•5*C R(ll!-2)+R(l!!)-2•R(ll!-1)) 1
IF RJ·CR 0 THEN BEG IN R6:=(R(!ll-2)•R(l!!))/E2•RJ) 1 • • •
1
IF R6 LESSEn -1 Tf!Ei·! BEG;! 1·! PRINT ££LZ?NO·l MPROVEI•JENT?
G;OTO LL2 END'
1
1F -1 LESSEQ R6 AND 1 GRE(l R6. THEN QO TO Lh.2
END END 1
FOR !:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL 7 DO BEGIN 88(!,1):<=0 1
FOE Il:<=1 STEP 1 UNTIL 7 DO AA(l, li):=Q 1
END'

J(1,J):=-DC1,J~

I

JC2,2):<=EC2,2)

FOR 1 :<=1 STEP 1 UNTIL 2 DO FOR II :<=1 STEP 1 UNTIL 6 DO
DC CI, 1!):<=8( I ,O)•EC 1,1! )+Ec 1 ,O)•BCI, 11 )-ACI ,O)•DC!, II )-DC! ,Q)•AC I, 11)
-c C( I , 1 1 ) "F ( I , 0) +A( 1 , l I ) "'~( l , Q)) • CF" CI , 0) "H ( l , 0) +GC 1 , 0) •J CI , 0))
-c CC I , r.) "F C1 , 1 I)+ AC I , 0) •GC 1 , I 1 ) ) • CF (! , 0) "H CI , 0) +t:;C 1 , 0) •J C1 , 0))
-c CC I , 0) "F CI , Q) +A CI , 0) • G;C 1 , 0)) "C F CI , l 1 ) •H C1 , 0) +t;; CI , 1 1 ) •J C1 , 0))
- cC CI,Q)•F(I,Q)+A(I,Q)•~C I, Q))•CFCI,Q)•HCI,!!)+(1(1,Q)•JCI, !!)) 1
FOR 1I:<=1 STEP 1 UWT!L b DO DDCC!l):<=.Q1J3J4•R0•CDCC1,!!)-DCC2,11)) 1
DDCC7):=TACN+1)
·
.
FOR ):=1 STEP 1 UNTIL 7 DO BEGIN
88( 1,1):=BBCI,1)+(T(N+1)-R0•TA(N+1))•DDC(l) 1
FOR.Jl:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL
DO
·
AACI,II):=AA(l,!J~+DDCC l)•DDC(l) 1
END'
END'
. ·
HXQUOT·CCC,AA,BB) FOR 1:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL 7 DO CC~I,1):=CHECKR(CC(l,1:l
IF K=1 THEU CCC1,1)!=0'·
IF L=1 THEN CCC2,1):<=0 .
.
.
IF M=1 THEN CC(J,1):'=0 11
IF P=1 THEN CCC4,1):=0 1
IF Q<=1 THEN CCC5o1):=0
IF RR=1 THEN CCC6,1):<=0 1
IF S=1 THEN CCC7,1):=0'
·
IF ABS(CC(1,1)) GR C1/10 THEN C1:=C1•C1+S!GNcCC(1i1))•·1)
ELSE C1:=C1+Ccp,1)'
·
·
C2:=C2+CCC2,1)
C]:<=C]+CC(],1) 1
C4:=C4+CC(4,1) 1
cs:=cs+cccs.n I
C6 !<=C6+ccc6.p I
IF C2 LESSEQ C1 THEN C2:=MM•C1

7

IF CJ QR C~ THEN 8EQIN:CCC:=CJ'

C)saCS' -C5::CCC

E~D'

IF' C4 <fR C6 THEN BEG; I .~: :cc: =C4' C4: =C6 ' C6 :=CCC END 1
IF ABSCCCC7•1)) GR· •OJ THEN RO:=RO+SIGNCCCC7 1 1))••03
•
ELSE RO:<=RO+CC(7,1) 1
PRI NT ALIQ NEDc7,J),C1 1SAMEL!NE,C2,££L??,CJ,C4,C5,C6,££L??,
·
AL!G MEDCJ,5),RO 1
· ·
··
-·
lll:=l!I+1'
RC!ll):<=0
COTO LL1 1

LL2: FOR N:<=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NT D0 1 PRINT AL!QNED(4,J),T(N)-RO•TACN)
PRl!H ££L6?? I
G;OTO LLQ I
END
. END I .

··~

•'

1

- '

----~---~~---~--------------------~-----------------

1

LSNT I
BEGIN ARRA Y T,TA,R1,R2,R3,R4,F1,F2,F3,F4,C1,C2,C3,C4,E1,E2,E3,E4,
RC1: 5 1) , BB, CCC 1: 8, 1: 1), AAC1 :8 , 1: 8 ) , AC1: 2, 1: 4 , 0: 6) ,
D1 , D2 , DCC1: 8 ) I
REAL IE, AL , DX,2 1,22,X1, X2,X3,X4 , J, I8, EE 1,EE2,F , AA 1,AA2,1X,
12,L1,L2,S~,S2,B1,B2,22,XX1,XX2,TT,XT,RM'

I NTE GER N, S, I I I , NT , I , A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, AS, I I , FL 1
SWI TCH SS: =LLO;LL1, LL2,LLJ,LL4 1
LLO:N:=1' I NSTRI NGC T, N) 1 N: =1' OUTSTRI NG CT, N)'
TT:=O'
111:=1'
FL:=S:,.O'
RM: ,.9999999 9 '
RE AD IE ,AL ,DX, NT, 2 1, A1,22, A2 , X1, A3 , X2 , A4 , X3,A5,X4 , A6,J,A7,I B,
.
AS, EE 1 , EE2 '
IE:=IE•.01745 1
AL := AL• .01745 1
IB:=I8•.()1745 1
FOR N:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NT DO BEG I N READ TC ~~ ~ TT:=TT+TC N)**<:: END '
LL1:F:=200000•J'
III:=lll+1 1 · RCI II):"'O
AA 1: =COS( IE) •COS ( I 8) • S INC Al:.llllll!li- S INC IE)•S I NC I B)'
AA2:=SINC AL)•8COS CIE)•S I NC I8)+S I N( IE)•COSC I B)I 1
IX: =- COS ( I E)•S I NCI 8) • S I NCAL) ail- S INC IE)• COSC I B)'
12:=SINCAL) •I COSCIE)• COSCI B) - S INCIE)•S I N(I8)t'
22:=22-21'
XX1::oX1-X2'
XX2 := X3- X4 ' ·
L1: =SQRTC 22 • •2+XX1••2) 1
L2:=SQRTCZZ••2+XX2••2) 1
S1:=22/L1'
B1:= XX 1/L1'
S2 :,.22/L2 '
B2 :=XX2/L2'
FOR N: =1 STEP 1 UNTIL NT DO BEG IN XT:=( N-1)•DX '
C1CN): =X1-XT I C2 ( N) := X2-XT' C3(N):=X3-XT I C4CN):=X4-XT I
R1CN):=C1CNl••2+21••2'
F1( N) :,. ARCTA NCC1( N)/2 1) 1
R2CN) :=C2C N) **2+22**2'
F2C N):= ARCT ANC C2 CN)/22 ) 1
1
R300 : =CJC N) **2+2 1**2
F3C N) :=ARCT ANC CJ( N) / Z 1) 1
R4(N):=C4(N) .. 2+22 .. 2'
F4(N):=ARCTANCC4(N)/Z2) I
E1CNl:=S1•CF1CN)-F2(N))-.5•B1•LNCR2CN)/R1CNl)'
E2CN):=B1•CF1(N)-F2(N))+.5•S1•LNCR2CN)/R1CN)) 1
E3C N): =S2 •CF3C N)-F 4 CN) )-.5 •82•LNC R4 CN) /R3C N))'
E4C N): = B2 •CF3C N)-F 4C N) ) +. 5 •S2•L NCR4C N) / R3C N))'
TACNl: =F •C S 1•CE 1CN) •AA 1 +E 2C N) * AA2 )-S2•CE 3C N)• AA 1 +E4 l N) • AA<:) J 1
TAC N): =CH!':CKRC'f ACN))'
RCII I):= RCIII)+(T( N)-T ACNl)••2 END'
PR I NT R(l I i), <:LL<::?? '
IF RCI I 1)/TT LESS EE1 THE N GOTO LL2'
"L ).'' j
IF I I I GR 2 THEN BEGIN "
IF A8SCRC I I 1)-RC I I 1-1))/RC I I I) LESS EE2 THEN GOTO LL2 1
(
IF FL=2 THEN GOT O · LL4'
11
IF RC I I I) LESS RCI I 1-1) ~AND S=O THEN BEG I ~-=::J..!-...GOTO LLJ END.< .
IF RCI I I) LESS RC I I 1-1) AND S LESS 0 THE N GOT O LL4 1
IF RCIII) GR RCIII-1) AND FL=1 THEN BEG I N1 RCI II):=RC III-1) 1
Z1:=Z1-A1•CCC 1, 1) 1 22:=Z2- A2• CC C2, 1) 1 · X1:=X1-A3 •CC(J; 1) 1
X2: =X2 -A4•CCC4,1)'
X3 := X3 -A5•CCC5,1l 1 X4:=X4-A6 •CCC6,1l 1
1
J :=J-A7•CCC7,1l
I B:=I B- A8 •CCC 8 ,1) 1 GOTO LL~ END' ;
II
IF RC I I I) GR RCI I 1-1) AND S LESSEQ 0 THE N BEGI N S:= S-1 1
"L
~
Z1:=Z1-A1•CCC1,1)•2••S 1
22 :,.z 2- A2 • CCC2,1)•2•• S '
X1:=X1-A3•CCCJ,1)•2••S'
X2:= X2- A4 • CCC4,1)•2•• S '
X3:=X3-A5•CCC5,1l•2••S'
X4:,. X4-A6 •CCC6,1)•2•• S '
J:=J-A7•CCC7,1l•2••S' ~
IB:=I8-A8 • CCC8,1)•2••S'
GOTO LL1 1 END' ~ END'
l\

\\

>

LL4:FOR 1:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL S DO BEGI N BBCI,1):,.0'
FOR I 1:= 1 STEP 1 UNTIL S DO AACI,II):=O END'
AC1,1;Q):=S1' AC 1,1;1):=-XX1••2/L1••3 1 AC1,1,2):=- AC1 , 1,1)'
AC1,1 , J):=-2Z•XX1/L1••3'
AC1,1,4l:=-AC1,1,)l 1
1
AC1,2,0):=B1
AC1,2,1):=-AC1,1,J) 1 AC1,2,2l:= AC1,1,J) 1
AC1,2,J):=ZZ••2/L1••3'
AC1,2,4):=- AC1,2,]) 1
1
AC2,1,0):=S2
AC2,1,1l:=-XX2••2/L2••3 1 AC2,1,2):=-AC2,1,1l'
AC2,1,5):=-Z2•XX2/L2
.. 3' AC2,1,6):=-AC2,1,5l'
AC2,2 ,0) :=82 1 AC 2,2 ,1): =- AC2, 1,5) 1 AC2, 2, 2) := AC2, 1,5) 1
AC2,2,5l:=2Z••2/L2••3' A C2,2, 6) :~- AC2, 2,5) 1
FOR N:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NT DO BEG IN
A C1,J,0)~=F1C Nl -F 2 C N) 1
AC1,J,1):=-C1( N)/R1C N)'
AC1,3,2l:=C2( N)/R2(N)' AC 1,J,J):"'2
1/R1C N) ' AC 1,J,4):=-Z2/ R2CN) '
AC 1,4 ,0): =·5 • LNCR2 CNl/R1( N)) 1 AC 1,4, 1):,.-A( 1 ,J ,J) 1
AC1,4,2l:=-AC1,J,4)' AC1,4, J):• AC 1,J,1)' AC 1,4,4):= AC1,],<:) '
AC2,3,0l:=F3C Nl-F 4CN) ' AC2 ,],1):,.-CJ(N)/R3CN) 1
AC2,),2J:=C4C NJ/R4C NJ' AC2,),5J :"'Z1/R) CNJ ' AC2 ,),6l:=-Z2 / R4 l N) 1
AC2,4,0):=.5•LNCR4CN)/R3CN)) 1 AC 2,4,1):,.-AC2,J,5l'
AC2,4,2l:=-AC2,J,6)' AC2,4,5):,.AC 2,J,1)' AC 2,4 ,6 ):= AC2,3,<::l '
FOR 1:=1,2,3,4 DO
D1CI):=F•CAC1,1,0)•(AA1•CAC1,1,0)•AC1,J,I)+AC1,1,1)•AC1,3,ul
- AC1,2,0l•AC1,4, 1)- AC1,2, 1)•AC 1,4,0))+AA2•C AC1,2,U) •AC1,j,I J
+AC1,2, 1)•AC1,J,0)+AC1,1,0 l•AC 1,4,1)+AC1,1,1)•AC1,4,u))J
+AC1,1,1l• CAA 1•E1( N) +AA2•E2(N))) 1 ·
FOR I : = 1 , 2, 5 , 6 DO
D2 CI):=F•CAC2,1,0l•C AA 1•C AC2,1,0)• AC2, J,I)+AC2,1,l)•AC2,),UJ
-AC2,2,0)•AC2,4,1)-AC2 ,2,1 )•AC2,4 ; 0))+AA2•CAC2,2,0)•AC2,J,I)
+AC2,2,1l•AC2,J,O)+AC2,1,0)•AC2,4 ,1)+AC2,1,1)•AC2,4,0)))
+AC2,1,Il • CAA1•E3(N )+AA2•E4 ( N))) 1
DCC 1l:=D1C1l-1 D2C1) 1 DCC2):=D1C2)-D2C2l 1 DCCJ):=D 1C]l 1
DC (4):= D1(4)
DCC5):=-D2C5 ) 1 DCC6) :=-D2C6) ' DCC]):=TAC N)/J'
DC C8):=F•CAC1,1,0l•CE1( N)•IX +E2 CN)•I Z) - AC2, 1,Q)•CE3 CN)•I X+E4C N)•I 2))
FOR 1:=1 STEP 1 UNT IL 8 DO ·BEGlN • BBCI , 1): =88C I , 1) +DCC I) •CT CN) -T AC N)) 1
FOR I 1:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8 DO
~
~
AAC I, I I) := AAC I, I I) +DCC I) •DCC I I)'
END
END'
MXQUOT CCC , AA;BB)'
FL:= S:,.0 1
LLJ:Z1:=Z1+A1•CCC1,1)•2••S'
Z2 :=Z2 +A2 • CCC2,1)•2•• S '
X2 := X2 +A4•CCC4, 1)•2•• S '
X1:=X1+A3•CCCJ, 1)•2•• S '
XJ:=XJ+A5•CCC5,1l•2••S'
X4 :=X4 +A6 • CCC6, 1)•2••S '
J:=J+A7•CCC7,1l•2••S'
IB:=IB+AS•CCCS,1)•2••S'
PRINT ALIGNED.£]_, 1) ,Z 1, SAMEL I NE ,Z2, ££L??, X1 ,X2 ,XJ ,X4 ,££L??,
AL IGNEDC4,5), J,ALIGNEDC 4,1),1B/.01745'
GOTO LL1'
LL2:FOR N: =1 STEP 1 UNTIL NT DO PR I NT TCN)-TACN)
PR INT ££L6 ?? 1
G;OTOLL0 1
END' END'

1

1

~_.

___________________________________

MAG. SW_t\NOPT;

begin real ep 1 XXS, DX, IE, AL , ~TXE 1 JZE, W2;
-----array T[1:5c], CX, XN[1:25];
inte~er JP, AP, KP, np 1 P I, NC 1 NT ·

'

s~ sss:~IIO;

procedure MAG(XTT, Xl, Z1, X2, Z2, JJ, EEl, EE2);
real XTT, X1, Zl, X2, Z2, JJ, EEl, EE2;
begin real 8 1 C, L, PP, LL;
L:~sqxt((Xl-X2)f2+( Z2-Zl)f2) ;

s:=(Z2-Z1 )/L;
C: = (Xl-X2)/L;
PP:=arctan((X1-XTT)/Z1)-arctan((XZ-XTT)/Z2 );
LL: = ,5•ln(((X2-XTT)f2+7212)/((X1-XTT)I2+Z1t2));
EE1:=JJ*S*(S*PP-C*LL); EE2:=JJ* S*(S*LL+C*PP);
~;

procedure FUNCTIGN(pxp, Pnp, FP, PXXS, PDX 1 Ft·IT 1 NX, PX, PNC, PXE, PZB, 'PIB, PAL, PT);

real FP 1 PXXE 1 PDX 1 PXE, PZE, PIB 1 PAL;
array pxp, 'PX, PT, NX;
integer

PNT, PNC, Pnp;

begin array A[l:loo], El, E2[1:25, 1:5o];
~ XS 1 JX 1 JZ;
integer FI, F!I;
XSl=PXXS;
FP:=O;
for Fll=l step 1 u~ Pnp 2.£ PX[NX[FI]]: =pxp[FI];
PX[2*PNC-1]:~PX[1];
PX[2*PNC]!=PX[2);
.rx::cos(PIB)
;
JZ;:=-sin(PIB};
~ FI:= 1 stAp 1 until PNT 2.£ begin A[FI]f=O;
~ FII:=l step 2 until 2*PNC-3 ~ ~in
if PX[FII+1 ]<PX[FII+3] then
'MA:G(XS, PX[FII], PX[FII+l], PXLni+2], PX[FII+3], PX[2*PNC+11, E1[FII, FI], E2[FIJ , Fi l )
else
~AG(XS, PX[FII+2] 1 PX[FI1+3) 1 PX[FII], PX[FII+1], -PX i 2*PNC+1], E1[FI!,FI], E2[FII, FI]);
A[FI]:=checkr(A[FI]+PXE*(JX*E1 r. Ft! ,FI]+.T Z*E2(FII,FI])+PZE*(JX*E2[FII,FI]-JZ*E1[FII ,FI]));
end·

FP:~FP+(PT [FI]-A[FI])I2/(rt~*abs(PT[F IJ)•abs(A[FI]));
y~:=XS+PDX; ~;

FP:~checkr(FP)j

end;

urocedure SWANOPT(n ,e,x,J, A,K 1 W1,SXX 1 XD 1 TN,PXN,XC 1 CN,JEX ,JEZ,BI,LA,TT)j
val11a n, e, A;
~er n, J, A,K, TN, CN;
~ e, SXX, XD, JEX, JEZ, Bl, U\, W1;
a:rra.y x, XC 1 'I"!' 1 PXN;

--

...

begin integer i,j,k,l,o,p 1 r 1 ra,s,t; real step , F,g,xa,ve,ex,ew,ev ;
ar:rA.y a. 1 b 1 c 1 u,w[1:n] 1 f[0:5] 1 v[1 : nta];
sl:=L3,L5,L43,L45,T~O,J~2,L20,L99 1 L2,L4,L6,L40,L41,142,L46 1 147,L48,L53,L54 1 L55,

switch

L57, 1..10, Ll2, L71, J_,72, L7~, L74,I.75 1 L76, L77, L21 ,L60, 130, 1...90, L61 ,L62,EXIT;
switch so:=L44,L51,L49 1 L56 1 L80;
.r:=-J; step:=w1; f[5]:=o; p:=1; K:=K*n;
~

i:.:::1 step 1 until n ~
begin
if i~1 ~ go to La;
fo~ j:.:::1 step 1 until n d o

begin
p:::p+1; v[p]:=o
end;
p:=p+ lj

v[pl:=1 ; u[i]::::n

1..2:

end;
1:;;1; goto L90j
for i:==-1 step 1 until n do a[iJ:=x[i]; f[S]:=F;
1:=2; goto L75;
jl=1;

L3:
IA :
L5;
L6:

'-

r::::1;
~

i:=l step 1 ~ n do
begin
w[i]: c v[n *(j-l)+il; b[i]:=x[i]

~j

tAo:
!Aa:

ew:=o; o:=1 i

g:= step;
f[oJ:=F;

IA1:

f[al:=F;
for i:=1 s!!E 1 until n do
begin
c[i]:;;:;x[i]; x[i]::og*w[i]+x[i]
end•
---'
11=3;

FUNCTION(xtn, F, SXX,XD, TN 1 PXN, XC,CN r JEX,JEZ, BI, I..A, TT) ; f[5]: :::f[5 ]+1 ;

L90:

F :~*F; goto if

f[S]>K then L30 else sl[l];

L43:

goto so[oJ;'
----L44l
f[O]~ F then goto L48; g:=-&; f[o]:=F;
~ i:=1 ~t ep 1 u~ n ~ x [i)::og*w[ i]+e[i ]; 1: ~; g~ L90;
IA5:
if f[2]_2:F ~ coto IA7; g:=2*g; L46:
f[1]f::F; o:=2; goto L54;

g

==---

IA7:

f[O] :=f[2];
if' ew~25 then go to

J~6; ew: =eW+ 1 ;
g:=2*g; ev:=---1; o:=3; goto 1..42;
IA9:
if f [2]?_F ~ goto !A7; f(19::oF;
for i:=1 step 1 until n do x[ il:=- 0 .5*g*w[i]+x(i]; 1:=5; goto L90;
L50: _ g F~f[21 ~ goto JA6; f(o]:=£[2]; f[2]1=F;
for i:=1 step 1 ~ n do c[i]:.:::.x[i];
L511
xa.:=2*f[2]-f[n]-f[1]; g xa=o ~ goto L56;

IA8:

xa0=0.25*g*(f[O]-f[1])/xa;
i:~1

for

step 1 until n do x(i]::::-xa*w[i]+x[i]; 1:=6; goto L9f);

o:=4;

L5a:
L53t

g

L541
L55:

.!£!_ i:=1 jtep 1

f(a]~F ~ goto L55; F:=f[2];
~ n !!,2 x[i]::::c[i);

goto so[o ;

L56:

ve:=o;
~ 1 ~ n ~ ve:=(x(i]-b[i])ta+ve; ve:=sqrt(ve );
g:::::if g~O then 1 e~ -1; if r=2 then goto L12;
u(j):=ve*g+ll[J); j! =j+1;
if ~j ~ goto L6;
~ i:=1 step 1 ~ n do b[il::::x[i]j s : =1;

for 1:=1

L57:

L10:

ve~:::o;

.!£.!:

i:=1 step
~ n do
bBgin
----w
- [i]: =x[i]- a[i];
ve::::w[i]fa+ve
end;

ve::sqrt(ve); if s::::.2 ~ goto L71;
if ve::O then goto L72; ve::1;ve;
for i"':=1 stAp--1-until n do w[i]:=ve•w(i]; f(4]! =F; r::::2; goto 1.40;
L12:--- ax:.:::.ve*g; if ev~O then goto L72; 1:=7; s:=a; goto L1 0 ;--if ve>step then go to L74;

L71:
L72:

step:;o.1*step; if A=1 then goto L73;
print ££s? step length reduced?;---L73:
g step~e ~ P,oto lA; i_! A=O then go to L8f);
L99 :

F:=J*Fj goto EXIT;

1~74!

.!.£!_ i:=1 step 1 u.!!..!.!! n do a[i]::::b[i]; f[3]: =f[4];

L75:

if A=l then go to L77;
print drgits(4), f(5) 1 sameline, J*F ;

L76:

for i::::1 step 1 u!!!!.! n do
print same line, x(i)j
L77:
ev:;;:;-1; g.£!£ sl[l];
1.2n:

t: :::cn;
for k:=n step -1 until 1 ~
begin
if abs(u[k])~e then goto J_,21;
xa:;:;u(k ] ; u[k]:;;u[t]; u[t]:=xa;
!£!. i:~1 step 1 u!2.!,g n ~

begin
w[i]::::v[n*(k-l)+il;
v[n* (k-1 )+ i]: =v[n* ( t-1 )+i 1 ; v[n*(t-1 )+i. l: ::'ll'f; 1

- -·
end•

t:::::t-1;

L21:
if

L6o:

end;
1 ~ goto L72;

t~

.!£!:. i:.:::.1 step 1 until n do
for j:=1 s_!~ 1 ~ t !!2
v[ n* (j -1 )+i J: ::1' [ j] *v[n* (j-1 )+i] :
for j:::::.1
begin

s~

1 !mtU n

~

b[jl: =o;
for i: :::1 step 1 u~ t do b[j]::::v[n* (i-1 )+j]+b [j]
end;--for k:=1 step 1 u~ t d o

begin

2£

for i: =1 step 1 until n
w[i]:=o ; r a :=1;
if ra=k ~ goto L€2; ve: =0;

L61:

!£E i:=1 step 1

~

for i::::1 FJtep 1

u~

n
n

~
~

ve:=v[ n*( r a-1)+i] *b[i]+ve;
"[i]::;.:ve*v[n*(ra-O+i]+w[iJ;

~ot o L61;
ve::::o;
_for i: ::o1 step 1 ~ n do
begin
,r j 1 , -b[; l ...w [ i ] :
ve:::w[i]t2+ve
end ·

r a : =ra+1;

L62:

:;;:~sqrt(1jve);

for i:=1 step 1 until n do
begin
- - b [ i ] != b[i ]- v[n* (k-1 )+i]

j

v[n*(k-1) + i]:~ve*w[i]

end

;;;i.

--·
u[1]::::ex; goto LG_;____

for j: ;;;n step -1 unti l 2 do u[j]:=o; j::;.:2;

L30 :
LBO !
EXIT!

o:=5 ; goto L53;
1:=8; goto L75j

end SWANOPT;

llOt PI::1; i nstring(T , PI}; pr:~1; outst~ing(T,PI);
read ep, np , JP, AP, KP , W2, NC, XXS , DX, NTj
beiin array xp[1 :np];
!£.!: !ll% ;: 1 sten 1 u~ 2*(NC+1) rlo ~ cxrPI)j
~ead IB, AL;
CX[2*NC+2]: ;:: . 01 745*CX[2*NC+2]; IE: =. 01745 *IE; AL:=. 01 74 5*AL ;
CXL2*NC+1]:=20.0000*CX[2*NC+1]j
J).'"E: =cos(IE) *sin (AT...);
JZE: :::ain( IE) ;
.f2E. PI!=-1 step 1 until np do read XN[PI] ;
for PI:~1 step 1 until NT do read T[PI];
for PI:=l step 1 until np d0 xp[PI]:=CX[XN[PI] ] ;
SWANDPT (np,ep,xp,JP 1 AP,KP,W2,XXS,DX,NT 1 XN,CX 1 NC,JXE,JZE,CX[2*NC+2],AL,T);
~;
goto 110 ~j

•

